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ABSTRACT
Word problems establish a foundational narrative in Our mathematical
education from the earliest years of primary schooling. Obliquely, word
problems let us know what mathematics is allowed to be about, how we
are to go about doing mathematics, and particularly, what is the uneasy
relationship between the world of mathematics and Our lived lives.
Word problem stories are poor quality fiction at best. They appear to be
about real people, places and things but they are not really abolit those
things. Rather, they are ambiguous, referring in a coded way to the
world of mathematical objects and processes through tangentid
references to the world of human experience.
This thesis looks at the word problem in mathematics education as a
genre, viewed from a number of points of view: from the standpoints of
linguistics, literary theory, pedagogic intentions. and the history of the
genre. The central questions asked are: What are word problems? What
other genres are they like? What do we think they are for? and Where
do they cornefrom? An analysis of mathematical word problems using
the area of linguistics called pragmatics reveals the following features
typical to word problems: a three-component structure, indeterminate
deixis of nouns and pronouns, a non-deictic use of metalinguistic verb
tense, strong illocutionary force, "no truth value" (according to Frege's
binary notion of tmth value). and a flouting of the "Gricean maxim of
quality" (one of H. P. Grice's formulations of the necessary CO-operative
bases for conversation).Word problems are found to have generic and
historical connections to parables, nddles and puzzles. 1 conjecture that,
over their 4000 year history, the conscious pedagogic purposes for word
problems may have changed sharply with the introduction of algebra.
Through a small-scale empirical study, 1 elicit teachers', curriculum
writers' and students' insights on pedagogic intentions attached to word
problems. The cross-disciplinary notion of "genre" is explored, and
some suggestions are made for improvements in mathematics teaching
based on an understanding of the word problem as genre, by
considenng mathematical word problems "as if' they were parables,
riddles or recreations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Overheard in a Finnish pancake restaurant in
Thunder Bay, Ontario:
Child: OK Mom, here's one for ycu. "A man left
Albuquerque heading east at 55 miles per hour. At
the same time, another man left Nashville heading
West at 6 0 miles per hour. After some time t h e
two men met. When they met, which man was closrr
to Nashville?"
Parent: Oh God 1 hate these problems. OK, I think 1
can do it. Just let me get a pen. Pass that
napkin. OK, here's Albuquerwe and here's
Nashville. Now the one guy is doing 55 going t h i s
way, and the other guy is doing 60 t h a t way. We
have to assume that there is a straight road
between, what was it , Albuquerque and Memphis?
Which 1 actually doubt. Why are these things
always about American cities anyway?
Child: It ' s Nashville, but it doesn't matter. Nnyway
it sounds good. Albuquerque.
Parent: Bugs Bunny was always making a wrong türn st
Albuquerque, wasn' t he? Anyway, 1 guess the n ? x ï
step - - you'd have to know how far it tras between
Albuquerque and Nashville.
Child: It doesn't matter.
Parent: It doesn't matter. Well, they don't give i t
to you, so you must be able to do it without it.
So we'll just cal1 it x. So it's x miles £rom one
place to the other, and the one guy, we'll câll
him A, starts in Albuquerque, and goes 55 milss
an hour and the other guy, E, goes 60, so he
would go farther and so 1 guess guy A would be
closer to Nashville. Right? God, 1 always hatsd
these problems in school.
Child: Ha ha, 1 got you! It doesn't matter how fast
they went, because when they m e t , they would both
be the same distance from Nashville! Get it?
Parent : (doubtful) Oh yeah

...

Child: Because they m e t , you see? S o whexe the- met,
they were both in the same spot. So they were the
same distance £rom Nashville.
Parent: 1 still don't get it.

Mathematical word problems, or "story-problems", have long been a
familiar feature of school mathematics. For many students, the
transformation of word problems into arithmetic or algebra causes grea t
difficulty, and a number of recent studies have addressed the linguistic
and mathematical sources of that difficulty from a psychological p i n t
of view (Burton, 1991; Harel & Hoz, 1990 ;Hoz & Harel, 1990; Mangan,

1989; Ormell, 1991; Plane, 1990; Puchalska & Semadeni, 1987).

There have also been a great many studies dating from the midseventies onward that have looked at mathematical word problems in
terms of their "readability" (that is, the linguistic factors that make them
easier or harder to read and understand) or students' ease o r di ffic~ilty
in translating them from "normal language" to mathematical
symbolism. (See, for example, Burton, 1991 and Nesher & Katriel, 1977.)
Although such studies use linguistics to analyze word problems, the)
presuppose the value of word problems as they are presently used in
mathematics teaching and testing, and the need for students to become
more proficient at solving them.

Recent curriculum policy documents such as, for example, the Cockcroft
Report in Britain (DES, 1982, para 243, quoted in Prestage & Perks, 1992)
and the NCTM Standards documents in the United States (NCTM, 1989,
134 - 136) and many other national and provincial math curriculum
documents (for example, Alberta Education, 1999; Ontario Ministrv of
Education & Training, 1999) cal1 for curricular relevance and an

emphasis on the generic skills of problem solving. Many mathematics
educators have interpreted these imperatives as rnerely a cal1 for more,
better and more varied word problems. A few researchers (Borasi, 1986;
Brown & Walter, 1990; Pinder, 1987) have begun to question the
prevalent view that "problem-solving" means exclusive1y the sol LI tion
of word problems, and studies in ethnomathematics (Lave, 1988; L a w ,
1992; Nunes, Schliemann & Carraher, 1993) have revealed that people

who are successful and efficient mathematical problem-solvers in "reallife" (Le., life outside of school) may be unable to solve school word
problems with pencil and paper, even when these word problems
appear to be similar to "real-life" problems that the person is quite
capable of solving.
Paraphrase of an exchange overheard in an elementary
school classroom (taken from Keitel, 1 9 8 9 , p. 7):
Teacher: Alright class, here is a ratio problem for
you. In order to paint a certain wall pink, a
painter uses a gallon of white paint mixed w i t h
three drops of red paint. How much white and rec
paint would he use to paint a wall three timss chat
size?
Student: Teacher, 1 know! My parents run a painting
Company, so I learned this £rom them. If you paint
a really big wall, you have to mix the colour a
little bit darker, because the sunlight falling on
a large wall will make the colour appear lighter.
And you would have to rnix up the first gallon, and
then rnix the other batches to a chip, because there
might be a slight colour difference in different
job lots of paint £rom the factory. In any case,
you wouldn't mix up three batches of paint al1 at
once, because the colours would start to separats
before you were ready to use them. You're usually
better to trust your eye than just to go by the
measurements anyway...
Teacher: Alright! Enough! What you have to realize is
that we're not talking about painting here, we're
talking about ratio!

Yet word problems are firmly entrenched as a classroom tradition,
particularly in North American schools. They figure prominently in
virtually al1 school mathematics textbooks and in the previous school
experience of those who are now teachers and curriculum developers,
and continue to be used unquestioningly by most teachers of school
ma thematics.

In this shidy of word problems in mathematics education, 1 considcr
mathematical word problems as a genre, using analytic theory from
linguistics, literary criticism and mathematics education. 1 consider the
question, "what are word problems?", and try to answer it bv "taking a
walk" around the word problem genre as an object, in order to see it

from many points of view, including the linguistic, the historical and
the pedagogical.

This study is ,rot intended to find ways to teach students to be more
efficient solvers of mathematical word problems. Neither is it intended
to use linguistic analysis to recommend better or more efficient w a y s to
write word problems aimed at students of particular school grade Ic\-els
or reading levels. Rather than ask, "How can we make better word
problems?" or "How can we make our students better solvers of word
problems?", 1 ask, "What are word problems?"

My answers to this question follow from my observation that
mathematical word problems can be seen as a linguistic and literarv

genre that forms part of the traditional pedagogy of mathematics. In
Chapter 2 of this thesis, 1 write about the concept of genre in itself, its
cross-disciplinary origins and uses, and justify using the concept of
genre in a study of word problems in mathematics education.

Considering a set of disparate texts as a genre is to view this set as a
conceptual object (as in the term "mathematical object"). In
rnetaphorical terms, my aim in this project is to see "the mathematical
word problem" as a figure set against a variety of different backgrounds.

Since mathematical word problems a r e texts written in natural
languages (although some would question how "natural" their
language really is), 1 begin my walk around the word problem from the
point of view of linguistics, in particular the branch of linguistics called
pragmatics, the shidy of language in use. From this point of 1-ieru, t\.ord
problems can be seen as a form of linguistic utterance, set against the
background of al1 other forms of linguistic utterance. Certain oddities o r
particularities about the language of word problems can been seen from
this point of view, including unusual forms of reference, an anomalous
use of verb tense, and a particular discourse structure.

Problems of reference and h u t h value are evident in word problems
generally. Examples like the following, where the words are clearlv not
meant to refer to the things they appear to point to, give clear instances

of what is generally true of the word problern genre:

You walked for 20 km at 5 k d h . Later you returned mnning at 10
kmfh. What was your average speed? (Kelly, Alexander &

Atkinson, 1987b:,p.136)

Here the second person pronoun is used to address and describe,
presumably, the reader. In this word problem, however, declarati\.e
statements about "you", the reader, clearly do not refer to me, or likelv
to any actuai readers

of the problem. The problem couid be restated in

any of the following ways without changing its mathematical or
pedagogical status as a word problem:
(a) (Stated hypothetically:) Imagine that vou walked for 20 km a t 5
km/h, and that later you returned r u n n k g at 10 krn/li. What
would your average speed have been?

(b) (Stated in the first person, presumably about the author of the
problem:) I walked for 20 km at 5 km/h. Later 1 returned running
at 10 km/h. What was my average speed?
( c )(Stated in the third person, about a fictional character or object:)
Leslie walked for 20 km at 5 km/h. Later she returned running a t
10 km/h. What was her average speed?
or: A horse walked for 20 km at 5 km/h. Later it returned running
at 10 km/h. What was its average speed?
or: A train travels slowly down a track for 20 km at 5 km/h. Tlien
it travels a further 20 km at 10 km/h. What is its average speed?

The equivalence of these various versions of the problem point out the
indifference towards referentiality inherent in its story. For the writer
or the teacher, it does not matter whether the reader, or a horse or train
for that matter, would actually travel at 10 km/h, nor whether the

travel in question is a retum trip or not. What matters is the
mathematical structure seen to bbe underlying the various versions «i
the hypothetical story.

Nonetheless, the use of "you" in the original version of the question
has a somewhat aggressive, accusatory tone. Other readers may respond
to the statement "You walked ..." as 1 did, with an interna1 protestation
of "No 1 didn't!"

Word problems are also stoy yroblei~rs,and pose mathematical
questions in the form of stories. So mathematical word problems can
also be seen from the point of view of literature and narrati1.e theorv,
and can be viewed against a background of stories in general. Again
certain peculiarities become evident, this time in terms of plot and
character, the positioning of the narrator and reader, the placement of
the narration in tirne and place

-- and these peculiarities are closelv

linked to word problems' linguistic features. In Chapter 3 1 analyze
mathematical word problems from the related points of view of
linguistics and literary/narrative theory and find cohesion in the
singular "object" seen from these hvo vantage points. The word
problem genre does indeed seem to be a unified, distinctive object, and
this analysis provides suggestions as to wwhich other genres it may be
related to in terms of its linguistic and literary features.

Soms word problems in my calculus textbook were
difficult to approach, not because of the
unfamiliarity of their subject matter, but because
their extreme whimsicality distracted me from
approaching a solution method. For sxample:
33. A 160-lb maa carrias a 25-lb can of paint up a
helical staixcasa that encircle8 a silo with a radius
of 20 ft. f f tha d l 0 im 90 ft high and the m a n makes
oxactly thraa complota rovolutions, how much work is
dona by the mari against gravity climbing to the top?

34. Suppoea there is a holr in the can of paint in
Exsrcise 33 and 9 lb of paint leak steadily out of
the caa during the ancent. Haw much work is done?
(Stewart, 1991, p. 8 6 6 )
1 found myself distracted by these stories to the
point of being unable to consider the mathematics
involved. I imagined nine pounds of paint - - surely a
large quantity of paint, perhaps a whole gallon! - dripping steadily down the helical staircase around
the ta11 silo. Would the paint drip o n t 0 the silo
itself, producing a kind of spiral action painting
that visitors to the farm would admire, or would it
drip steadily through the rungs of the stairway ont0
the cows below? When the man reached the top of the
nine-storey silo and finally realized that mors than
a third of his paint was gone, would he curse and
thxow the rest of the bucket down after it? Or ~ o u l c !
he run back own the stairs with the leaky can, slip
on the spilled paint and tumble the rest of the .::ay

down?

A description of genre requires us to ask not only, "What is it?" b u t a h ,
"What is it for?" and "Who is it for?" Considerations of genre, at leest
since Bakhtin (1986), inevitably lead to questions of addressivitv a n d
intention. Addressivity refers to the author's real or imagined ûudicnce
for a particular utterance or piece of writing. Bakhtin writes:
Both the composition and, particularly, the style of the u tterance
depend on those to whom the utterance is addressed, and the force
of their effect on the utterance. Each speech [or written] genre in

each area of ... communication has its own typical conception of
the addressee, and this defines it as a genre. (1986, p. 45)

In the case of word problems, intention includes educators' conscious,

stated intentions when writing or teaching word problems, but ais«
intentions carried by the word problem genre itself and students' uptake
of their teachers' intentions, of which educators may not be aware. In
Chapters 4, 5 and 6, 1 outline a small-scale empirical study in which I
interviewed some teachers, students and curriculum writers in
primary, secondary and tertiary mathematics educa tion, in order

tco

begin tu understand their intentions, or uptake of others' intentions,
around the word problem genre in mathematics education.

1 saw this part of the study as a way of testing my analytic findings about

word problems in conversation with others

-- students, teachers, ~ ï r i t e r s

-- people who are intimately involved in the use of word problemr in
mathematics education. Again, there are many resonances rvith
linguistics, since the study of linguistic pragmatics is deeply invol\-ed in
questions of intentionality in language in use. A s part of a walk around
the word problem genre, 1 take a standpoint in the practical, day-to-day
world of mathematics pedagogy in schools, and view the tvord problem
genre against a background of other pedagogic forms and intentions.

From an interview with a tezcher of college calculus
Teacher: I guess as 1 go through life 1 look for
real-world situations that match the ca1c;lluç I ' m
teaching. So when 1 saw some people playing with a
mode1 rocket in the park near rny house, 1 thouqht,
gee, that's like a linear motion problem in
calculus. 1 was very familiar with problems £rom
textbooks that addressed exactly the same abstract
mathematical issues. And so i t was easy enough to
write Ft as a woxd problem.
Interviewer: Do you find you start seeing the world
through " calculus eyes ? Do you focus y o u r
attention on things that are possible examr>les sf
the things that you're teaching?
"

Teacher: Yes. Very much so ... And yes, 1 do have the
theoretical library stored there and then look for
examples as they manifest themselves. A n d that ' s
probably the factor that 1 use most in creating
word problerns.
Interviewer: What do you hope your students will cake
away with them once they've solved that particular
problem or a whole bunch of problems? Do you x a n t
them to start looking at the worlà with calculus
eyes too?
Teacher: Certainly. Yes. 1
to see mathematics in or
situations around them.
well look, that abstract
too, in the backyard.

would like them to be a b l s
project mathematics oncc
What 1 try to do is s a l i ,
thing, we can see it here

A final viewpoint in this study is a historical one. My question hem is,

"What are the origins of the genre?" and "How has it changed over the
course of its history?" Mathematical word problems have very ancient
origins, and a very long continuous history of use in the teaching and
learning of mathematics. In Chapter 7, following on the analysis of
earlier chapters, 1 look at the history of forms and intentions related to
the word problem genre. There is difficulty in ascribing particular
intentions to written texts which span a very long history and wideranging cultural geography, and which we are often obliged to read in

translation. Nonetheless, there are at least some likely conjectures and
intriguing suggestions to be gained from this point of view, looking a t
the word problem genre as an object set against other historical texts in

ma thematics educa tion.
5

From ancient Babylonian clay tablets, 4 0 0 0 years old:
f found a #tons, but did aot weigh it; after 1
mubtractœd one-mixth and addad one-third of oneeighth, 1 weighed it: 1 ma-na. What was the original
weight of the Stone? (Fauve1 & Gray, 1987, p. 26
How could someone subtract one-sixth of the weighc of
stone
they
weighed
the f irst place?
Why wouldn't t h e y weigh it in t h e first place?
From the 3 5 0 0 year old Rhind Mathematical Papyrus:
Houses, 7. Cats, 49 (7 X 7 ) . Mice, 343 ( 7 X 7 X 7).
Sheavea of wheat, 2401 (7 to the power 4). Hekats of
grain, 16,807 (7 to the power 5). Total, 19,607.
(Gillings, 1972, p. 169).
kd an old English nursery rhyme: As 1 was going to
St . Ives, 1 met a man wi th seven wives .
Each wife had seven sacks, each sack h a d seven cats.
Each cat had seven kits.
Kits, cats, sacks, wives, how many going to Sr. 17,-es?

From the C h i u - c h a n g s u a n - s n u , from 3 r d century 2 . C .
China:
hso men starting from the same point begin walking inL
different directions. Their ratea of travel are in
the ratio 7: 3, The slower man walks toward the east.
Bis faster coniganion walks to the aouth 10 pu and
then turas toward the northeast and proceeds until
both m e n meet. Xow many pu did each man walk? ( SV.vetz
5c Kao, 1 9 7 7 , p. 45)
From a Renaissance Italian mathematics textbook:
Phe Holy Father sent a courier from Rome to Venice,
ronrmanding him that he should xeach Venice in 7 days.
b d the most illustrious Signoria of Venice also sent
motber courier to Rome, who should reach Rome in 9
iays. And from Rome to Venice f s 250 miles. It
happenod that by order of theue lords the couriers
started thair journeys at the same time. It is
cequired to find in how m a a y daye they will meet, and
aow many miles each will have traveled. (Swetz, 1987,
3158)
Che so-called "two trains problem" existed two
:housand years before the invention of trains.
I)

Finally, in Chapter 8,1 suggest that an exploration of genre in
mathematics teaching and leaming can be a source for innovation and
renewal in mathematics education practices. 1 propose that identifying
and describing the genres, or forms, of teaching can be a creative step
toward improving teaching. Knowing more about educational genres
allows us to take a more playhl or artful attitude towards the forms that

we have inherited. This aspect of playing with forms is in contrast to
the ovenvheimingly moralizing tone which has traditionally been
central to educational writing. A primarily moral stance tends to
foreclose on the possibilities of a genre with a stern "yea" or "nav" ("Use
nothing but word problems!" or "Never again use word problems!")
without ever taking the time to investigate what the genre is and whv it

is that way.

Knowing more about what a genre is in descriptive terms c m allow

LIS

to play with the boundaries of the genre, changing or emphasizing its
typical features and pushing it to the edge of its genre boundaries to
create new forms. Knowing what a genre is iike (Le., what other genres
it reminds us of or is structurally similar to) allows us to treat one genre
ns ifit were another, to recontextualize it, and

by placing a n old genre in

new settings, to give it new meanings by using analogy to other, similar
genres.

Riddles, parables or word problems?
A poor man said to a rich one: "Al1 my money goes or
food. "
"Now that ' s youx trouble," said the rich man. " 1
only spend £ive per cent of my money on food."
(Sufi tale, from Shah, 1981, p. 51)

The fiddler and his wif e
The piper and his mother
Ate three cakes, three half cakes and thre2-quari-rs
of another.
(Traditional British rhyme, £rom Opie & Opie, 1 9 6 3 ,
P- 72)

A certain gentleman ordered that ninety measures of
grain were to be moved from one of his houses to
another, thirty half-leagues away. One camol was C G
transport the grain in three journeys, carrying
thirty measures on each journey. A came1 eats one
measure each half-league. How many measures will be
le£t , when al1 has been transported?
(£rom Alcuin of York, quoted in Olivastro, 1993, p .
131)
Three sailors and their pet monkey ars shipwrecksd on
an island. They spend al1 day gathering a pile of
coconuts and decide to divicie them in the morning.
But in the night, one sailor awakes and decides to
take his third. He divides the pile into three e q u a l
parts, but there is one coconut extra, which h e gives
to the monkey. He then takes and hides his third a n d
puts the rest back in a pile. Then another wakes u p
and does exactly the same, and then the third. Ir! the
morning, they divide the pile that remains inco three
equal parts, again finding one extra coconut, w h i c h
they give to the rnonkey. How many coconuts were there
at the start?
(£rom Ganita-sara-sangrata by Mahavira, India, 850
AD, quoted in Olivastro, 1993, p. 180)

Knowing some of the irztentioris encoded within a generic form,
knowing rdio it is addressing and some of what it is striving to say to its
intended audience, allows us to know what a particular genre upill o r
will not allow us to Say by its very form. An awareness of codified

intentions allows us to play with various ways of saying what (we
think) rue intend.

Finally, understanding something of the history of a genre, knowinp
where a genre cornes froni, allows us to retrieve cultural mernories,
to revive old meanings in new settings and make new meanings in
old settings. Revisiting archaic forrns and intentions can give
inspiration and energy in the present.

Chapter 2
What is meant by genre ?

In this study 1 consider mathematical word problems as a n object, set
as a figure in the ground of other textual, literary and linguistic
forms. That is to Say, 1 look at "the mathematical word problem" as a
literary and linguistic genre. Since the concept of genre is seldom

invoked in discussions of mathematics education, 1 want to discuçs
its implications further here.

Many writers (for example, Buscombe, 1970; Palmer, 1991; Sobchack,
1975) credit Aristotle with outlining the first notions of genre in

western culture. In the Poef ics, Aristotle tried to establish a
comprehensive set of categories that would encompass al1 types o i
poetry (tragic, epic, lyric, etc.), along with definitions and rules for
each of these categories, an analysis of the function of each poetic tvpe
and a ranking of their relative importance. Aristotle's universalist.
taxonornic program dominated studies of literary types until a t least
the eighteenth century, and its influence is still felt in modern
attempts to create comprehensive lists of "types" of oral and written
iiterature (for example, folklorists' motif-index o r tale-type index,
cited in Scott, 1965, p. 17).

Bakhtin and genre
Most contemporary uses of genre, however, have developed in
relation to M. M. Bakhtin's notion of speech genres. The work of
Bakhtin (1894 - 1975), the Russian literary critic and philosopher of
language, has been tremendously influential in contemporary AngloAmerican literary and linguistic studies, even though much of his

work has only recentfy been translateci into English. Bakhtin's essay
on "The Problem of Speech Genres" (Bakhtin, 1986, pp. 60 - 103,
written in 1952-53. became available in English in the mid-19701s, and
has influenced theoretical developments in the fields OF film studies,
folklore studies and linguistics as well as literarv criticism.

Bakhtin's concept of genre takes in a very wide range of language
phenornena, oral and written, from both "high" and "low" culture.
Bakhtin stresses "the extreme heterogeizeitil of speech genres, oral
and written" and cites as examples of speech genres everything from

"short rejoinders of everyday dialogue" and "everyday narration" tu
"business documents, ... the diverse forms of scientific statements
and al1 literary genres (from the proverb to the multivolume
novel)." (pp. 60 - 61)

Bakhtin's basic unit of analysis is the iittcrnilce, a unit of language in
use and in context, which Bakhtin differentia tes from structural
linguistics' ide01 seriteizce which is postulated as a decontextualized

entity. Any utterance, from a verbai greeting to an epic poem, is
addressed to another person or persons, even if this audience or
partner is imagined by the speaker or writer. Bakhtin stresses the
dialogic nature of al1 oral and written language
framed as a form of dialogue

-- even monologue

is

- and sees the quality of ndduessiaitil, of

addressing a known or imagined other, as key to the understanding
of utterances. The boundaries of the Bakhtinian utterance are defintld
in terms of addressivity. The end of an utterance is signalled by a
change of speakers or by the end of a particular piece of written
discourse, at the point where "the speaker has said (or written)
everything he wishes to Say at a particular moment or under
particular circumstances", and there exists for the addressee "the
possibility of responding to it" (p. 76). So an utterance m a i be
extremely short (for example, a sentence fragment o r exclamation
uttered as part of the tum-taking activity of a verbal conversation) or
very long (as in the "utterance", in writing, of a long novel or a Ph.D.
thesis). Bakhtin sees the listener or audience not as a passive partner
in dialogue, but as a force ccnstantly shaping the utterance of the
spea king or writing subject through the lis tener / reader's
forthcoming or anticipated response. So, in Bakhtin's theory, speech
and writing can never be removed from a context of addressivity, of
dialogue. There is always a ground for the (linguistic) figure,
although the same figure can be reframed in terms of different
grounds.

For Bakhtin, there is no possibility of utterances that exist outside of
genre -- "that is", he writes, "al1 our utterances have definite and
relatively stable typical forms of coiistructio~iof flic zvlrole" (p. 78).
Like Molière's Monsieur Jourdain, who had no idea h e w a s speaking
in prose, Bakhtin writes, we "speak in diverse genres without
suspecting that they exist" (p. 78). Bakhtin stresses that, although
genres are relatively stable forms comprising appropriate contexts,
styles, formats and other features, it would be futile to atternpt a
comprehensive taxonomy of genres within a language and culture
because new genres are always developing (and, presumably, somc
genres are becoming obsolete or less used). Bakhtin writes:

The wealth and diversity of speech genres are boundless beca~ise
the various possibilities of human activity are inexhaustible,
and because each sphere of activity contains an entire repertoire
of speech genres that differentiate and grow as the particular
sphere develops and becomes more complex. (p. 60)

So Bakhtin's conception of genre can be characterized by: a
heterogeneous grouping of "high" and "low", oral and ivritten, s h o r t
and long language forms; an emphasis on the constitutive nature of
addressivity and the dialogic nature of language; an insistencc o n the
unavoidability of context; definition of the utterance as the basic u n i t
of analysis; the assertion that no utterance can exist outside the

generic forms of a language; and a recognition of genre as a
productive class within language, an ever-changing inven tory of
relatively stable forms.

Genre ideas from film studies

The field of film studies, which was growing and gaining academic
legitimacy in the 19701s,took u p the Bakhtinian concept of genre as a
necessary construct for dealing theoretically with a relatively stable
repertoire of film types. Genre was originally used in a slightlv
derogatory sense, to categorize the popular formula films (often socalled "B movies") produced by the Hollywood film industry (for
example, Westerns, gangster films, musicals or screwball cornedies).
However, the term was soon extended to include genres like art
films, the French New Wave, docudramas and other less-commercial
but generically recognizable films. In film studies, the notion of thc
utterance was greatly extended to include other non-linguistic visual
and sound resources (camerawork, direction, acting, editing, souncl
effects, music, etc.) as well as a complex of cultural forms connected
with the addressivity of films (including distribution and exhibition
patterns, film advertising and promotion, and so on).

Film genre theorists have raised issues that will be usehil in mv
discussion of the mathematical word problem as genre. For example,

Tudor, in his well-known essay on genre (Tudor, 1973) puts forth the
problem of the "empiricist dilemma" in identifying genres -- in tl-iis

case, the "western" genre in popular films. "To take a genre such as a
western, analyze it, and list its principal characteristics is to beg the
question that we must first isolate the body of films that are

westerns," writes Tudor. But such films can only be isolated
according to their principal characteristics. "We are caught in a circle
that first requires that the films be isolated, for which purposes a
criterion is necessary, but the criterion is, in tum, rneant to emerge
from the empirically established common characteristics of the films"

(p. 5)Tudor's suggestion for a wav out of this dilemrna is to avoid
establishing n priori criteria, and instead to "lean on a common
cultural consensus as to what constitutes a western and then go on to
analyze it in detail" (p. 5). This solution presupposes a high degree of
shared culture and the likelihood of shared patterns of recognition

and meanings that are part of that culture. Tudor suggests that "from
a very early age most of us have built up a picture of a western. WC

feel that we know a westem when we see one . .." (p. 5) So to cal1 a
film a western is more than to define it as sharing certain principal
characteristics with other westerns; it also suggests that the film
would be more or less universally recognized as a westem in o u r
culture. Tudor writes, "Genre notions ... are not critics' classifica tio 13s
made for special purposes; they are sets of cultural conventions.
Genre is what we collectively believe it to be" (p. 7).

1 invoke this notion of culturally-recognizable convention and form

in my analysis of mathematical word problems as genre. I contend

that the form and addressivity of word problerns, at least as they arc

used in twentieth-century mathematics education, is recognizable
nearly universally among, Say, Canadians who have been students in
public elementary schools, and I daresay they are also recognizable in
a similar way to most people of al1 cultures who have attended

forma1 school mathematics classes. The extraordinarily long l-iistor!*

of word problems (they appear to have been used continuously for
four thousand years, at least since ancient Babylonian and Egyptian
times) seems to suggest that Lhey have existed as a cultural form since
the development of the earliest writing systems, although it is
important not to read Our meanings anachronistically on earlier
cultures. As Tudor cautions, "There is no basis for assuming that a
western [or in Our case, the word probiem genre] wil1 be conceived in
the same way in every culture. The way in which the genre term is
appiied can quite conceivably Vary frorn case to case" (p. 7).

Another film critic, Sobchack (1975) considers cvell-establisl-ied "Bmovie" film genres in terms of their relationship to the classicai
literary f o n w outlined by Aristotie. He writes that such wellestablished genre films as westerns, detective movies and musicnls
operate on the same principle as Greek dramas in that they are
reshapings of already-known tales. If Greek dramas are "imitations o f
fictions", then genre films:

... are made in imitation not of life but of other films. True,
there must be the first instance in a series or cycle, yet most cases
of the first examples of various film genres can be traced to
literary sources, prirnarily pulp literature ... And once the initial

film is made, it has entered the pool of common knowledge
known by filmmaker and film audience alike. Imitations and
descendants - the long line of "sons of", "brides of', and "the
retum OF' - begin. (p. 104)

There is an interesting parallel here with the question of word
problem as genre. If word problems follow the pattern established by
literary and film genres, then are they written "in imitation, not of

life, but of other word problems"? 1 firrnly beiieve this to be the case,
and 1 think this is a sad but necessary realization for those
mathematics educators who try, sincerely, to write word problems
that more closely imitate life, or relate to the lived experiences of
their students. 1 contend that the genre form itself speaks directly t o
the students in terms of what is given them and expected of them;
readers dive into the world created by the genre as into a familiar
(warm or ice-cold) bath. Word problems imitate and recall other
word problems, not Our lived lives.

Ultimately, Sobchack raises questions of addressivi ty in terms of
audience expectations. He writes about genre films and their
"insistence on the familiar. I t is what we expect in a genre film and
what we get" (p. 105). He emphasizes the cathartic satisfaction we get
as an audience in seeing the old familiar stories of Our culture
replayed, with familiar and formulait spots for tears, screarns, white
knuckles and laughter. Again there is a parallel with students'
responses to word problems, although the familiarity of the response

is as likely to be neurotic as cathartic. For those who like word

problems and have figured out how to "be good at them", there is a
great deal of pleasure in decoding their hidden mathematical
message, performing the required operations, and recoding the
answer till it matches the one at the back of the book. For those who
hate word problems (and the genre does seem to evoke only extremes
of emotion), the familiarity of the genre may evoke familiar feelings
of panic, helplessness and self-doubt.

Finally, Sobchack emphasizes genre films' conservatism in matters of
form, and:
profound respect for Aristotelian dramatic values. There is
always a definite sense of beginning, middle, and end, of closure,
and of a frame. The film begins with "Once upon a time ..." a n d
ends only after ali the strings have been nea tly tied, all major
conflicts resolved. it is a closed world. There is IittIe room in t h e
genre film for ambiguity anywhere. (pp. 105 - 106)
A similar conservatism of form, and sense of a "closed world", is

evident in the word problem genre. My question, which will bti
addressed in the last chapter of this thesis, is how to work against
generic expectations while retaining aspects of a very conser\-ati\.e
forrn -- how to open up what has been a closed form by seeing it
against a different ground, for example the ground of story o r of
language.

Genre ideas from linguistics, folklore studies and literary theory
Bakhtin's concept of genre arose from his work in literary criticism

and linguistics, and theorists in these fields have also taken up

Bakhtinian terms (though perhaps with less alacrity than film
theorists, since linguists and critics may have seen Bakhtin's ideas as
antagonistic to other, established analytic methods). Folklore stud ies,
another newly-legitimized academic discipline, has also adopted
elements of Bakhtinian analysis. Al1 three fields have in common a
need to account for chunks of language larger than the sentence, and
concepts of utterance and genre have lent themselves well to certain

kinds of theory.

Rather than try to give a complete account of genre ideas used in
linguistics, literature study or folklore, 1 will borrow from work in
these fields and find concepts that are useful in analyzing
mathematical word problems. In scavenging from a number of
disciplines, 1 am looking for a larger interdisciplinary construct of
genre, which 1 believe is consonant with Bakhtin's intentions in his
original introduction of the term.

Earlier, 1 mentioned Tudor's insistence that genres should not be
defined solely by means of an n priori list of characteristics, but by
cultural consensus and familiarity as well. Other theorists also argue
from different perspectives against the strict analytic definition of
genre.

Palmer (1991), a literary theorist, makes a distinction between two
broad categories of analyses of historical genres:

studies in which what is sought is a tight, exclusive definition
where the boundanes between belonging and not belonging to a
genre are clear; and studies where a loose definition is sought,
where genre is not a precisely ordered group of texts, but an
approximation, a horizon of expectations for the readership, a
series of irnprecise "echoes" between texts ... (pp. 121 - 122)
Palmer favours the second, looser characterization of genre, which
allows for a degree of variation within what is still a culturally
recognizable category - perhaps a category with h z z y edges.

The linguist Swales (1990) aiso questions whether or not categories in
language and linguistic forms can be tightly defined by a list of traits
al1 must share. He quotes rhetoricians Campbell and Jamieson
aiming to "illumine rather than classify" when they discuss the
"constellation of features" that define generic forms:
A genre is a group of acts unified by a constellation of forms that
recurs in each of its members. These forms, irl isolntioii, appear in
other discourses. What is distinctive about the acts in a genre is a
recurrence of the forms together in constellation. (Campbell &
Jamieson, 1978, quoted in Swales, 1990, p. 33)

Swales also cites work in category theory (originally from
anthropology, but adopted by linguistic semantics), particularly the
work of Rosch. Rosch (1975) argues for an interna1 structure for
categories, so that not al1 members of a category have equal status (as
opposed to the mathematical notion of a set, in which al1 members
meet definitional criteria and thus have equal membership sta tus).
For example, oshiches, parrots, chickens, penguins, sparrows and
robins are al1 birds, but some seem "birdier" than others to most

people within a culture. Rosch's studies showed that, for Americans,
a robin seemed far closer to the central idea of "bird" than did a
penguin, for example. Sirnilarly, Americans saw apples and plums a s
more typical of the category "fruits" than olives and coconuts. Rosch

calls the most culhirally central examples of a category prototypes and
the least central examples rrrnrginnl. Marginal members of a category
have a lower probability of being included in the category although
they may share definitional characteristics assigned to the category
(both robins and ostriches have feathers and wings and lay eggs).
Swales writes:
Organisrns like bats and whales are problematic because they
carry properties that meet high probability expectations of
categories to which they do not technically belong. (p. 52)

1 will explore the idea of central and marginai genre membership

further in my analysis of the mathematical word problern genre.
With Rosch and Palmer, I am cautious not to try to create an
exclusive, watertight definition for genre membership, but instead to
outline a "constellation of features" that co-occur in central
exemplars of the genre. I am also interested in the directions we can
find as educators in exploring the marginal, borderline arens -- those
areas where membership in the category or genre is f~izzy.By

pushing generic borders and playing against type in terms of a
number of variables, we can extend Our ways of seeing and working
with fixed generic forms, generate new forms and practices in

education, and perhaps bring into focus the usually-invisible grounds
of traditional mathematics education.

Swales quotes another rhetorical scholar, Miller (1984). Miller writes:
To consider as potential genres such homely discourse as the
letter of recommendation, the user manual, the progress report
... [and 1 would add here "theword problem"] is not to trivialize
the study of genres; it is to take seriously the rhetoric in which
we are immersed and the situations in which we find ourselves.

(p. 155)
and argues that:
what we leam when we learn a genre is not just a pattern of
forms or even a method of achieving our own ends. We learn,
more importantly, what ends we may have. (p. 165)
This speaks most cogently to the acculturating power of forms within
mathematics education and education generally -- that generic forms,
which are familiar and recognizable but often existing below the
threshold of our conscious recognition, define us in our relationship
to our worlds. Through genre forms, we learn what may be asked a n d
what is beyond question in Our culture, what rve may aspire to and
what is outlandish or forbidden. Questioning and exerting pressure
on genre is a way of questioning particular unspoken boundaries of
culture, and this is especially important when working in a culture
like that of school mathematics, with a strong tradition of
conservatism and exclusion.

Chapter 3

What i s a word problem ? A linguistic and literary analysis of
mathematical word problerns as genre
Jake and Jerry went on a camping trip with their motorcycles. One day
Jerry left camp on his motorcycle to go to the village. Ten minutes
later Jake decided to go too. If Jerry was travelling 30 mph and Jake
traveled 35 mph, how long before Jake caught up with Jerry?
(Johnson, 1992, p. 28)
A person bought oranges at the rate of 36 cents a dozen; had he
received 6 more for the same money they would have cost him 6
cents a dozen less. How many did he buy?
(1902 Public School Leaving Examina tion of the Northwest
Territories, in NCTM, 1970, p. 419)

There is supposed a lawe made that (for furtheryng of tyllage) every
man that doth kepe shepe, shall for every 10 shepe eare and sowe one
acre of grounde, and for his allowance in sheepe pasture there is
appointed for every 4 shepe one acre of pasture. Nowe is there a ryche
shepemaister whyche hath 7000 akers of grounde, and would gladlye
kepe as manye sheepe as he myght by that statute. 1 demaunde howe
many shepe shall he kepe?
(Robert Record, The Grozciid of Artes, 1552, in Fauvel & Gray, 1987, p.
278)
1,000 loaves of pesu 5 are to be exchanged, a half for loaves of pesu 10,
and n half for loaves of pesu 20. How many of each will there bel

(Rhind Mathematical Papyrus, Problem 74, in Gillings, 1972, p. 130)

Per b'ur [surface unit] 1 have hawested 4 gur of grain. From a second
b'ur 1 have harvested 3 gur of grain. The yield of the first field was
8,20 more than that of the second. The area of the two fields were
together 304. How large were the fields?
(Babylonian document VAT 8389, Berlin Museum; translation from
van der Waerden, 1954, p. 66)

In this chapter, 1 will establish a description of the mathematical word
problem as a linguistic genre, particularly considering its pragmaiic
structure. Through a description of the pragmatics and discourse
features of the genre, and through cornparison of the word problems
genre to other spoken and literary genres, 1 hope to find clues to the
unspoken assumptions underlying its use and nature as a medium of
instruction.

Ln this chapter, 1 problemnfize the use of word problems in
mathematics education. 1 look at word problems as a linguistic and
literary genre, and describe the features of that genre. By "making
them strange", seeing word problems in a new way, my intention is to
rnake the word problem genre a conceptual object that ive will be able
to circle around, look at from different perspectives, and compare
usefully with other conceptual objects (for example, other li tera ry and
cultural genres).

Areas of linguistics used in this study

Contemporary linguistics has gone through many changes as a
discipline since its origins at the turn of the century, and man!.
significant changes have taken place over the past fifteen years. Usetul
areas recently accepted into mainstream linguistics, such as
pragmatics (the shidy of language in use in particular contexts),
discourse analysis (the shidy of extended stretches of spoken or
written text in terms of utterances and their relationships),

sociolinguistics (the study of language and social class and power
relationships), semantics (the study of the fields of word meanings),
dialectology (the study of varieties of language, their distribution a n d
history), stylistics (the study of literary texts in terms of their linguistic
features) and genre studies (the study of "text types" in terms of their
linguistic and contextual features), have recently become availabk to
mathematics education researchers. For example, Roth (1996) uses
conversational analysis as a way of analyzing discourse, to look a t the
sociology of mathematics students' learning when dealing with "reiillife" problems and word problems, and Rowland (1992, 1999) and
Pimm (1987, 1995) apply new developments in pragmatics,
particularly questions of cieixis, or "pointing with words", to
mathema tics education.

In this shidy, 1 use methods from pragma tics, discourse analysis ancl
genre studies to try to shed light on the nature of word problems a s
applications of mathematics and as stories. (Readers looking for
definitions and examples of specialized terminology may wish to
consult the appendix on "linguistics, discourse and genre analysis" a t
the end of the thesis.)

Word problems and their three-component structure
You receive a paycheck worth $125.50. You must give 115 of your

eamings to both the Provincial and Federal govemment. How much
money do you have left?
(Word problem written by a grade 6 student in Vancouver, reported
in Menon, 2993).

Most word problems, whether from ancient or modern sources,
follow a three-component cornpositional structure:

1) A "set-up" component, establishing the characters and
location of the putative story. (This component is often not
essential to the solution of the problem itself.)

2 ) An "information" cornponent, which gives the information
needed to solve the problem (and sometimes extraneous
information as a decoy for the unwary).

3) A question.

Variations on this structure occur; for example, the set-up and
information components are sometimes collapsed into one sentence

by the use of subordinate clauses, or the information component a n d
the question are collapsed into a single sentence by using a
subjunctive "if ... then" structure.

Johnson addresses this structure explicitly in her interesting little
instructional book, Hozu to Solve Word Problenzs in Algebrn
(Johnson, 1992). Her advice to students who are having trouble nrit h

the transformation of word problems into algebra includes the
following:
Look for a question at the end of the problem. This is often a
good way to find what you are solving for ... What you are trying
to find is usually stated in the question at the end of the problem

... Simple problems generally have two statements. One
statement helps you set up the unknowns and the other giws
you equation information. Translate the problem from words to
symbols a piece at a time. (pp. 1 - 2 )

Wickelgren (19741, in another book on mathematical problem
solving, also identifies three parts to mathematical problems in
general, and these fit closely with the three-part structure proposed for
word problems:
Ali the forma1 problems of concern to us can be considered to be
composed of three types of information: information concern ing
gizjem (given expressions), information concerning o p e m t inrr::
that transform one o r more expressions into one o r more new
expressions, and information concerning gonls (goal
expressions). (p. 20)

In terms of the three components typical of word problems, the first

component generally contains none of Wickelgren's three types of
information; the second component contains the gioem and
sometimes the operntions. The opera tions, however, are often le ft
unstated, suice word problems are usually grouped together a s a
practice set for a particular set of algorithms that are currently the
focus of classroom teaching. The choice of the correct algorithm from
the currently-active set is considered one of the student's main
responsibilities; to give the operation explicitly in the problem wouid
be considered giving away too much. The third component, the

question, identifies the gonls of the problem.

The three-component structure of typical word problems seems, then,
to be based on the structure of arithmetic algorithrns or algebraic
problems, rather than on the conventions of oral or written
storytelling. In the case of a n algebraic word problem, the student is
required to wri te an algebraic equation in terms of a set of variables

which are related to one another in a fixed (or "fixable") relationship
that can be stated in terms of an equality or inequality. To "sol\re" the
algebraic problem, the student must know which term to isola te (the
gonl or "the unknown"). This information is given (sornetimes

implicitly) in components two and three of algebraic word problems,
which could be paraphrased as:

Component 2: The variables or quantities A, B, CI . . . are in the
following relationship ... (and you must deduce from the context of
your lessons and the problem itself what operations are necessorv to
set up the equation).
Component 3: Solve for variable (X).

Component 1 of a typical word problem is, so far as I can see, simplv
an alibi, the only nod toward "story" in the story problem. I t sets LI^ a
situation for a group of characters, places and objects that is generallv
irrelevant to the writing and solving of the arithmetic or algebraic
problern embedded in later components. In fact, too much attention
to story will distract students from the translation task at hand,
leading them to consider "extraneous" factors from the story ratlier

than concentrating on extracting variables and operations from the
more mathematically-salient components 2 and 3.

It is important to ask why the first component is included in word
problems at ail, or why this "translation" or "transformation" esercise
should be considered important for one's mathematical studies. M a n v
writers consider such problems to be practically useful, at least by
analogy. Johnson (1992) writes:
You will find certain basic types of word problems in almost
every algebra book. You can't go out and use them in daily life, or
in electronics, or in nursing. But they teach you bnsic pr-ocediii-CS
which you will be able to use elsewhere. (p. 1)

On the other hand, Kubala (1973), in Pi-ncticnl Problet~zsirr

Mntlteutnfics for Electricinm, makes direct claims for the usefulness of
the problems he presents:

The student leaming eiectrical theory and wiring practices rviil
find that by using PRACTICAL PROBLEMS IN MATHEMATKS
FOR ELECTRICIANS his understanding of various ma therna tics
principles will be reinforced because of their use in problems
frequently encountered by an electrician ... Any student in a
program of instruction in electricity will benefit from the use of
this related problems workbook. Practicing electricians who
desire to improve their math skilis will also find it helpful. (p. 4)

It has been documented that the nature of the stories attached to the
algebraic problems is relevant to students in terms of affect and in
terms of the student's willingness to try to solve the problem a t al1
(Sowder, 1989; Pimm, 1995). It is also interesting to note that, over the

course of several years, students become enculturated in the world of
school mathematics and familiar with the conventions of the word
problem genre to the extent that they are able to reproduce it. Menon

(1993) documents word problems in canonical form written by
elementary school students who were asked to formulate their own

ma thema tical questions. Menon also ci tes Ellerton's (1989) la rge-sca le
study of 10,000 secondary students in Australia and New Zealand
who, when asked to write one difficult word problem,
overwhelmingly wrote problems similar in form to those in their
textbooks. Lave (1992) has noted:

If you ask children to make up problems about evetyday math
they will not make up problems about their experienced livcs,
they will invent examples of the genre; thev too know what ri
word problem is. (p. 77)

Puchalska & Semadeni (1987) comment that, while younger
elementary school children often believe, naively, that the stories in
story problems are relevant, more experienced older children know
be t ter:
Radatz (1984) points out that, during problem solving, school
beginners concentrate on stories rather than on numbers; d ~ i r i n g
interviews it has been found that such children often augment
the story with what follows from their own knowledge o r
experience. Older children, however, always try to reach some
solution, perhaps by a trial-and-error strategy, and they often
believe that nothing is unsolvable in mathematics. Children
with little mathematical experience try to analyze the story more
carefully, whereas older students have a specific attitude towards
rnathematics: It is viewed as an activity with artificial rulcs and
without any specific relation to out-of-school reali ty. (p. 10)
-

Word problems, intentions and speech acts: Locutionary,
illocutionary and perlocutionary force and uptake
Questions about the perceived purpose of the textbook writer or
teacher in presenting word problems, or the student in sol\ring them,
relate to notions in pragmatics called locutionary, illocutionary and
perlocutionary force, which are in tum part of speech act theory. J. L.
Austin, the philosopher of language who originated speech act theory,

saw the need for an analysis of language in the context of interactions,

so that not only the literal meaning of an utterance but its rneaning as
action could be considered. Austin writes:
We may be quite clear what "Shut the door" means, but not vet
at al1 clear on the further point as to whether a s uttered at a
certain time it was an order, an entreaty or whatnot. What ive
need besides the old doctrine about meaning is a new doctrine
about al1 the possible forces of utterances, towards the discoverv
of which our proposed list of explicit performative verbs woul2
be a very great help. (Austin, quoted in Levinson, 1983, p. 236)

Austin identified three kinds of speech acts that a r e simultaneouslv
performed in an utterance:
1) a locutionary act: the utterance of a sentence with determinate

sense and reference.

(2) an illocutionary act: the making of a statement, offer, promise,
etc. in uttering a sentence, by virtue of the conventional force
associated with it (or with its explicit performative paraphrase)
(3)a perlocutionary act: the bringing about of effects on the

audience by means of uttering the sentence, such effects being

special to the circumstances of the utterance. (Levinson, 1983, p.
236)

Levinson gives the example of the sentence:

You can't d o that.
which has a literal meaning (its locutionary force), and which may
have the illocutionary force of protesting to the person being
addressed, but the perlocutionary force of either checking the
addressee's action, or bringing the addressee to his or lier senses, or
simply annoying the person.

Levinson differentiates between the perlocutionary force of a n
utterance, which is specific to the circumstances of issuance, and the
consequences of an illocutionary act, which include the
understanding of the illocutionary force by the addressee(s). In the
case of word problems, the perlocutionary force would include
questions of affect in the individual leamer (the intended or
unintended effect of stimulating or boring, encouraging or
discouraging, attracting or hightening or disgusting or delighting a
particular leamer, for example), and Levinson quotes Austin as
admitting that perlocutionary force is often indeterminate o r
indeterminable. (Levinson, 1983, p. 237) However, the uptake, or
understanding of the illocutionary force in word problems bv leamers
deserves further consideration.

Questions about the perceived purpose of the textbook writer in
presenting word problems, or the student in solving them, relate to
locutionary, illocutionary and perlocutionary force (that is, the literal
meaning, the performative intention, and the effect upon the

audience of an utterance). Applying this analysis to word problems
poses some problems in terms of their locutionary force because of
problems relating to deiris (the act of pointing with words). As
discussed later (in the sections on verb tense and the Gricean maxim
of quality), word problems do not generally have referents

-- that is to

Say, they do not refer to "real-life" objects, people or places in any but
the most arbitrary way. This could conceivably place word problems

in the category of fiction, but 1 would argue that they are so deficient
in the rudiments of plot, character, drarnatic tension, poetic use of
language, moral or social theme, etc. as to be very poor fiction at best.

(The metaphor "word problems as parable" will be discussed later.)
For the moment, 1 would prefer to view mathematical problems a s

CI

genre unto themselves, with i~rdefer~~rirznte
locutionnrv force.

Their illocutionary force seems to be quite directly accessible to
students with sufficient enculturation in the genre; it is "Solve this!"
o r "Find X!" This command brings with it certain underlying
assumptions:
that "this" is solvable:
that "X" can be found;

that the word problem itself contains al1 the information needed
to d o this task;
that no information extraneous to the problem m a s be sought
(apart from conventional mathematical opera tions which li kciv
must be supplied);
that the task can be achieved using the mathematics that the
s tudent has access to;
that the problem has been provided to get the student to practice
an algorithm recently presented in their math course;
that there is a single correct mathematical interpretation of the
problem;
that there is one right answer;
that the teacher can judge an ansrver to be correct or incorrect;

and especially,
that the problem can be reduced to mathematical form -- in fact,
that the problem is at heart an arithmetic or algebraic formulation
which has been "dressed up" in words, and that the student's job
is to "undress" it again -- to transform the words back into the

arithmetic or algebra that the writer was thinking of, then to sol\-e
the problem.

Students' uptake or understanding of the illocutionary force in word
problems is, 1 think, quite clear, and could be paraphrased by a learner
as folIows:

1 am to ignore component 1 and any story elements of this
problem, use the math we have just learned to transform
components 2 and 3 into the correct arithmetic or algebraic form,
solve the problem to find the one correct answer, and then check
that answer with the correct answer in the back of the book or
turn it in for correction by the teacher, who knows the
translation and the answer.

In this light, Puchalska & Çemadeni's (1987) finding that children
who were experienced in school math tried somehow to solve ivord
problems which had missing, surplus or contradictory data is not a t
al1 surprising. 1 contend that these children had a well-developed
schema with regard to word problems which included rnany facets of
the genre, including its illocutionary force, and that a command to

"make sense of this story in terms of everyday life" or to "search for
deficiencies or contradictions in this problem" were never concei\.ed
as part of that illocutionary force (for the students or indeed, for most
teachers and textbook writers).

The question of "huth value"
The term "truth value" was introduced into semantics by Frege and
Strawson, and was adopted from semantics into pragmatics. Frege
wanted to be able to evaluate the rneaning of al1 statements in terms

of a principle of bivalence -- that is, if something was not true it nras
false, and if not false, it must be true. (This principle is familiar to
anyone working with mathematical proofs, where the "law of the
excluded middle" allows for the possibility of proofs by contradiction.)

There are problems with Frege's notion of truth value, particularly
when it is applied to utterances other than the propositional
statements of philosophy. For example, questions, imperatives and
exclamations cannot be assessed for truth value. The truth value (if
any) of statements in the context of Action (storytelling, novels, plavs,
etc.) is also problematic. Lamarque & Olsen (1994, p. 54) give the
following statements which might occur in a work of fiction:
(a) John worked in the fields;

(b) He found it tiring;
(c) Tltere was once a young man who worked in the fields;
(d) Working in the fields is tiring.

They consider that, while statements (c) and (d) might be assessed for
truth value if construed outside of the context of the work of fiction
(unlike (a) and (b)), this ignores the proper contextual construal of
these statements. They give "a common alternative to the falsity
thesis" in dealing with statements in fiction, which is the "no-truthvalue" view of fictive utterance, partly attributed to Frege a n d
Strawson. Three versions of this view are:
1. Sentences in works of fiction are neither true nor false because
their (existential) presuppositions are false;
2. Sentences in works of fiction are neither true nor false because
the sentences are not asserted;
3. It is inappropriate (mistaken, etc.) to ascribe truth or falsity to
sentences in works of fiction. (Lamarque & Olsen, 1994, p. 57)

Lamarque and Olsen resort to a description of fictive utterances as
pretense, or writing "as if' something were true, and distinguish
three types of pretense: pretending to be ..., pretending to do ... a n d

pretending flzni ... It is here that 1 can situate word problems; they
pretend flint a particular story situation exists. What is more, to
paraphrase Lamarque and Olsen, leaders of word problems must
pretend thnt such a situation exists, iriidrr i~rstrrrctioiifroiir tlrc iili-itci-

of the ruord probleirr. Further, students "must pretend thnt sotm.wirtp
is telliizg tlrem" about that situation (Lamarque & Olsen, 1994, p. 71,
authors' emphasis). The reader's response is not in terms of truth
value but mimesis, yet at the same time the storv is considered
disposable, interchangeable with other equivalent stories rvhich
would certainly not be the case with a work of fiction.

Linguistic and metalinguistic verb tense
Levinson (1983, pp. 73 - 78) distinguishes between liitgrristic trii.i~~
(Ltenses) and nzctnliilgirist ic teilse ( M -tense). By L-tense he means rvha t
is usually referred to as grammatical tense in a particular Ianguage; bv

M-tense, he means a semantic or deictic category of tense, which
indicates the temporal location of an event relative to the coding time

(CT) and/or receiving time (RT) of the utterance. (Levinson points
out that, in the canonical situation of utterance, RT and CT are
assumed to be identical, an assumption called deictic si~iiiiltnirrity.)In

a n M-tense system, we distinguish the temporal location ot events in
relation to CT: p s t refers to events prior to CT, preserzt to events
s p a m i n g CT, f i r t i l re to events succeeding CT, pl iryerfect to even ts
prior to p s t events (which are themselves prior to CT), and so on. Mtenses are important in separating the deictic features of L-tenses from

their modal and aspectual features. For example, in English, L-future
tenses always contain a modal element, and in a decontextualized
sentence it is difficult to know just what balance of "futurity" and
"intentionality" is indicated by modals like iidl, slzoirld and

irrni/

in

examples like the following:

I will never go hungry again.

John should speak to her tomorrow.
You rnay have visitors on Saturday moming.

Some languages like Chinese may not have morphological verb
tenses markers (and so may lack L-tense in this sense), and yet, a s
Levinson says,

... we can confidently assume that there are no languages where
part of an M-tense system is not realized somewhere in timeadverbials or the like, not to mention the implicit assumptions
of M-present if no further specification is provided. (Levinson,
1983, p. 78)

Looking at examples of word problems from current British Columbia

math textbooks, 1 found that determining M-tense in mathematical
word problems is problematic. The difficulty is strongly linked to the

lack of truth value in word problems -- that is, their flouting of the
Gricean maxim of quality. (For an account of the notion "flouting the
Gricean maxim of quality", readers are referred to the entrv on
Gricean maxims in the appendix, which discusses H. P. Grice's
concepts of impiicature and CO-operativeprinciples in conversation.)
Although several patterns of L-tense typically appear in word

problems, their M-tense seems to remain consistent. For example, in
many word problems the first two sentences use L-present and the
third L-future:
A truck leaves town at 10:OO a-m. travelling at 90 km/h. A car
leaves town at 11:OO a.m. travelling a t 110 km/h in the same
direction as the tmck. At about what time will the car pass the
truck ? (Alexander et ni, 1989, p. 297)

[A truck leaves: L- present
A car Leaves: L-present
The car will pass the truck: L-future]
A second type uses L-past or L-present consistently in al1 three
sentences.

A ladder is unsafe if it makes an angle of less than 15" with a
wall. A 10-m ladder is leaned against a wall, with the foot of the
ladder 3 m from the wall. 1s it safe ? (Ebos et nl, 1990, p. 350)
[ A ladder is: L-present
If it makes: L-present
A ladder is leaned: L-present
1s it: L-present]

(This particular word problem is also interesting for its
consistent use of passive, agentless sentences -- there a r e n o
people in it.)

A great number of anomalies can be found which combine L-tenses in

a self-contradictory way, that is, in a way that contradicts the usual use
of L-tense in English, where the statements are assumed to have
truth-value and the event is assumed to take place in a stable deictic
relationship to coding tirne (CT):

Each elephant at the Young Elephant Training Centre in Pangha, Thailand eats about 250 kg of vegetation in a day. Hnw much
would 43 elephants eat in 1 day? 1 week? (Alexander et nl, 19S9,
p. 35)
[Each elephant eats: L-present
43 elephants would eat: L-future.
If we accepted the tmth of the first statement (and it certainly
sounds convincing, since we're given the name and location of
the Elephant Training Centre), we would expect "How much d o
43 elephants eat" in the second sentence.]

I think that the most sensible interpretation of the unstable temporal,
locational and persona1 deixis in these word problems is to interpret
al1 of the above as M-tenseless and non-deictic (Levinson uses this
analysis on such sentences as "Two and two is four" and "Iguanas eat
ants", for example (Levinson, 1983, p. 77)), but having conditional o r
subjunctive aspect. That is to Say, the word problems do not actuallv
point to a person ("Jake", "Jerry" or "you"), place ("the Young
Elephant Training Centre in Pang-ha, Thailand") or time (before,
during or after CT). Since these are not reai places, people or
situations there is no absolute need for logical consistency in the use
of L-tense (and L-tense is often used in ways that would be considercd
self-contradictory in standard expository English prose). Ra ther, word
problems propose hypothetical situations with certain given
conditions and ask for hypothetical answers. Most word problems
could be rewritten in the form: "Suppose that (some certain situation
A existed ). If (conditions 8, C, D, ... hetd), then (what would be the

answer to E)?"

The very inconsistency and seeming arbitrariness of L-tense choices in
word problems points not only to their M-tenseless and non-deictic
nature, but also to an implicit "understanding" between writer and
reader that these supposed situations do not have truth value, and
that the writers' intentions and the readerst task are something other
than to communicate and solve true problems. (Otherwise the
meaning of these problems in terms of a true situation would be very
difficult to decipher.) This lack of truth value can be otherwise
expressed as "flouting the Gricean maxim of quality ".

Flouting the Gricean maxim of quality
It is rny contention a feature of the word problem genre is a consistent
flouting of the Gricean maxim of quality, which is to say that, as a
genre, word problems have no truth value. This feature is intimatcly
linked with, or perhaps a result of, their deictic indeterminacy. Time
deixis, as shown through metalinguistic verb tense, has no referent.
Personal deixis and place deixis (that is, the correspondence between
the names of persons or places and their referents) have no truth
value or are irrelevant. And yet the standardized form of the genre
demands that declarative statements be made about these nonexistent people, places and times. Such statements may be seen to be
flouting the maxim of quality (which can be stated briefly as "do not
Say what you believe to be false").

An example from a math textbook currently in use in British
Columbia:

Every year Stella rents a craft table at a local fun fair and sells the
sweaters she has been making al1 year at home. Ç h e has a deal for
anyone who buys more than one sweater. She reduces the price
of each additional sweater by 10% of the price of the previous
sweater that the person bought. Elizabeth bought 5 sweaters an
paid $45.93 for the fifth sweater. How much did the first sweater
cost?
(Ebos, Klassen & Zolis, 1990, p. 72)

The above could be reworded as follows without changing its truth
value (although it would be a rather odd-Iooking word problem,
highlighting a s it does one of the implicit features of the genre):
Every year (but it has never happened), Stella (there is no Stella)
rents a craft table at a local fun fair (which does not exist). She
has a deal for anyone who buys more than one sweater (we
know this to be false). She reduces the price of each additional
sweater (and there are no sweaters) by 10% of the price of the
previous sweater that the person bought (and there a r e no
people, or sweaters, or prices) ...

The hypothetical nature of word problems can be understood here,
although it does not appear in the literal meaning of most examples

of the genre. Again, Lave (1992) writes that "word problems are about
aspects of only hypothetical experience and essentially never about
real situations." (p. 78) This point is brought home in the cases where
word problems seem to be referring to places, objects or people known
to exist, as in the following:

A rock dropped from the top of the Leaning Tower of Pisa falls 6
m from the base of the tower. If the height of the tower is 59 m.
at what angle does it lean from the vertical ? (Ebos, Klassen &
Zolis, 1990, p. 354)

The tricky part of the story problem above is the "if' (my emphasis).
Certainly the Tower of Pisa has been measured. Why use the
conditional form here? 1s it intended to indicate that the vertical
height of the tower is not stable? (This mav be true -- i t was recently
closed to visitors because increases in its "lean" had made it
dangerous.) Or is it a way of subtly indicating that the referent for the
words "the Leaning Tower of Pisa" is not the actual structure in

northem Italy, but hypothetical tower, or stick, o r line segment,
whose height could be set at any value (say, 59 m) and whose slope
could be calculated using the given numbers and the Pythagoreân
Theorem? Again, the writer of the problem seerns to be taking pains
to Say, "Here is a story, ignore this story".

Tradition: "1 did them, and my kids should do thent too"
Al1 this leads me to the question of the purposes of word problems a s
a genre. They are currently used a s exercises for practicing algori tliins,
but such practice could certainly be achieved without the use of
(throwaway) stories. The claim that word problems are for practicing
real-life problem solving skills is a weak one, considering that their
stories are hypothetical, their referential value is nonexistent, and
unlike real-life situational problems, no extraneous information may
be introduced. Nonetheless, they have a long and continuous

tradition in mathematics education, and that tradition does seem to
matter. Pinder (1987) makes a heartfelt case from a teacher's point of
view for the non-practicality of word problems while acknowledging
the strong pull of their tradition for the parent of one of her students.
She discusses the following well-known word problem still current in
textbooks, which dates back at teast to medieval Europe and probably
to Roman times:
A basin can be filled by three taps: the first fills it in sixteen
hours, the second in twelve hours, and the third in eight Iiours.
How long will it take to fil1 it rvhen al1 are going together, i t a t
the same time the basin is being drained by a pipe which can
empty it in six hours?
(problem collected by Alcuin of York (circa 790AD) as
paraphrased in F.P. Sylvestre's Traité d'arithmétiaue, Rouen
1818) (Plane, 1990, p. 69)
A water tank has two taps, A and B. Line A on the graph shoivs
how the tank drains if only tap A is open. Line B shows how the
tank drains if only tap B is open.
a) How long does it take to drain if only tap A is open?
b) How long does it take to drain if only tap B is open?
C) Use the graph to find out how long it would take to drain the
tank if both taps were open.
(Kelly, Alexander & Atkinson, 1987b, p. 213)

Pinder writes of the father of one of her students who cornplaincd
tha t his child wasn't being taught problems like the one abovc (which
he had studied in school). She writes:

On reflection 1 realized how very stupid it was to create a
problem, to be worked out by manipulating symbols, about a
situation which no one in their right mind would ever create.
The problem was that if one filled a bath, pulled out the plug and
left the taps ruming, how one could find how long it would take

the bath to empty. My question was: what did it matter anyway?
What possible use would the answer be? Could i t be that one
mightLneed to know whether the bath might overflow and cause
a flood? But if so, why not just tum off the taps? But perhaps
they were stuck. In that case surely it wou1d be more useful for
the children to leam how to tum off the water and how to locate
the stopcock. Al1 in all, a pretty useless problem for children to
work on; so why was that father worried that his child was not
going to have to solve it? (pp. 74 - 75)

Word problems as parables?
1 earlier discounted the idea of word problems as a fictional genre,

citing their paucity of plot, character, human relationship, dramatic
tension and so on. But what about Pimm's (1995, p. 161) suggestion
that word problerns be viewed as parables? In approaching this
metaphor, 1 found both supporting and contradictory evidtnce in
modem literary and theological theory that dealt with parable in
other contexts.

A number of writers acknowledged the non-deictic nature of parable,

a feature which we have seen in the word problem genre. Miller
(1990) writes that:

al1 works of literature are parabolic, "thrown beside" their real
meaning. They tell one story but cal1 forth something else.. .
"Parable" is one name for this large-scale indirection
characteristic of literary language, indeed of language generally.
(p. ix)

In an essay on Parable and Perfomative in the Gospels and in Modern

Literature, he writes:

Etymologically the word [parable] means "thrown beside" [. ..] i t
suggests that parable is a mode of figurative language which is
the indirect indication, at a distance, of something that cannot be
described directly, in literal language [...] Secular parable is
language thrown out that creates a meaning hovering there in
thin air, a meaning based only on the language itself and in oLir
confidence in it. The categories of truth and falsehood,
knowledge and ignorant< do not properly apply to it. (pp. 135 139)

There is certainly the element of the indescribable invoived in
mathematical concepts, particularly those tha t deal with iniinity, o r
with entities that exist perhaps only as mental images, and not in
"this imperfect world" (an infinite straight line, a perfect circle, a
point which has no part). Yet wouldn't the linguistic terms for these
mathematical concepts (line, circle, point) be sufficiently "parabolic"
deictic terms for these referents? Nonetheless, there is some appeal in
the idea of story as a kind of hornely way to refer to the indescribable,
in the same way that religious parable speaks of spiritual matters in
homely rather than theological terms. Miller's reference to the
irrelevance of truth-value for parables certainly could be seen to relate
to the word problem genre as well. Still, 1 am someivhat dissatisfied
with Miller's fairly vague, general definitions; if the term parable can
be taken to refer to al1 of language and literature and practically
everything, what is its meaning?

Franz Kafka (1961), in his book Pnrnbles niid Pnrncioxes, briefl y
introduces his definition of parable:

Many cornplain that the words of the wise a r e always mere
parables and of no use in daily life, which is the only life we
have. When the sage says: "Go over," he does not mean that rve
should cross to some actual place. which we could d o anyhow if
the labour were worth it; he means some fabulous yonder,
something unknown to us, something too that lie cannot
designate more precisely, and therefore cannot help us here in
the very least. Al1 these parables really set out to Say merely that
the incomprehensible is incomprehensible, a n d we know that
already. But the cares we have to struggle with every day: that is
a different matter. (p. 11)

Again. we can find resonance in the metaphor of word problern as
parable, and Kafka's description could be read as the cornplaint of
those like Pinder, w h o value real-life problem solving over the
obscure references of word problems. I'm sure many perplexed
mathematics students believe that "al1 these word problems reallv set
out to Say merely that the incomprehensible is incomprehensible, a n d

we know that aiready". But word problems differ from Kafka's
parables in an important way -- they stress the use of a correct method
in order to arrive a t a correct answer, while Kafka's wise one cannot
suggest any course of action o r any expressible goal. The illocutiona ry
force of a word problem is a n instruction to "Do this", "Solve this";
Kafka's storyteller is by no means so concrete or directive.

Odcn (1978), in his preface to a collection of Kierkegaard's parables,
asks:

Why d o we read Kierkegaard's parables, and why do they merit
philosophical attention? 1s it because they are like maddening
puzzles daring some attempted solution? 1s it because the
problems they address drive to the depths of ordinary human

experience? Or are they mere entertainment, revealing the comic
side of human pretenses - subtle poetry, with virtually
inexhaustible levels of meaning? M'herever the weight of the
answer is to fall, anyone who lives with these parables for a
while experiences both their power and their beauty. Soon you
realize that it is not you who are interpreting the parable but the
parable that is interpreting you. (Oden, 1978, p. ix)
Here 1 think the metaphor of word problem as parable begins to break
dorvn. Although word problerns may be puzzles, and maddening

ones at that, they do not dare but require solution - that is a large part
of their force as speech acts. And 1 think it would be ha rd to argue that
word problems, used as they are in Our schools as "disposable"
exercises, could be lived with over time, and seen to have
inexhaustible levels of meaning, particularly poetic meaning about
the depths of human experience. Nonetheless, there is the question of
the durability of certain word problems, some of which appear to
have been taught to schoiars for centuries or millennia. Perhaps there
is something elemental or common to human experience in these, if

we could find it, although perhaps their endurance sirnply speaks ii>r
the incredible conservatism of mathematical tradition.

Finally, in his book on the parables of Flannery O'Connor, May (1976)
quotes Via, a modem hermeneutic scholar:
For Via the parable in the narrow sense is "a freely invented
story told with a series of verbs in the past t e n d (e.g., the
Prodigal Son, the Talents, the Unjust Steward). It is not
concemed with the typical, but with "making the particular
credible and probable." In the parable strictly conceived as fiction,
"we have a story which is analogous to, which points to but is

not identical with, a situation or world of thought outside of the
story." (p. 14)

Thus far, the analogy with word problems holds up fairly well. The
non-deictic use of verb tewe, the concern with the credibility of
particulars in a form that both does and doesn't refer to the particulars
of the everyday world, all seem parallel. On the other hand, Mav
writes:
Inasmuch as the parable in a narrow sense thrives on the drama
of human encounter as a figurative expression of the drama
between God and man, it uses ordinary human language, rather
than specifically theological terms, to mediate the ultimate
reaches of reality to man. Reflecting the historical situation of
their author, the parables proclaim what it means to exist in a
boundary situation, how the eschatological crisis occurs within
the confines of everyday existence. (p. 15)

Although word problems d o reflect the historical situations of their
authors, 1 think it would be stretching the metaphor rather far to
claim that they "mediate the ultimate reaches of reality to man", that
they involve eschatological crisis, or that they express the drama
between human beings and God.

Perhaps in the exercise of viewing word problems as parables, we w i l l
be able to see word problems in a different way that will allow us to

generate new ways of using them. I suggest, too, that delineating the
boundaries of the word problem genre can allow us to play with those
boundaries in interesting ways. In any case, 1 d o feel that it is
important to think in new ways about the nature and purposes of

word problems, about their inherent oddness and contradictions, and
about our rationale for using them in school mathematics programs,
rather than simply, unthinkingly visiting them upon future
generations of schoolchildren.

Chapter 4
An ernpirical study of teachers' and students intentions around word

problems: Methodology and description of study

In Chapter 3, 1 presented an analysis of mathematical word problems
from the perspective of linguistics and literary criticism. In the nest
three chapters, 1 report on a small-scale empirical study, undertaken
to generate responses to this analysis.

Methodology
In the previous chapter, 1 briefly introduced ideas about intentions -teachers' and textbook writers' pedagogic intentions in presenting
word problems to students (word problems' illocutionary force); what
students make of their teachers' intentions (students' uptake of that
illocutionary force); and the things students do when presented rvith
word problems (word problems' perlocutionary force).

In planning the empirical component of this study, 1 wanted to "try
on" ideas about intentions and referentiality with thoughtful
practitioners and students in the field. I wanted to inquire into
pedagogic iritentionality around word problems as they are used in
educational practice, and to see what thoughtful teachers and
students made of the anomalies 1 saw as inherent in the word
problem genre.

My purpose in these interviews was not to describe the use of word
problems in classroom practice, but to find out about the perceived
purposes of their use by those who create and present word problems
to mathematics students, and about what students make of being
presented with such problems. 1 was particularly interested in wavs
that the illocutionary force coded within word problems in their
cultural context might contradict the stated intentions of educa tors,
and the ways that students might "read off*or take u p on intentions
coded in the genre that teachers or textbook writers might not be
aware of.

The methodology used in this study was qualitative, foc~isingo n
questions which emerged with increasing specificitv over the course
of the research, following Lincoln and Cuba (1985). In such research,

the researcher is the instrument. As a person sensitized to the issues
at stake, 1 have recorded the way that things "struck me" over the
course of the study.

Throughout the collection and analysis of data, 1 looked for tlvo k i n d s
of examples to emerge - illirstrntiw esnt>rples, which relate directly
to the textual analysis presented in Chapter 3 (and either support or
contradict that analysis), and ge~ieratiuecxninples, which generate
ideas not previously considered. This is the strength of q~ialitati\*e
research methods: that new hypotheses may emerge in the course of

field experience, even as previously-formulated hypotheses are
tes ted.

Where possible, I aimed for oblique questioning techniques, in a n

attempt to minimize the possibility of interviewees inventing
opinions not previously held merely to satisfy the interviewer's
direct questions. One method of oblique questioning that I used kvas

successfully established as a research method by Schoenfeld (1985) in
his work on mathematical problem-solving heuristics. It is a "thinkaloud" method, where interviewees are asked to think out Ioud
while engaged in a problem-solving task, and the results are recorded
(in this case, on audio tape and later transcribed). Where possible, 1
used this method with pairs or small groups of students, since somc
degree of "thinking aloud" is necessary when working with a partner
or partners and is thus more natural than in a one-on-one inter\-ie~v.

In my selection of subjects and research sites, 1 took an opportunistic

sample of teachers, curriculum materials writers and students irom
elemen tary, secondary and post-secondary institutions in Vanco~n-er
and Burnaby, British Columbia. I also interviewed two prominent
mathematics educators, Pearla Nesher, of the University of Haifa
who is well known in international mathematics education circIes
for her semantic and syntactic analyses of mathematical word
problems, and David Robitaille of the University of British Columbia,
who has carried out a number of international comparative studies

in mathematics and science education achievement. In my reports of
interviews with Nesher and Robitaille and with curriculum writers
Dave Lidstone and Heather Kelleher, the interviewees requested that
their real names were used. h reporting on interviews with teachers
and students, the names of those intenriewed have been replaced hy
pseudonyms to protect their anonymity.

In choosing people to interview, 1 sought out those who seemed to be

the most interesting and worth looking at, rather than an "average"
population that it would be safe to generalize from. In this study, "the
most interesting" is interpreted as the mos t knowledgeable,
thoughtful and innovative practitioners of mathematics education
that 1 could find.

A question of intentions: conscious intentions vs. the rhetorical
cons traints of genre

As rhetorician Jamieson (1975) showed in a well-known paper o n
rhetorical genre, generic forms carry with them a historv of culturally
and linguistically coded intentions. The use of a generic form may

bring with it intentions that are not exactly the same as those of the
current writer or speaker. Jamieson gives the example of a papal
encyclical which borrows from the rhetorical forms of a Roman
imperial edict. She argues that contemporary readers interpret a papal
encyciical and its Latin prose style as pompous, turgid and

overbearing in part because the encyclical is written like a message
from the Roman emperor.

Word problems, as a very old generic form, also carry with them
intentions which act as a rhetorical constraint to the intentions of
contemporary matherna tics educa tors. Rifts between the conscious,
stated intentions of educators and the illocutionarv force of word
problems are often focused on anomalies of reference or deixis. In
particular word problems display an unusual, non-referential use of
verb tense, as well as nouns which refer only tangentially to lived
experience of people, place and things and more directly to a world of
mathematical forms and structures, where structurally-isomorpliic
objects, persons and places are interchangeable. Contemporary writers
and teachers may consciously intend to refer to their students' l i w d
lives, to "real-life" situations when they offer word problems to
students. The genre itself may constrain or subvert these conscious
intentions through intentions carried by its very generic form -- the
intention not to refer in a straightforuard, literal way to the "things"
talked about in the word problem, but in a coded and ambiguou'; way
to both those real-life things and, more strongly, to the "things" o r
objects of a world of mathematical concepts different from the world
of everyday experience.

For this reason, educa tors' sta ted and often sincere intentions wi t h
regard to the use of word problems may be read as a justification or

alibi, in terms acceptable within Our culture, for a form which doesn't
necessarily fit that culture. The generic form carries with it intentions
that are throwbacks to cultural norms of mathematical education
from earlier times and other places. Word problems are interesting a s
artifacts in the archaeology of mathematics education, sedimented as
they are with meanings from other worlds. They are much more
than simple straightforward applications of mathematics to real lifc.

Interviewing: Getting beyond the obvious answer
Researchers conducting qualitative studies often note that nerv
questions and methods emerge as a result of engagement over time

in the field of study. Over the course of my study, I was surprised to
discover that my own interviewing techniques had to change i f the
interviews were to yield non-trivial results.

Ln my previous experience as an interviewer (partly in the contest of
journalism, film, television and radio production), I had learned an
interviewing style which consisted largely of "keeping quiet and
letting the other person do the talking". This kind of documentary o r
journalistic interview style works well when the interviewee h a s
been chosen as an expert or spokesperson on a particular subject, a n d
the aim is to get as much uninterrupted film footage as possible witli
that person talking to camera, to allow for the greatest flexibility in
editing.

In this study, however, the "expertise" was in the process of being
formed in a "third space" between me as interviewer and the
interviewees. The interviewees (teachers, students, curriculum
writers) knew the contingencies of their own day-to-day practices
within mathematics education, and the ways that idealized
intentions were changed by the power struggles at play in educationa l
systems. 1 knew some of the internai contradictions inherent in a
genre widely used in their educational practices, and 1 knew that
these coded, linguistic contradictions might in themselves

undermine sta ted pedagogical intentions.

Our interviews took on the character of teachable moments. For my
part, when 1 found an interviewee giving an easy and somervhat
superficial response (like the often-repeated assertion at an early stage
in the interviews that word problems were simply mathematics

applied to real life), 1 would offer a contradictory example from a
familiar source, usually the writer's, teacher's or student's own
textbook. Then 1 would re-ask the initial question, and this time get a
response that showed grea ter depth, originality and uncertain ty.
Sometimes several "re-asks" and counterexamples were needed to set
both interviewer and interviewee past the level of the superficial
answers and received wisdom. It was at this point in the interi-ieivs
that unexpected, surprising and thought-provoking resul ts typicallv
emerged from the interviews.

The idea of the "teachable moment" relates both to me and those 1
ïntenriewed. For my part, 1 found myself taking a didactic role in the
early stages of the interviews, trying to establish a common
vocabulary and common ground in the discussion, "teaching" the
interviewees what 1 had leamed so far about word prublems. This
went very much against the grain for the filmmaker in me. In a film
context, 1 would not contradict, however gently, the ideas the
interviewees had corne in with, since that would constitute the crime
of asking leading questions. Yet in the context of this studv, if 1 didn't
work to move the interviews beyond predictable initia1 responses, I
wouldn't be taking advantage of the reason 1 had chosen these people
as subjects for the study

-- that is, their thoughtfulness and

enthusiasm to engage with and generate new ideas in mathematics
education. Without a firm but gentle nudge ont0 new ground, a
nudge very much from the world of teaching rather than journ a 1'ism,
the interviewees and 1 would simply be restating Our preconceptions.

By finding new ground in an interactive conversation about word
problems, a space was created where the intervieivees could, in t ~ i r n ,
teach me, and lead me beyond my preconceptions.

Nonetheless, I am left with a number of uneasy questions about the
nature of interviewing. If the interviewer is carrying out a gen~iinely
qualitative inquiry, rather than simply trying to find elridence for
accepting or rejecting a pre-formed hypothesis, then what is an
acceptable mode of conversation in the interview? If the studv is not

ethnographie, attempting

to observe and describe "the other", but

conceptual, attempting to consult and collaborate with others on
matters of mutual interest, then to what extent should the
interviewer's voice and ideas be present? These questions are not the
focus of the present study, but merit further consideration on their
own.

Chapter 5
Teachers' and curriculum writers' intentions around word problems

Curriculum writers and critics
In this portion of my account of the srnall-scale empirical study, 1

report on interviews with four people who write and critique
mathematics curriculum materials: Dave Lidstone, a college
mathematics instructor and curriculum writer; Hea ther Kelleher, a
writer of primary school math textbooks as well a s a teacher and
curriculum consultant; David Robitaille, a Canadian university
mathematics educator who has carried out several large-scale
international comparative mathematics education studies using
word problems; and Pearla Nesher, an lsraeli university mathematics
educator, whose semantic and syntactic studies of word problems are
well-known in the field of math education.

Dave Lidstone teaches calculus and other math courses to college
students, many of whom plan to transfer later to university.
Although he uses a published textbook series for some of his
curriculum materials, he also writes many of the word problems and
other curriculum resources for his courses. Lidstone is very acti1.e
and well-respected in the Canadian mathematics education

community, and has served on the executive of CMESG, the
Canadian Mathema tics Educa tion Study Group. He has recen tly

completed his Master's degree in mathematics education.

Lidstone and 1 had talked previously about my work on the analysis
of word problems, and he had attended a conference session 1 had
given a year before about anomalies of reference in word problems.

He wrote to me after the conference, expressing concem about how to
make word problems better, and offered examples of word problems
he had written for one of his calculus courses.

When 1 asked him why he wrote and assigned word problems in his
calculus classes, Lidstone raised the question of whether students
were being asked to abstract the math that was inherently "there" in a
word problem story, or whether they were to project the mathematics
ont0 an intrinsically non-mathematical situation. Altliough he spoke
about both projecting mathematics and finding mathematics in reallife situations, in his own work a s a curriculum writer he seemed

tc)

be "seeing calculus" everywhere, as if differentiabilitv, for examplc,
were an inherent quality in certain kinds of situations.

Lidstone had sent me a calculus word problem he had written about
the acceleration of a mode1 rocket, and he indicated that it was based
on a scene that he had obsewed -- a family launching a mode1 rocket
in a park near his house. I asked him whether his starting point in
writing the problem was the real-life situation (observing people in
the park iaunching a rocket), or whether he had started with a n
algorithm or a symbolic idea that he wanted to flesh out. O r did he

start from several angles at once? His reply showed the prioritv of the
antecedent word problem genre and the textbook organization of
mathematical concepts over the exigencies of the real-life experience
in itself:

DL: 1 will offer that there is certainly a variety of factors that
come in right from the outset [in the writing of a word problem].
And 1 think that again the biggest one is experience. So not onlv
experience with well-established structure for word problems,
not only that. But things like, well with respect to the rocket
probiem, the experience that our differential calculus courses
typically have linear motion as an application. But typicallv the
problems are so abstract that -- there are certain particles mo\-ing
along certain lines that really have no real context to them, so
that they indeed are not word problems but are really just strictly
exercises. There's no abstraction, there's none of the aspect of
taking some sort of real-world situation and taking the
mathematical presenta tion, the mathematical ideas and seeing
them in this real-world situation.
And so 1 guess as 1 go through life 1 look for those real-world
situations as screens on which to project math. And in this cosc
these people were playing with a mode1 rocket and, gee, I could
do the timing that was necessary and 1 think 1 had some sort of
sense that this lends itself - 1 knew what type of ideas this
situation lends itself to. 1 was very familiar with abstract
problems from textbooks that addressed exactly the same abstract
mathematical issues. And so it was easy enough to describe it.

Lidstone, with his focus on l-iis work as a teacher and writer of initial
calculus course curriculum, had come to see the world through
"calculus eyes". With the course's conceptual organization and an
inventory of typical calculus problems in mind, he attended to the
world of his daily experience with the idea of finding further, better
examples of that curriculum, better instantiations of those problems:

SG: From the point of view of someone who writes curriculum
material, writes word problems or find them or crea tes them -d o you start seeing the world as, d o you find yourself focusing
your attention on things that are possible examples of the things
that you're teaching?
DL: Yes. Very much so ... And yes, 1 do have the theoretical
library stored there and then look for examples as they manitest
themselves. And that's probably the factor that 1 use most in
creating word problems.
His aim in writing calculus word problems and assigning them to his

students is not simply that the students use a correct solution method
or arrive at a correct answer. Rather, he hopes that the students will

begin to do as he does -- to see the world with "calculus eyes":

SG: I'm also trying to think about what you hope your students
will take away with them once they've solved that particular
problem or a whole bunch of problems. Do you want them to
start looking at the world in that way too?
DL: Certainly. Yes. 1 would like them to be able to see
mathematics in or project ma thematics ont0 situations arounci
them. So 1 do try to focus on things that might be more
immediate than many word problems that you would see in
typical textbooks ... The mode1 rocket problem appenrs in
textbooks but in an abstract way. "A certain particle moves in a
straight line with a particular acceleration". What 1 try to d o is
Say, well look, that abstract thing, we can see it here too, in the
backyard.
Although Lidstone wrote word problems as ways of "fleshing out"
abstract mathematical ideas and saw the resulting stories a s
"nonsensical" to some degree, he emphasized that the word problem
stories were required to have some very specific points of contact
with the "real world" of our experience. He told the story of one of

his students who viewed word problems as a completely nonsensical

coding of abstract mathematical ideas and refused or failed to make
contact with one of the specific "real world" conditions that Lidstone
had meant to be part of the word problem about the mode1 rocket's
rate of acceleration. As a result, the student arrived at an unacceptable
solution to the problem:

DL: There was an interesting interaction with one student about
this problem. This is a student who was trained in mathematics
in Russia. This student is much more cornfortable with formal
mathematics and symbolic manipulations, many of the things
most of Our North American students struggle with he's very
adept at. I should add that this young fellow had no language
difficulties. His command of the English language was very
good. But he was quite dumbfounded by this problem because
he didn't bring a real-world context to it at all. He took a
traditional, completely nonsensical, abstract approach to it. So
the solution that he oifered was quite irrational ...

SG: 1s it that he had never seen people with a mode1 rocket?
DL: No, he thought it was completely irrelevant. His solution
made an assumption that the rocket wouldn't corne down, in
spite of wording that obliquely suggests that it will. And again
1'11 say obliquely because it's something that the students need to
bring to t h e modelling. The engine provides an acceleration a n d
then the rocket travels under the influence of gravity. The
inference they need to make is that the gravity will provide a
deceleration and hence tend to bring the rocket back down.
So his solution assumed that that was gravity from sornewhere
else -- that it just went forever and ever and ever. But he's the
only student I've had who ignored that context, who in essence
assumed it was nonsense. Al1 of rny other students with that
problem have recognized that this is not nonsense. This is
significant to what we have to do here.

The paradox raised here is an important one

-- that solvers of word

problems must attend to a few contextual features and discard many
others. For example, it would not be considered relevant in the
solution of the model rocket problem to attend to information a b o u t
the colour or sound of the rocket, the names and relationships of the
people firing the rocket, their reasons for choosing to fire off a model
rocket in the park, or the weather conditions during the launch.
These and many other features of the situation might be important to
a real-life participant in the event, but the word problem is not nboiif

launching a model rocket in al1 its compiexity -- it is about sketching
a curve, remembering a formula, differentiating an equation. I t is
about math, and only certain types of questions about the real-life
situation are permissible (for example, what is the magnitude of the
force of gravity?) The students are given no explicit instructions
about what to attend to and what to ignore, but they will ha\.e seen
several mathematically-similar solved word problems in their
textbook that give object lessons in how to solve "this type" of
problem. The word problem itself may also have, a s Lidstone savs,
"obliquely worded" hints as to which aspects of the storv situation a r c
to be considered relevant. And once the student has solved a great
many of a certain type of word problem, the weight of a large number
of repeated examples is meant to provide a repertoire of experiences
(within the world of mathematics schooling) frorn which
generalizations about word problem solving may tacitly be drawn. It
is interesting that this pedagogy, a pedagogy of tacit generalization

over the course of many examples, seems to have changed little since
the time of the word problems of the Babylonian scribal schools
(about which more in Chapter 7).

It was interesting that, although Lidstone was in the habit of "seeing
the world wi th calculus eyes", and could ci te manÿ examples from
his daily experience that exemplified the concepts introduced in the
initial calculus courses, he found it much harder to find examples for
other, more elementary mathematical concepts not included in his

own teaching. Later in the interview, 1 asked Lidstone to "think
aloud" as he devised word problems on the spot that would
correspond to particular symbolically-stated math problems from the
elementary and secondary school curriculum. 1 had deliberately
chosen problems that 1 thought would be difficult to exemplifv, and
that was one reason why Lidstone found these word problems
difficult to write- But he also found that the numbers 1 had otfered
him were not "nice numbers" -- in other words, they were not
numbers that would typically occur in the contexts he had devised for
the word problems. Again, although the point of contact with lived
experience seemed slight, it was important to Lidstone to "get the
numbers right", so that the word problem stories would not seem
completely nonsensical:

DL: 4.79 plus 108.324 [the arithmetic problem from which 1 asked
him to write a word problem]. This is something that is perhaps
a little doser to my experience, mostly with my daughter [in
helping her with her elementary school homework]. And yet
the -324 eliminates the natural context of money. So what would

jump into my mind would be some sort of measurement
problem in some context, in a laboratory or some such thing.
Now 1 would also then look for some sort of instrument that
measured to thousandths of an inch. 1 focus on thousandths of
an inch rather than focus on rnetric because the instrument
with which 1 am most familiar that uses thousandths of an inch
or measurements to three decimal places are feeler gauges for
engine repair. But what is unfortunate there and would make
the problem difficult is with the calling of tolerance on the lolv
end, you wouldn't be concemed with numbers on the high end,
the 108. So 1 would really search for some kind of meaningful
context here.
The thing that now cornes most to mind is monetary exchange.
Cause this is where you could have these two scales coming in,
108 dollars, 32 and a half cents. Eventually you'd ignore the
point four, but that would be a significant figure on the wajr to
arriving at an exchange. 1 will offer that this probably came to
mind, probably surfaced because 1 just got back from a week's
holiday south of the border, sorting out exchange rates, exactlv
these kinds of figures would corne up. Offhand 1 cnn't think
too many situations where those kinds of magnitudes would
simultaneously be considered -- hundreds and thousand ths.
That might be more a measure of rny inexperience with the
world ...
[Looking at another question:] Five ninths equals s over a
hundred and eight ... What immediately popped into mind ivere
any number of problems that in essence had a context that was
nonsense. "Five ninths of the marbles in this bowl are r d .
ï h e r e are 108 marbles in this bowl. How many of them are r d ? "
Where in essence the context really is [...] nonsense. I can't help
but think that if 1 didn't gravitate to that because of the
experience I've had with textbooks, where that's a common
practice, I might find this easier to address with a word problem
if either 1 had more experience with things that might have 108
as a unit or if this were some other number that werc standard
as a unit. Say sixty as in seconds, 120 as in a fairly standard angle,
something like that. 1 would find it easier to provide a --

SG: Why don? you write some different numbers for a similar
kind of question and then tell me the word problem that you

would write, one that would be more sensible or Iess
nonsensical?

DL: Well 1 guess that some of the units that would corne into
play would be 360 degrees for a complete revolution or 180
degrees for a straight angle, twelve for months of the years, 24
for hours of the day. And I think it might be easier to work with
any such numbers. That said, here's one. "A contractor
estimates that it will take 108 person hours to complete a job ... "
It's so silly, it's so stupid! I was going to go on to something like,
"Part way through the job the contractor is fired. The customer
only pays him five ninths of the contract. How much time i v a s
put in on the job?" Something like that. It's a curious situation
to be placed into, to look for context for equivalent fractions ...
It's curious that 1 find myself being at a loss for ready word
problems, largely because these are not concepts that 1 teach da?
to day, so they're not things that I look around the world and
look for examples for.

SG: That's really interesting because they're very elementarv
concepts, yet it's so hard to find those examples ...
DL: Well, or to have a catalogue of anything but fairlv standard
types of problems.
Lidstone's response here is notable on two counts. For one, aithough
he had the habit of "seeing calculus everywhere", and finding many
sources of calculus word problems in his daily experience. he did not
also "see ratio everywhere" or "see decimal fractions evervwhcrc". or
at least had difficulty seeing the ratios and decimal fractions 1 had
offered him (5/9 and 108.324). Presumably, the ability to see the world
as a source of examples for a particular branch of mathematics it is

necessary to be focused on that branch of mathematics. Although the
secondary school mathematics curriculum was certainly fam iliar a n d
elementary to Lidstone, he was not seeing the world in terms of tliose

concepts because he was not engaged in teaching them. Similarly,
Lidstone's students, who would have been studying three or four
other courses in non-mathematical disciplines and perhaps working
part-time at a non-mathematical job at the same time they were
taking his calculus course, would be unlikely to see the world
"through calculus eyes" as Lidstone wished, simply because thev werc
unlikely to be focused on calculus to the extent Lidstone was.

The other notable theme in Lidstone's response is an impulse to
write word problems that were as sensible and true-to-life a s possible.

He is concerned that the numbers used be reasonable within the
context of the word problern story, and that the stories and numbers
should make sense, should menn something in an everyday, nonmathematical world. In Chapter 7,1 will show that this has not been
of great concern to most writers of word problems throughout their
long history, beginning with the Babylonians, and 1 would argue thut
word problems' intrinsic non-referentiality mi tiga tes agains t studen ts
considering them sensible or true in any case.

Other contemporary curriculum writers have also expressed concern
about word problems' nonsensical nature, and have made an effort
to work out guidelines for writers to make word problems
unassailably sensible and true-to-life. One interesting example of this
kind of effort cornes from Marks (1994).

Marks is concerned that secondary school students "perceive word
problems as questions that no real person would be caught asking" (p.
610). He gives the example of the familiar "age problem", a ca tegory
of word problems used in introductory algebra courses and popular
in books of recreational mathematics:

"Five years from now Mary will be twice as old as her sister; how
old are the girls now?" The student wonders, "Don't these girls
know how old they are? If not, where could such information
about their future relative ages possibly have corne from? And
who cares?" Every such answerable question drives a wedge
between the student and the problem; insert enough wedges and
the entire subject falls apart like a split log. (p. 610)
Marks goes on to give other examples of "un-sensible" word
problems and describes ways of revising them so that the teacher
could provide an answer to any potential student question about the
trueness-to-life or practical meaning of the story.

What Marks and Lidstone d o not account for is the idea that word
problems as a genre are not nboiit everyday life, even though o n e o r
two contingencies of the story situation may be considered relevant
to solving a particular word problem. Students become accu1tu ra ted
to the use of word problems, and leam that they are not stories about
everyday, common sense situations. Marks acknowledges tha t few
secondary school students will voice objections about the nonsensical
nature of word problems, but he worries that "teaching word
problems becomes a nightmare when students start asking such
questions out loud" (p. 611). He suggests that writing more true-to-

life word problems will be beneficial in reducing teachers'
embarrassrnent at having to justify the inclusion of word problems
in the curriculum: "The teacher's success in making word problems

more sensible can be measured by the gradua1 decrease in tension hc
or she feels during such discussions" (p. 611). 1 doubt, though,
whether an individual teacher's efforts to justify the use of word
problems by writing only "sensible" ones can effectively counter the
weight of thousand of years of teaching/riddtîng/storyteIIing
tradition which is so much embedded in the problems' iVeryform.

Heather Kelleher, a writer of primary school mathematics textbooks,
h a s recently completed her doctorate in mathematics education,

focusing on young children's emerging concepts of number. She
taught and worked as a consultant in elementary schools for man)
years, and is currently teaching ma thema tics me thods courses to
preservice teachers in university.

h Kelleher's work as a textbook writer and teacher with young
children, she rarely uses printed word problems, concentrating
instead on different kinds of modelling, counting, grouping a n d
notation activities that relate to things familiar to children. (For
example, she structures one activity around finding patterns in the
numbers of Ietters and their distribution in children's first and last
names.)

Kelleher sees generic word problems as contrived and unrealistic,
and the writing of word problems as an exercise in "clothing"
ma thematical ideas in situations:

HK: It's attempting to take the mathematical and tack it
sornehow, have it hooked ont0 something that might be s t least
familiar, even if it's not interes ting or relevant.
SG: It seems to me that people writing these problems start with
an addition question and an idea of what type of addition
question they're going to do and then evervthing's added on
a fterwards.

HK: Dress it up -- right. 1 think so. Absolutely.
And yet, when 1 asked her for an example of a mathematical modelling
question that was a real-life problem (as opposed to the contrived
situations used in word problems), Kelleher immediately suggested a
very old, determinedly impractical word problem. (This problem can be
seen as a version of the "100 Birds" problem, which Tropfke (1980, pp.
613-615) credits to Chang Chtiu-Chien in ancient China and later to
Mahavira in India, Abu Kami1 in the Islamic world, and Alcuin in
medieval Europe.)

HK: [There are] chickens and cows in a farm and there's a fence
and you can see so many feet and you knorv how many aninials
there are altogether -- horv many [of each animal] rvould therc
be? Children doing that would not start thinking algebra ica llv
about what would make sense to add up to the right n u m b e r h
legs. They would be drawing chickens and cows and counting
their feet ... By and large they are drawn to the more real
applications of what would it look like.
SC: Mind you that's not a very real application, because you'd
never d o that! 1s it a puzzle, is it a riddle?

HK: What, the problem? It's just a way to get kids to think about
different combinations of what could add up to things and
putting it in a way that they need to mode1 it to find out -- draw
it o r think about i: ui different ways.

And although Kelleher designs modelling activities using familiar,
often concrete objects that are familiar to children, she recognizes that
even these activities have been devised as ways to embody
mathematics, and may veer sharply away from practical, everyday
uses of those objects. She tells the story of one child who couldn't o r
wouldn't d o a regrouping activity she proposed because it was
nonsensical:

HK: I was doing a sharing problem with kids ... and 1 had these
little bagged sets of objects to share ... There were sort of birthday
party kinds of things in packages with a number on them, and
so we'd Say, "Oh here are eight party hats. If you and I were
going to share them, how many would we each get?" So if
they've got [the idea that four is] half of eight, or four a n d four is
eight, they can just let go the party hat issue of "Why would you
want four party hats?"
Well the youngest boy, Sam, who always touched his fingers to
his nose as he counted, had trouble with the bag of twelve red
spoons. I chose that because the [number] twelve was [written]
really big on [the package] and they were sort of party looking
spoons and so on. And 1 said, "If you and 1 were going to share
these spoons how many would we each get?" And we'd talked
about fair shares and he'd done it with the blocks. "Weil w e
only need one spoon each," he said. And 1 said, "You're right. I f
we're going to eat with them you're right. But if it rvas just
pretend -- if you were going to set one table and I was going to
set the other, how many would we each get?" "No no," he said,"
we only need one spoon each so we'd just give the rest of them
to somebody else." So 1 guess Sam was very context-bound and
literal about what was going on there, and the whole context of
the problem meant a lot to him and it did have to make sense.
But for most kids the sharing twelve spoons wasn't suc11 a
problem.

SG: But in almost every other part of their life the context would
be extremely important. If they're learning to set the table at
home and if there are six spoons in the drawer and four peopie,
they can't give each person a spoon and a half!

HK: He was the only one who had a problem with that ... So
then 1 said, "Do you want to use blocks instead of spoons?
Should we d o it with twelve blocks? "And then h e was quite
happy with that, sharing twelve blocks.
Although it's clear that Kelleher is working to find sensible, real-life,
familiar situations for mathematical modelling, she runs into the
same kind of probiem that troubled Marks - that is, students refusing
to engage with the mathematics of a problem because its story is
nonsensical in everyday terms. Even in Kelleher's modelling
activities, which depart from the linguistic formalism of generic
word problems, the words and objects point to a world of
mathematical concepts, not a world of everyday, lived experiences.
Students who are "context-bound" and "literal", who have not
learned or accepted the ambiguity of reference inherent in
mathematical word problems (or "practical" problems they are
antecedent to) may be unable or unwilling to take up the parabolic
meaning of the problems because their straightforward, literal
meaning does not make sense.

David Robitaille, a mathematics educa tor at the University of British
Columbia, has been CO-authorof three large-scale international
comparative studies of schoolchildren's competency in mathematics
and science, most recently, the 1997 Third International Mathema tics
and Science Study (TIMMS). These studies have included a large
number of word problems. 1 asked Robitaille why such problems

were included in the TIMMS survey. He acknorvledged that word
problems were quite different from "real-life" practical problems, but,
like a number of other university mathematics educators I spoke to,
attributed this difference to a scaling-down of real problems to match
students' limited mathematics knowledge:

SG: Isn't it the case that if a student knows too much about the
real-life situation, they may be unable to do the word problem
the way they're supposed to? ïhey'll take too many
contingencies into consideration, or they'il want to do the
problem the way you would in real life.
DR: Oh sure. Al1 of the average speed problems for example.
What would life be like without those? (laughs) That's v e r y
much the case. The problem is simplified so as to make it rvithin
the mathematical competency of kids.
Robitaille seemed to see word problems as good motivators to get
kids involved in solving mathematical problems -- again, an idea 1
heard several tirnes, mostly from elementary and secondary school
teachers:

DR: At some level, you want the problem to engage students.
You want them to Say, "At least this is interesting enough tliat 1
want to find the answer."
1 asked if there were any problems involved in the translation of

word problems across languages and cultures. Robitaille could onlv
recall the following example:

DR: The item as 1 recall asked kids -- it was a multiple choice
item -- if they knew the word "carnivore". And in the
Norwegian version of it that was piloted -- apparently they don't
use the word "carnivore", they have a Norwegian word. So the
question, if you had translated it into English, said, "What do

you cal1 a meat-eating animal?" and one of the answers was, "A
meat-eating animal"! You sort of defeat the purpose of the
whole exercise. It wasn't a very good item to begin with,
fortunately, but it didn't survive. So quite a few items got
thrown out on things like that.
He referred me to a comparative international study of mathema tics
textbooks written as part of the TIMMS study by Howson (1995).
Howson, in a cornparison of selected English, French, Japanese,
Dutch, Nonvegian, Spanish, Swiss and American textbooks,
indicated that "thepercentage of word problems to be found in texts
has increased, in some cases enormously" (p. 58) and that Augustus
De Morgan, in 1831, had noted the discrepancy between "real-li fe"
problem solving methods and those required by word problems in
mathematics education. (For example, De Morgan wrote, people
would never actually find the value of a horse by solving a pair of
simultaneous linear equations). Other than this, there was no further
mention of word problems in an international, intercultural context.

Pearla Nesher is a mathematics educator from the University o t

Haifa in Israel. She is prominent in the mathematics education
community for her work in the language of mathematics education,
and has written about the syntax and semantics of mathematical
word problems.

I asked Nesher about educatorst intentions in including word
problerns in mathematics curriculum, and about the non-referential
quality of such problems:

SG: There's a particular word problem 1 thought we couid focus

on ... It's sornething like this: "A rock dropped irom the Leaning
tower of Pisa falls 6 metres from its base. If the tower is 59 metres
in height, what is the angle of its lean?"... 1s this really a
question about the Leaning Tower of Pisa?

PN: No, not at ail. It's a question about triangles. It's probably in
the framework of trigonornetry. It's just that somebody thinks i t
will bring a real problern from real life.. . It's good to have a
diagonal line like that, but it's realiy no [real-Iworld [situation].
You are not allowed to drop stones from the top of the Tower!

My favourite example [of an unrealistic word problem] came
from a teacher who asked the children to write a problem to fit
the open sentence, "Two plus seven equals nine". Make a story.
It was second graders. One child said, "Mornmy has tivo irons.
She buys nine more irons. How many irons will she have?"
Very practical question! ...
Nesher asserted that the ma thematical structure takes a position of
primacy in the writing of word problems. Although curriculum
materiais writers might intend to use word problems to teach
mathematical modelling, the arbitrary and unrealistic stories of word
problems mitigate against students learning to mode1 real situations
ma thema tically:

PN: A situation by itself does not imply any mathematical
structure. We put structure on it by the way we look at it. No\\r
deep in Our understanding, mathematics is useful because we
can use models to gain information that we wouldn't know
from just looking at the [real-life situation] ... The whole issue of
word problems is of finding the right models for the right
situation. And 1 don? know if we convey this notion to the kids

when we teach them. We bring Our artificial cases. We use
awkward language which we would not usually use.

I talked with her about the idea that word problems were more
closely related to parable than to real-life problem situations in terms
of their reference. She agreed that students soon leamed to read word
problems as non-referential, a n d learned to throw away the stories in
order to look for the mathematics that they were expected to do:

PN: Here is a story which is not about what it's meant to be
about ... You Say something and you mean something else.
And that's what the kids get very easily. ln the word problems
you are right. Here you mentioned the Pisa Tower but vou reallv
don? rnean the Pisa Tower. You could use any other thinfi. A&
the kids get exactly the notion that what you are asking them is
about the computation. They don? care about the words. We
can bring whatever context we want, interesting for them or not.
In a minute they will understand that this is not it.
Nesher's suggestion to improve this situation (similar to a n
approach suggested in Smith, 1988) was to use more real-life problein
solving to encourage students to apply mathematics to actual
situations in their lives and particularly in their schools.:

PN: 1 think that maybe if w e work on more complicated
situations, less situations, not ten simple, unimportant word
problems but one more complex situation, and there are
examples -- If you ask a child to calculate how much the teacher
has to ask to bring for a party, if it's a real problem -- how much
should we ask each student to pay for that partv? O K , that's
complicated. Why should we pay that much O; that little? Ho\\much should each one in the classroom bring for the end-of
-the-year party? There are a lot of pragmatic questions which are
not part of mathematics b u t the child has to know that the class
will have to make choices ...

Even for small kids, we have to look for problems which are
more compiicated in terms that we don't make al1 the decisions
for the kids, and they have to understand what's involved in
modelling and that we have to make mathematics. I don't know
if 1 have enough problems yet which are interesting enough, but
1 know what we should collect. Problems that are not simple,
that the child must use mathematics in order to know, and
where he will find that the situation is not artificial.

University mathematics teachers
1 interviewed two university mathematics teachers at Simon Fraser

University about their pedagogic intentions in assigning word
problems to students in their undergraduate courses. (I have used
pseudonyms in al1 the reports o n teachers and students that follow,
to protect their identities.)"Mohammed Ibrahim" is a mathematician
who has taught introductory calculus courses at SFU for several
years. "Alan Robbins" is a statistician who has taught both the
introductory statistics courses and introductory calculus.

In al1 my interviews with teachers, 1 tried to use examples [rom the

textbooks and other curricular ma terials they used in their teaching
to prompt a further consideration of intentions around mathematical
word problems. In my interview with Ibrahim I used examples from

Cnlcirli~s(2nd edition) (Stewart, 1991). In my interview with Robbins,
1 used Probnbility n i d Stnfistics for Eitgiiieeriilg nmi the Scieims

(Devore, 1991).

Robbins candidty admitted to the influence of a stronglv conservative
mathematics teaching tradition and to simple expediency in teachers'
decisions to use word problems in their mathematics classes:
SC: Why give word problems to students?

AR: Well 1 guess the first thing is that every book that's
published has got them in so there's a certain amount of just
going along without thinking about the problem at ail, just
giving, not the word problem, but thinking about why there a r e
word problems. You just accept it ... There's a certain amount of
just going along with it, period.
He also indicated that the disguising of mathematics within the
stories of word problems could serve what he saw as a useful purpose

-- to complicate a n otherwise overly-simplified elementary
mathematics curriculum:
AR: You can't give, in this type of course here, strictly
mathematical types of problems because they're too hard
generally for the students to do. So you take just some simple
little concepts there that might be very simple mathema tically
but you hide them in the word problem. They have to go and
find them in the word problem and then they see, "Well, gee,
it's really not that hard to solve mathematically." So that's
probably the reason that they're done in my course anyways.

Robbins sees the word problems in his sta tistics textbook as far
removed from the reality of his daily experience working a s
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consul ting statistician who advises scientists and O ther professionals
on experimental design. Although the textbook he has chosen uses
examples taken from a wide range of professional journals
(including, for example, Wnter Resoiirces Bldletiiz, Plzotogrn~ri~rrrt~-ic
E~zgineeringn m i Reniote Sensing, Eqrr iue Veterirtnril loir I-MI,

and Textile R P S ~ I Z I]C
oz~inZznl),he feels that the word problems
ii-icluded in the textbook are far from being tme-to-life. Instead,
Robbiw says that his students are being asked to make a model of

ù

model:
AR:[The textbook's writers] have probably taken real situations,
and often they quote fiom joumals, from other journals that
they've looked up, and they condense it down, they take the data out and condense the whole article into two or three
sentences just giving a part of the bottom line of it, and then
there's a little bit of mathematics to do.
So I guess there's the real problem, and then there's the textbook
problem which has really squished it down, and then students
have to take that and try to go one more step, and translate it
into mathematics and try and solve the problem related to the
original problem, but with this mathematical model ...
So 1guess we could Say that a word problem is a model of a real
problem, and then the mathematics is a model of the modelled
problem (laughs). So there's a couple of steps of modelling. A n d
how far from reality you get would vary from problem to
problem, 1 would imagine.
Robbins was very clear that, for him, word problerns were "about"
the mathematics they were meant to hide, and not about the stories
themselves:

SG: In these stow problems, do the stories matter?
AR: No, 1 don't think so. Not in these cases here. 1 mean, I c o d d
take a concept two-thirds of the way through the book, say, a
concept that we're trying to illustrate -- testing hypotheses, for
example -- and I could corne up with examples in cornputer
science, biology, education, English, you know. "Was this newlydiscovered sonnet really written by Shakespeare or not?" That
sort of stuff.

Robbins focused on the parabolic, parable-like deictic nature of
mathematical word problems to the point where he seemed not to
notice the stories at al1 before discarding them in favour of a hidden

niathematical relationship. For example, 1 showed him the following
word problem taken from the statistics textbook he had chosen for his
class. This story in this particular problem had houbled me when 1

was a statistics student several years before:
The article "Rate of Stuttering Adaptation Under Two ElectroShock Conditions" (Behavior Researcli Thernpy, 1967, pp. 49 54) gave adaptation scores for three different treatments: (1)no
shock, ( 2 ) shock following each stuttered word, and (3) shock
during each moment of stuttering. These treatments were used
on each of 18 stutterers.
a. Summary statistics include
s ,= 905..Y, -. = 9 13.x, = 9 3 6 , ~= 2754.
s
' = 130.295. and
y,si = 143.930
1

'1

F,

Construct the ANOVA table and test at level .O5 to see whether
tme average adaptation score depends on the treatment given.
b. Judging from the F ratio for subjects (factor BI,do you think
that blocking on subjects was effective in this experiment?
Explain. (Devore, 1991, p. 413)

SG: What d o you make of that?
AR: Well, horrifying, isn't it? Horrifying.

SG: Why is it horrifying?
AR: Maybe it's too concise. t could sit down and construct the
analysis of variance table from i t and do the tests and everything
but it just seems -- That's the kind of thing that a
mathematician would be interested in. You want that
conciseness down ... But it doesn't relate it very much to the
stuttering experiment. You've kind of really lost contact with
the stuttering experiment there. So that was the original one.

The scientist has set up the experiment, decided what the
treatments are going to be -- shock, no shock or different
variations on the shock. They would have done the appropriate
randomization. And then they've gathered al1 these stats here
and they've just given you a very concise compilation of the
data there. And it's not very interesting 1 would agree, it's not
very interesting.

SG: The thing that got to me was the idea of people who
stuttered being given electroshocks. 1 couldn't really get p s t that
AR: Wetl for me, reading this here, 1 just kind of skip over tha t.
1 just think -- it just doesn't even register with me. Al1 I'rn
saying to myself is, OK, there's an experiment going on here,
and there's three different treatments -- one's no shock, and I'm
thinking, OK there's your control group right there. And then
there's two other shocks. I'rn thinking of those. I'rn not
thinking at al1 in terms of what's happened to these people! I'rn
thinking of just two different treatment groups. So I must
admit, my mind's a long ways from the experiment. I just look
at the data, analyze the data and see if there's a difierence there.
But certainly that aspect didn't even cross my mind. But w u
couldn't get past that part of it, eh?

SG: Well, it seemed like torture to me.. .
AR: Tt's interesting though that you're thinking of that aspect of
it, and that's cornpletely -- I'rn oblivious to it.
Robbins' colleague, Ibrahim, who had grown u p in Iran, did see the
implication of torture in the "stutterers" story problem:

MI: 1 don't know what the state of mind was of the person w h o
wrote this! Maybe he was teaching math in prison? This
problem is a joke, of course?
Ibrahim offered three different reasons for using word problems in

ma thematics teaching -- to prepare students to be mentally recept il-e

to mathematics, to offer familiar images for abstract concepts, and to
justify mathematics to students as a practical subject.

First, in considering word problems as mental preparation for
learning mathematics, Ibrahim focused on the story-telling aspect ot
word problems. He considered story-telling as an informal, mentally
relaxing, sociable activity that could both interest and in some way

disarm students, making them more receptive to the more abstract
mathematics that would follow:

SG: Why use story problems in mathematics teaching?
MI: You set up your mathematical problems in the form of
stories to prepare the mind of the student. You have to teach
smoothly. The stories give the student tinie to think, to be
absorbed by mind ... I'm b e g i ~ i n gto think that when you tell
students stories, it takes a bit of pressure off their minds.

Related to the idea of story-telling as a source of mental relaxation,
Ibrahim emphasized the homeliness and familiarity of story images
as a zuny

Ni

to the "othenvorldly" world of mathematics. In his

emphasis on the use of narrative form and familiar imagery to point
to an abstract world of mathematical concepts and relationships,
Ibrahim approached the idea of parables, which use familiar stories to
point to an other world of invisible, intangible moral and religious
precepts. He insisted that mathematics not be perceived by students as
"hocus-pocus".He argued that removing a sense of mystery and

inaccessibility from mathematics instruction would make the subject
more comfortable and familiar for students. "Telling them

evervthing" (like a seasoned magician who lets a novice in on the
tricks-of-the-trade) should allow students to feel like insiders and
demystify ma thematics for them:

Mi: The other answer to this question is that you are trying to
use other tools to reach the students. You're going to ask for
help from some other area. A story helps you to explain the
mathematical stuff. Why does it help? Because mathematics is a
different world, a strange world for a student. You want to make
it less strange, more familiar to students. You want to crea te an
environment where the student relaxes his mind. You tvant to
assure them it is not hocus-pocus.
SG: Tell me more about magic and hocus-pocus.
MI: It can look like hocus-pocus if you teach math very hst, vertr
abstractly. It can becorne hocus-pocus very soon! I think the
whole idea of matliematics education is to avoid that situation.
Magic is something everyone agrees they don't understand. B u t
in math you want thern to understand. You want to slroic? them
how to do that magic. You have to tell them everything!
Although Ibrahim acknowledged that word problems were far from
being "real-life" problems, he saw them in terms of jirstfiiiig
mathematics to students. This kind of justification is a half-truth a t
best since, as Ibrahim indicates, the mathematician or mathematics
teacher is not really interested in the contingencies and complications
of experienced situations, nor in the plausibility of solving an actual
problem using mathematical means. For the mathematician,
mathematics is goal enough, and if the story problem serves as
sufficient justification to convince students to engage with the
mathematics, then it has served its purpose:

MI: We want to show them applications of math. Students ask,
"What is this math good for?" It's a kind of jttstificnfio~: for the
reasons they have to leam math. I'd say these are applications.

In word problems, teachers are making stories to teach
mathematics. With many of these stories, you could ask, "How
can this happen? Would this really happen? How many times
does this actually happen to anybody?" But still, they are good
practice. Students leam theory only through examples.
otherwise, nothing makes sense.. .
(Referring to a word problem from the textbook he uses, about
maximizing revenues from an apartment building:) These
problems are made up by mathematicians and teachers. I really
don't know if in real life a manager is going to take a p e n d and
pen and work this out. Most of the time real-life problems are
more complicated than these are.
For example in physics word problems, there are a lot of o t h e r
factors you forget about - you have to assume this or that to be
true. Writers of word problems want to make them ideal
problems for the framework of theory they are teaching.
Ibrahim noted with some irritation that real-life probiems from t h e
sciences, for example, were anything but elementary if considered in
their true complexity, and that their solution would thus not allow
them to serve as exemplars of particular elementary mathematical
methods or ideas. For Ibrahim, the pedagogical needs of mathematics
teachers and students in the math class took precedence over actuallv
solving problems from physical science or other real-world domains.

MI: In the calculus textbook quite a few of the word problems
deal with physics. As a math teacher, I don3 know a lot of
physics myself, and 1 don't want to bother to go into the study of
p hysics!
Besides, with these problems, if you consider other factors,
suddenly they become resenrcli problems! For example, some o f

the calculus problems talk about throwing a bal1 up in the air. In
these problems, we are not meant to consider air resistance, but
only gravity. I'm not teaching physics, I'm teaching calculus!

In Ibrahim's interview, a clear view emerged of the centrality of
mathematics as a deictic object for mathematics teachers. It was clear
as well that, in his role as a mathematics teacher, he desired that
mathematics becorne such a deictic object for his students, and that he

was willing to lead his students toward this end through the w a m l y
familiar medium of storytelling and even through some small
degree of trickery (through the use of story problems to justify
mathematics). What mattered to him as a teacher was that students
accept mathematics as a "thuig" to be referred to, as a world that
could be seen througli the transparency of everyday images.
Mathematical word problems could then serve multiple and
simultaneous purposes -- to "warm" students to mathematics
through the comfortable, relaxing mode of storytelling, to provide
familiar images for the abstract concepts of mathematics, and to
convince students to accept mathematics as a central "world"
through its presumably practical applications.

Secondary and elementary school mathematics teachers

In contrast, the elementary and secondary school teachers 1
interviewed viewed mathematical problem solving as ideally
offering a particular instance of general problem-solving strategies
that could apply to other fields as well. Their aims, as they articula ted
them, did not place mathematics in a central deictic role. Rather, t h e

general process of problem-solving was (or ought to be) the focus.
Through mathematical word problems, they felt they could offer

students a chance to appreciate multiple approaches and strategies to
al1 kinds of problem-solving. Where Ibrahim wanted students to "see
through" the images of the story problems to the particular
mathematics they were meant to Ieam, "Laura Bertrand", "Carol
McKay" and "Marianne Reed" wanted their students to keep a
stronger sense of the situated, contextualized meanings of the word
problem stories and to focus on using particular problern-solving
strategies to solve them. At the same time, they did want their
students to leam the particular mathematical ideas addressed in a
textbook chapter through these same word problems, and this poseci
some degree of pedagogical conflict for these teachers.

"Laura Bertrand" is a Grade 5/6 teacher in an elementary school in a
working-class neighbourhood of Burnaby, a suburb of Vancouver,
British Columbia. She coaches several sports teams, and often uses
sports images and references in her conversation. "Carol McKay" is
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secondary school mathematics teacher and math department head in
a school in that same neighbourhood. "Marianne Reed" is an
elementary school teacher and principal in another school in
Burnaby. She takes a special interest in improving elementary math
education, and often gives math workshops to teachers in the district
and to student teachers at Simon Fraser University.

Bertrand's keen enthusiasm for mathematical puzzles was clearly
evident in my conversations with her. (On first meeting, we took a
half-hour walk around the school neighbourhood, exchanging
favourite math puzzles.) She said that her primary reason for
presenting mathematical word problems to her students was to
encourage them to take a similar pleasure in problems as puzzles.

SG: What d o you want the students to learn from word
problems?

LB: The thought process. Different ways of solving problems.
There's not always one way. To think creatively. There are
strategies that can be taught in the solving of a word problem,
and that's the reason for doing it, to teach them different
strategies, and teach them an enjoyment of a puzzle, of an
unknown.
Bertrand used word problems frorn puzzle books, wrote her own
problems and assigned her students problem-writing tasks as well as
using word problems from textbooks. She said that her pedagogic aim
was to emphasize the process of problem-solving and to teach
students multiple problem-solving strategies rather than to focus o n
ma thema tical algorithms tha t would genera te a single "right
answer'':

SG: When you have the kids write their own problems, do vou
give them some arithmetic to start from, and then ask tiiern to
write a problem around that?
LB: Not usually. It's open-ended, where they can choose a
problem, o r they must have an end point, where 1'11 say, "Your
answer must be 1997". They can use different methodology and
different terminology within their own problem. That's one of
the ways that 1 do it ... Kids like that. They enjoy the unknown,
figuring it out and then seeing, if they can't figure i t out ... -- i t's

strategies you're leaming. And the strategies apply across the
board. They don't just apply to math. And that's what 1 like
about them.

SG: Can you give an example?

LB: Well, 1 think "guess and test". Sometimes trying to do
something doesn't work the first time, "guess and test". Try
another way of doing it. That can work in shooting a basketball.
It can work in making a cake. Say you guessed wrong, voti put in
the wrong amount -- why? Those things -- they can asiist you in
real life situations. And just the joy of figuring something out,
the accomplishment of figunng something out you didn't think
you couid. That's really important to me too.
Other people avoid problem solving like the plague. It's always
the end product they're worried about. Thev're not worried
about the process. And I'm worried about the process more than
the end product. But in most things 1 do -- I'm worried that you
played the game, not whether we won or lost. That's m y
philosophy on lots of things. So that's why. It carries through
into my math as well.

In the same interview, however, Bertrand said that the ski11 most
needed by students was the ski11 of converting word problems to
math algorithms -- that is, the ski11 of removing the decorative
"dressing" of story from a word problem and uncovering the specific
mathematical techniques and pertinent da ta intended b y the problem
wri ter:

LB: 1 think that's the biggest problem the kids have got. " i don't
know what to do here. What d o 1 do here? What do 1 u s e I-iere?"
At al1 levels, that's what they want to know. How to convert
[word problems] back and forth.

SG: How do you want them to do that conversion?
LB: It's getting the information. It's gleaning the information a s
to what is going to answer the problem. So, being able to pull

out the important points. What's important here? What
numbers are important here? What amounts are important
here? What's the process that they're asking you to give? Those
are the things that are important within the word problerns,
what numbers and what the numbers mean in relation to one
another, and what you're trying to achieve in the word problem

SG: How do they find out which information is important?

LB: Well, that can be a taught skill. That's a skill you c m teacli
kids -- to read and find what's being asked, or what kind of
questions mean what kind of things, and what kind of
information means what kind of things. That's a ski11 you teach
them in a word problem. It's the reason for doing it.
Bertrand's intention to teach students flexible, transferable, generic
problem-solving strategies is clearly a t odds wi th the idea of teaching
them to find "the process they're asking you to give". This
"translation" or conversion skill does not allow for multiple
strategies and approaches or for open-ended problems. It is clearly
aimed at teaching one particular technique which will lead to a
correct answer.

There is an evident conflict in Bertrand's statements about her
intentions in using word problems as part of her math teaching. The
force of tradition and traditional expecta tions wi thin ma thema tics
teaching (in the form of the demand that students be proficient at
translating word problems from story to algorithm and back again)
competes with the demand that students become flexible and creatiw
problem solvers, an expectation voiced in the NCTM (1989)
Standards documents, in numerous calls from business for a more

adaptable, "problem-solving" workforce, and many other
contemporary sources. While it seemed clear to me that Bertrand
preferred to frame word problems as open-ended puzzles whose
solution involved a pleasurable element of play, she also felt an
obligation to offer them in the more traditional school context, a s
exemplars of particular taught mathematical techniques which could

be extracted or uncovered bv removing the guise of story. 1 was left
wondering whether Bertrand's students were able to tell which skill
they were expected to demonstrate in a given lesson -- the skill of
flexible problem-solving or the skill of translation.

In a similar way, McKay saw two conflicting intentions at play
around word problems in the secondary mathematics curriculum.
Throughout my interview with her, McKay expressed frustration a t
not being able to work towards the pedagogic goals that she valued.
She implied that curriculum and time pressures in her dual role as
mathematics teacher and department head prevented her from
teaching the way she would like to. (In fact, as an illustration of the
busy lives of teachers, much of our interview bras conducted in ncarwhispers as McKay simultaneously supervised a number of students
writing a noon-hour test in her classroom. Similarly, my inter\rierv
with Bertrand was conducted in low voices in her classroom while
her class did silent reading, since our lunchtime appointment had
been taken up with an emergency staff meeting.)

McKay made a distinction between her ideal use of word problems (as
real-life, contextualized problems admitting a variety of strategies and
approaches) and her actual use of them (as traditional end-oftextbook-chapter "hard problems" that must be translated to the
algorithm taught in the chapter and solved correctly). She expressed a
sense of guilt at being forced by circurnstances and time pressure to
fa11 back on the traditional approach:

CM: Would you like me to comment on what 1 do this year, or
what I would like to do this year? Are you interested in the
reality or the philosophical view?
SG: Both.
CM: OK. Well IfIl start with the reality. The reality this year is
that I've tended to use word problems basically as they occur, in
the context of the topics I've been teaching. We haven't looked
at word problems as a mathematical idea in its own right, where
there are strategies to be learned and approaches to take. W e ' w
just done them as an extension of a concept, to take a concept
and put it into context. Which is a valid reason, but there's
more to it than that if we're using problem solving. But that's
really been it -- to illustrate the context of a particular idea ...
It's what 1 end up doing. I end up teaching the mathematical
idea more than 1 do the problem-solving skills.
Like Bertrand, McKay has the conflicting intentions of teaching
generic, flexible problem-solving strategies (which she sees a s an ideal
reason to teach with word problems) and of teaching the traditional
"translation" from story to math, which she sees as a fallback to a
less-desirable teaching intention:

SG: This is from the Mnthenrnfics 9 book (Kelly, Alexander bAtkinson, 1987a), page 27, number 3.

Pietro had twenty problems for homework. His mother paid
him 25 cents for each one he solved and deducted 35 cents for
each one he couldn't solve. Pietro earned 80 cents. How many
problems w a s he able to solve?
When your students get a problem like that, what d o you want

them to d o with it?

CM: Well it would depend on whv I was presenting them that
problem in the first place ... In thedgrade9 course one of the
strategies we spent a long time on is using algebra. 50 it may bc
how to develop an algebraic method for solving this problem.
That would be the more usual way to teach -- to show h«w you
can solve this problem algebraicaily. That's not my ideai, but it
is the reality of what 1 do.
When 1 asked McKay why she thought the story "dressing" was part
of word problems, she too invoked the idea of "translation" from
natural language to mathematics:
SG: So what would be the difference between giving the kids
this problem in story form about Pietro and his mother and his
homework, or giving it to them in a purely algebraic form, sav a
system of linear equations with 25x minus 35y equals 80 ?

CM: Well, if we did that, then that part of the problem is solwd
for them because you've given them the s's. The idea is that
part of this problem is to be able to frni~slntea problem t h ' s in
one language, which is English, into another language, which is
mathematical, and that involves x and y. So that's part ot the
process if the methodology that you want them to learn is
algebraic ... Part of that methodology is to be able to translate,
literally, from one language to another, from the English
language to a universal, mathematical symbolic language.
McKay acknowledged traditional algebraic "translation" techniques o f
solving word problems as valid, but as only one of many possible

valuable approaches to problem-solving. She suggested tha t prac tica 1
pressures of her teaching situation obliged her to emphasize this

approach to the exclusion of others, and that she was unsatisfied with
her own teaching for this reason. Like Bertrand, she would have
preferred to use word problems as a means for teaching mu1tiple
strategies in problem solving rather than focusing solely on
translation to a single correct algorithm.

McKay also indicated that she rvould be willing to entertain a more
contextualized, possibly less-mathematical problem-solving
approach, rather than stripping away "extraneous" elements of the
story as is traditional in teaching word problems. I read her the
following story, reported recently from an English elementary school:
It was a lesson under the heading of "ratio and proportion" and
the teacher told me that she wanted to approach the
mathematical concepts in a practical way. So she offered the
following question: "Somebody is going to have his room
painted. From the painter's samples he chooses an orange
colour which is composed of two tins of red paint and one-anda-half tins of yellow paint per square metre. The walls of his
room measure 48 square metres altogether. How manv tins of
red and yellow are needed to paint the room the sarnéorange as
on the sample?" The problem seemed quite clear and pupils
started to calculate using proportional rela tionships. But there
was one boy who said, "My father is a painter and so 1 know
that, if we just do it by calculating, the colour of the room will
not look like the sample. We cannot calculate as we did, it is a
wrong method!" In my imagination 1 foresaw a fascinating
discussion starting about the use of simplified ma thema tical
models in social practice and their limited value in more
complex problems (here the intensifying effect of the reflection
of Iight), but the teacher answered: "Sorry, my dear, we are
doing ratio and proportion." (Keitel, 1989, p. 7)

SG: What are these problems really about? Do you read them as
a story, or "read through" the story?

CM: In the context of that situation, not having been there but
assuming i f s as it happened, I'm surprised the teacher wasn't a
bit more flexible. That's very exciting to me that that person
would bring that point of view in. Even if, in the end, you end
up teaching the ratio, which is as she said was the mathematical
purpose, the mathematical idea -So the purpose to her then probably wasn't problern solving, it
was how to soive a ratio. If her purpose was problem solving,
then to me it's very exciting that this person said, "Hey, let's
take a look at this, this is a much bigger thing," and al1 that kind
of thing. You can do lots with it. But she wasn't teaching
problem soiving. She was teaching that particular ratio.

In a similar way, Reed, in her work with elementary school students
and with in-service and pre-service teachers, placed far greater value
on teaching generic problem-solving strategies than on teaching
"translation" of word problems to a single correct algorithm:

MR: 1 fear that people will see problems again as word problems,
which are just drilling practice on algorithms. That is, putting
meaning to those isolated facts. So now we put some words
around it. We use this problem to practice a ski11 that we'1.e
been leaming. Word problems are the lowest level ...
1 don't think a lot of people see it that way. They don't think
about problem solving that way. They see a problem in the
textbook and Say, "OK, I'm doing problem solving". But 1 think
problem solving is far more complex than that.
For Reed, pattern problems and ma thema tical puzzles are d istinc tlv
different frorn word problems, the "lowest level". Reed sees word
problems as admitting only one correct approach and one correct
translation (that is, to the algorithm that is the focus of the current
lesson). She sees such a single correct approach as allowing for no
alternate strategies. It is a "make-or-break" situation for the student --

either the student knows how to make the right translation or not. If
not, there is no recourse, no alternate means for the student to move
toward a solution. On the other hand, Reed's preferred mode of
problem-solving is to offer problems where data must be organized

in some way in order to reveal patterns which can be used to solve
the problem:

MR: 1 think there are different kinds of problems. There are
story problems, like "Three birds sat on the telephone line and
two more birds came. How many birds d o we have altogether?"
Those are story problerns based on specific operations -addition, subtraction, multiplication, division.
1 think there are also problems that require strategies t« soI\*e.
That means you look for a pattern, you set up tables, you do al1

sorts of things. Then there are the puzzle problems. And I think
they are three very different kinds of problems, but I think
they're al1 lumped together, and 1 don't think they're taught
carefully as strategies.
1 will spend a whole term on pattern problems, and we'll really
examine problems for patterns, so it becomes a strategy that kids
will use. 1 was never taught to do that in school. I was taught to
read the problem and solve it. 1 had no ways to attack the
probiem. And 1 think that's where the [Gary Larson Far Side]
cartoons [about math anxiety around word problems] corne
from, and 1 think that's where the anxiety cornes from.

Like Bertrand, Reed values students' leaming of problem-solving
processes over the production of right answers.

MR: 1 try to tell kids now, "It doesn't matter if you get t h e right
answer. That's not what I'm looking for. What I'm looking for
is your thinking on how you've approached the problem." 1
have kids do a lot of writing in problem-solving math. Thev
must rewrite the problem in their own words. That's to
demonstrate that they understand what the problem is asking.
And then they must write their steps as they do it and show

pichires and diagrams of what they're doing. As they work
through a problem they've got to show how their thinking is
going. So when 1 mark their problem, that's the meat -- the
thinking is the meat. To get the right answer, that's fine, but
that's worth only one point.
Although actual teaching practices are not accessible from the
interview data, Reed gave indications that she instructed students in
specifically mathematical problem-solving processes, particularlv in
terms of arranging data in the form of tables and graphs and Iooking
for numerical patterns. Bertrand, on the other hand, mentioned
problem-solving processes like "guess and check" tha t ma y be usef LI l
bo th in mathematical and generic problem-solving situations. McKa y
indicated that, al though her current practice consists solely of
mathematical "translations" of word problems, ideally she would
like to teach problem-solving in a more generic context, where both
mathematical and non-mathematical ways of solving could corne
into play.

If it is possible to draw any general conclusions from this smali
sampling of teachers' and curriculum writers' sta ted intentions
around the use of word problems in mathematics classes, i t is the
following:

In my sample, it seemed that the closer the teacher was to elernentary

school work, the more the teacher's pedagogic focus was on teacliing
generic problem-solving strategies, both mathematical and non-

mathematical, through mathematical word problems. Problems were
allowed to remain relatively highly contexhialized. A stripping away
of the story context and subsequent "translation" to an abstracted
mathematical algorithm. altliough sometimes acknowledged ris
useful, was seen at best as only one of many possible problem-solving
strategies. Those closest to elementary teaching rvho also had a stroiig
connection with university mathematics education (Kelleher and
Reed) emphasized strategies based on numerical pattern, but
nonetheless allowed for multiple approaches to a problem.

In contrast, the closer the teachers were to the higher levels of trrtiarv
education, the more their pedagogic focus was on "the mathematics"
of the lesson as an object, and the more they were likely to expect
students to see through the word problem stories to abstract
mathematical structures. For the university and college mathematics
instructors 1 interviewed, word problem stories might serve to
motivate or relax students, to persuade them of the efficacy of
mathematics or to give them useful mental imagery. For these
instructors, though, the pedagogic reason for using word problems
was always to focus students attention, pnrnbolicolly (as wi th
parables), on an abstract mathematical structure or a particular
mathematical method. In one case (Robbins), the mathematicai
methods took precedence over the story to the point where the story
disappeared, or perhaps never succeeded in engaging the instructor's
conscious attention. Robbins was so much attuned to "seeing

through the story" that, for him, the story had become entirely
transparent. He was not at al1 aware of the invisible story he was
"seeing through" so clearly.

In this scheme of pedagogic intentions, with a focus in elementarv
education on generic problem-solving and in tertiary education o n
abstract mathematical structures, it is not surprising that the
secondary teacher I interviewed was the instnictor who seemed to
face the greatest intemal conflict about her own pedagogic intentions.
Sensing collegial pressures (and setting her own intemal standards)
to teach both generic problem-solving skills and abstract wholl ymathematical objects through mathematical word problems, and
working under stressful time pressures, McKay repeatedly apologized
that she had failed to meet her own pedagogic ideals.

Chapter 6
Students' uptake of their teachers' intentions around word problems

Why d o students think that they are offered word problems to work
on in mathematics class? How do students read their teachers' (and
textbook writers') intentions around the word problems presented in

ma thema tics courses?

Leaving aside statements which could be read two ways because of
their ambiguous wording, language philosopher H. P. Grice found
that a flouting of unspoken but understood CO-operativeprinciples bv
one or another speaker could account for unintended reodings of an
utterance. Thus, in Gricean analysis of conversation, interlocutors
may frequently "read" a speaker's intentions in ways that were not
intended by the original speaker. In linguistic pragrnatics, cultural
schemata which underlie an utterance may or may not be shared.
(For example, saying that "the bride wore a scarlet wedding dress"
may have different meanings in Western and Chinese cultural
contexts. In Chinese culture, a red wedding dress symbolizes good
luck and respect for tradition, while in Western cultures i t might be
taken to symbolize prorniscuity and a flouting of tradition. In
traditional Chinese culture, white garments symbolize mourning
and are w o m at a funerâl, while in the West, a white wedding dress
represents virginity and purity.) Closely related to unspoken cultural
schemata are the cultural messages and implications carried by

genenc forms, implications carried by the genre itself and not
necessarily available to the speaker.

1 had the sense that the word problem genre might carry meanings

unintended by teachers and curriculum writers, and that these coded
intentions might be taken up by students who were offered word
problems in their mathematics classes. Also, I suspected that
students, whose interests and position within schooling systems
differ from those of their teachers, might make sense of the practices
of schooling in a different context, and so read intentions different
from those stated by their teachers in the word problems they were
asked to solve.

To explore this line of thought, 1 interviewed groups of students at
elementary, seconda.

and tertiary levels of education, from

elementary school students to university undergraduates. Whcrei-er
possible, 1 tried to interview the students of the teachers 1 had
interviewed. Here, in chart form, is a summary of the student groups
interviewed, including the students' age and level of schooling, the
location of their school, the name of their teacher (one of those
whose interview was reported in the previous chapter), and the
number of students in the group. Interviews typically lasted 15
minutes to an hour, and were audio taped and transcribed. Al1
student names used are pseudonyms.

Student age

Level of
schooling

School
location

Teacher

Number in
interview
groups

Elementary
(Grades 5 / 6 )

Bumaby ,BC

"Laura

ttvo groups
of 3, one

Secondary
(Grades S/9)

Burnaby, BC

Bertrand "
"Carol

McKay"

~ L I~iP2
two groups
of Grade 8
stiidents (4

and 2
students
respective1y);
ttvo groups

"Mohammed
Ibrahim",
"Alan
Robbins"

of Grade 9
students ( 3
and 5
stiicients
respccti i-cI\.)
Calculus
students:
one group ot
3 and one
single
s tuden t;
statistics
students:

Pre-service

Vancouver,

elementary

BC

Hea ther
Kelleher

French
immersion

one groiip ot
thrw and
one single
stuclent.
onc groiip ot
scl-en
stridents

teachers
(student
teachers)

Of al1 the groups of students 1 interviewed, the students who offered
the most varied, elaborated and well-thought-out rationales for thc

use of word problems in the mathematics curriculum were the
university undergraduates. There are several possible explanations

for this.

1

I

For one thing, these students were relatively mature both in terms o f
their ma thematical sophistication and life experience. Many of the
undergraduates had worked in several adult work settings, either in
part-time and summer jobs, through CO-opwork experience
programs, or through several years of work undertaken between high
school graduation and university. In addition, many of these
undergraduates' jobs involved applications of mathema tics in fields
like engineering, the sciences and business. While the student
teachers interviewed had a similar degree of life experience a n d had
worked at jobs, most of this bilingual group of French immersion
teachers identified themselves as "language people, not math
people", and several said that they were math phobic. The student
teachers had not worked in areas of applied math, and tended to
focus on talking about difficulties in interpreting the wording of
word problems rather than the mathematical intentions of
curriculum writers and teachers.

Undergraduate mathematics and statistics students

The three undergraduate calculus students 1 spoke to a s a group had
all worked in mathematics-related jobs outside the universi tv. Whcn

1 first asked them why word problems featured so prominently in
their calculus textbook, they were firm in their belief that these were
real-life problems like those students would encounter on the job:

SG: I'm trying to understand from teachers' and students' and
textbook writers' point of view why people think these things

[word problems] are included in math education. Why are you
presented with these things in your textbook?
Mike: Basically because it's the easiest to associate with real lite.
Cyril: Yeah.
Antonia: Also when you're working, that's the type of problem
you're going to get. A client's going to corne in and Say, "This is
my problem". They're not going to Say, "A equals B. C equals --".
They're going to Say, "1 have a problem with something", and if
you're an engineer , or no matter what, that's how it gets
worded. And really, that's how business works. We have to
learn to solve it that way.

SG: So are they practical problems? Are they applied? Are the\.
ways of applying math to life?
Cyril: Yeah. 1 think so. [...j
Antonia: And 1 think with al1 the talk these days about
universities being full of theory and little use when you get o u t
in the work world, I think they need to make -- right from the
start the word problems have to be more work-applied. In thc
sense of where one day you might actually go, "Hah! 1 did a
problem in first year calculus that was exactly like this!"
As counterexamples to the idea of word problems as practical
applications of mathematics, I asked the students read aloud the
following several problems from their own calculus texthook:
33. A 160-lb man carries a 25-lb can of paint up a helical staircase
that encircles a silo with a radius of 20 ft. I f the silo is 90 f t high
and the man makes exactly three complete revolutions, how
much work is done by the man against gravity in climbing to
the top?
34. Suppose there is a hole in the can of paint in Exercise 33 and
9 Ib of paint leak steadily out of the can du&g the ascent. How
much work is done? (Stewart, 1991, p. 866)

This pair of problems elicited quite a different response from the
students, who saw this word problem situation as nonsensical, and
not an example of mathematics applied to the working world.
SC: 1s this an applied question?

Antonia: Well, yeah, 1 guess, if he was a painter or [laughs] if
they wanted to know -- [laughs] I'm not sure why they would
want to know ... 1 don? care whether a man walks u p a staircase
with paint, like, how much work it takes him. 1 mean, he either
gets to the top or he doesnst. [...] My first thought was, "He
doesn't have to paint the stairs" [al1 iaugh]
Cyril: He might as well just go back down.
Antonia: You know, he'll have a high dry cleaning bill and -[laughs] It's not interesting ... 1 guess it's a personal thing, but a s
far as applied being for life, 1 mean, have you clirnbed a staircase
recently with a can of paint?
Mike: 1 think pretty much they just wanted to give you a
question and they needed to word i t somehow. And they w a n t
to word each question differently. And basically they just tried to
make it make sense in some way by giving you the different -circular and amount of time. It makes it a little bit more difficult
... 1 don't think that particular question is relevant. It's just like
giving you numbers except it's even making less sense, because
who really cares how much work you do when you carry a can
of paint up stairs? 1 don? know why anyone would actually
want to find that out.
The students' commcnts here particularly interested me for their
sharp about-face from ideas expressed just moments earlier. When
confronted with particular word problems from their own course, the
students decided that the problems were not necessarily applications
of mathematics to real-life job situations, and in fact did not make

sense in terms of a lived context. Mike's comment that "they j~ist
wanted to give you a question and they needed to word i t somehow"
seemed particularly resonant with Lidstone's comments as a
curriculum writer. Lidstone had said that he carried a "library" of
typical calculus problerns around in his head, and looked for life
situations ont0 which he could project the structures of those
problems. Mike seemed to capture in brief that idea of "a problern
looking for words", a mathematical structure that curriculum writers
wanted to present to students that needed, for some reason, to be
'%odied forth" in the words and images of a story, whether an
everyday story or a nonsensical one.

Mike's response to the following problem, also taken from the
students' own textbook, showed a similar perception of the
intentions of curriculum writers which seemed close to writers' o w n
previously-quoted accounts of their task:

If an arrow is shot upward on the moon with a velocity of 58
d s , its height in meters after t seconds is given by
IJ = 58r - 0 . 8 3 t 2 .
a) Find the velocity of the arrow after 1 S.
b) Find the velocity of the arrow when t=n.
C) When wilI the arrow hit the moon?
d) With what velocity will the arrow hit the moon? (Stewart,
1991, p. 103)
Mike: With this question 1 don't see why -- they pretty much
had a couple of numbers and they wanted you to figure it out.
And so they just decided, "We want to make this simple so WC
don? want to have gravity involved in it, so we'll just Say, OK,
we're firing an arrow on the moon." It's not relevant anyway. i
donft think they had a question and then they decided to put

numbers in. They had the nurnbers and they decided to make a
question to fit the numbers.

SG: Why not just give the numbers?
Mike: That would probably make it a lot simpler.

On the other hand, the same group of students responded positi\.ely
to the ring of real-life familiarity that gave the following problem
interest and relevance for them:
The manager of a 100-unit apartment complex knows from
experience that al1 units will be occupied if the rent is $400 per
month. A market survey suggests that, on the average, one
additional unit will remain vacant for each $5 increase in rent.
What rent should the manager charge to maximize the
revenue? (Stewart, 1991, p. 242)

Mike: I don't knorv. I think that question's a lot better than t h e
others because it's actually useful.
Cyril: Yeah.
Mike: You can actually incorporate that in real life. I t makes
more sense that way than firing an arrow on the moon o r
carrying a can of paint up a silo.
Antonia: Plus we rent so you can understand the rental and 1
guess -- instinctual information. You know, if you're thinking
about a period of time, twelve months, things iike that, ifs
automatic, more cornfortable. Because by this point in
university most people have had an experience of being rentcrs
if you like. So it just feels more familiar.

SG: So the story rnakes a difference? Does the story make a
difference?
Antonia: Without having solved it --!
SC: Just your initial reaction.

Cyril: Yeah, yeah.
~Mike:Yeah.
Bram, a classrnate of these calculus students who was interviewed on
a separate occasion, expressed a similar increased interest in word
problem stories that seemed to relate to his real-life situation:
Bram: I'd Say that you don? Look at problems that you're not
interested in as hard as you d o if you're interested in it. Like 1
know with myself, whenever there's word problems witli golf
or something where somebody's hitting a trajectory or whatever
like that, then it's like, cool, 1 can sort of think about this. And
then next time I'm out golfing I sort of think about that again.
I've done tliat before.
Unlike his classrnates, Bram did not express the opinion that word
problem stories were simply examples of mathematics applied to
practical, real-life situations. Instead, he talked about having the
"mindset" of treating life situations with available mathematical
m e thods:
Bram: (reads) "A boat is pulled into a dock by a rope attached to
the b o w of the boat and passing through a pulley on the dock
that is 1 m higher than the bow of the boat. If the rope is pulled
in at a rate of 1 m/s h o w fast is the boat approaching the dock
when it is 8 m from the dock?" (Stewart, 1991, p. 164)

SG: 1s this a practical problem?
Bram: I don't think you're going to actually be calculating horv
fast the boat's going to corne in if vou're pulling it in ...You're
just going to pull, and as it comes in you're just going to watch
and see that it's coming in and you shouldn't pull as hard or
something like that. ut once you know how to do some of this

kind of stuff you just sort of get the mindset that y o ~ could
i
calculate stuff like that if you have to.
For me, Bram's comment that "you just sort of get the mindset that
you could calculate stuff like that if you have to" is very close to
mathematics historian Jens Heyrup's comment about ancient
Babylonian word problems -- that they "appear to have been chosen ...
just because they cortid be soizjed by the methods at hand." (Hoyrup,
1994, p. 7, discussed at length in Chapter 7 of this thesis).

Bram, like Mike, saw the textbook writer's intention as that of
fleshing out a mathematical relationship with some kind of story.
Bram generously took it on himself to try to imagine real-life
situations in which he rnight encounter situations similar in their
mathematical structure to those presented in a word problem,
situations in which recalling the word problem from his calculus
textbook might help to solve a practical problem in life:
Bram (reads):
A man starts walking north at 4 ft/s from a point P. Five
minutes later a woman starts walking south at 5 ft/s from a
point 500 ft due east of P. At what rate are they separating 15 min
after the woman starts? (Stewart, 1991, p. 164)

SG: 1s this a practical question?
Bram: ... Well, 1 guess this could be practical, if you're in a
scavenger hunt or a treasure hunt or something like tha t, or i f
you're on an expedition where you're having to find how far
apart two people will be, if you have a communication thing
and the communicating things will only travel so far ...
Examples would be, in baseball, you know how far away the
batter is, so you know how far he can hit it. Or like in wars,

where people calculate how far away you are from the army to
set your guns and stuff like that.
Like Mike, Bram is able to see a mathematical relationship existing a s
a mental object yrior to the writing of the word problem, a
relationship sepnrnble from the concrete images of the word problem
story. He is also willing and able to see such a mathematical
relationship (referred to by "this" in his phrase, "1 guess ibis could be
practical") as projected ont0 other, perhaps more directly useful life
situations. 1 think the development of this willingness to see
mathematical relationships as having separability from and priority
to life experiences, and to see such relationships as objects possessing
at least as much reality as those objects we can sense physically
(touch, smell, taste

...) is one of

the large goals of a mathematical

education. In this sense, Bram and Mike have dernonstrated a h i r l y
direct reading of their teacher. Ibrahim's, intentions -- that thev be
able to see tiirorrgli the stories of word problems to the mathematical
structures underlying their composition.

The statistics students I interviewed also showed a high degree of
thoughtfulness and accuracy in reading their teacher's intentions in
assigning them word problems. Andrea, an engineering student wlio

had worked in engineering firms for several CO-opterms, saw the
underlying mathematical structures of particular word problem
types, and saw a distinction between so-called "applied prublems" and
the actual work practices of engineers. She coined the in terest ing

terrn "approaching reality" (perhaps parallel to the concept of a c u n r e
approaching an asymptote "in the limit"?) to describe the way word
problems approximated life situations without actually touching
them:
Andrea: 1 remember doing the train problem with mv dad o n e
night. And then after that 1 could d o the rest of thern: Like tliis
one reminded me, the car one, where he leaves at 50 miles a n d
the other one's going at 35 miles per hour. That's a train
problem. They're al1 basically the same.
SC: Can you talk about that a little more? So now you can
recognize train problems ...

Andrea: Yeah just relate it. You can tell. It pretty much gives you
the same kind of information in a different way. But basically, I
don? know, it's like a structure, you can just put it into that
again once you know how to do it the first time.
SC: 1s it a practical problem?

Andrea: The train problem? 1 don? necessarily think they're
always practicai. 1 think they're modelled to approach
practicality. Say something like a train problem -- that's
simplified. When 1 go on work terms -- I'm in engineering -people don't actually tend to use math. They get a-book t h k
already did it for them and then they look up the numbers.
[laughsl

They do approach practicality but 1 think that also they
demonstrate that you have a good comprehension of what
you've leamed because you have to be able to apply it. It does
approach practicality but not always. First of al1 they have to bc
cooked up to a certain degree to represent what you've just
leamed. If you're looking at them in a textbook, there'll be one
topic that it will cover, or say one concept that you have to
demonstrate knowledge of. So it's not really practical in that
sense.
SG: So it's always related to the topic of that chapter?

Andrea: Well generally. That's been my experience specifically
in dealing with textbooks. "We just taught you about this
particular part of statistics and this formula so here's a word
problem that is set up in such a way that you're going to use
that."
Like Bram, Andrea has read her teacher's intentions fairly accurately.

Robbins, her statistics teacher, commented earlier that "a word
problem is a mode1 of a real problem, and then the mathematics is a
mode1 of the modelled problern. So there's a couple of steps of
modelling. And how far from reality you get would Vary from
problem to problem." Andrea's assertions

-- that word problems

"approach reality", but in a very simplified way, and that word
problem simplifications are tailored to reflect the focus topic of
instruction

-- were very close to her teacher's ea rlier sta tements.

Andrea was also able to see particular word problem stories a s
exemplars of generic "types" like "the train problem". Again, like

Bram and Mike, she saw a mathematical structure a s separable h m
and prior to a particular word problem story.

Both Andrea and her classmate Lisa saw in word probiems the
pedagogic intention of developing a habit of mind (recalling Bram's
mention of a mathematical "mindset") and a generic problemsolving process. Interestingly, Andrea drew upon her engineering
work experience to compare problem solving with design process:
Lisa: If you d o a lot of math word problems, sometimes when
you look at some situation or something, it just goes quickly in

your head that you analyze it according to math. Even a realworld problem ... when you look at it you think, "OK, you ha\re
to d o step one, step two, blah blah blah". You can apply it to
anything. [...] It trains you how to approach problems and solve
problems. Sometimes 1 don't realize that I'm doing it but 1 look
at problems and d o problem solving according to math. After
that -- "What am 1 doing?" It's not math in here! [laughs] But
still -- 1 think it's just become a habit. Cause 1 really like ma th.
Andrea: It's more, maybe, about leaming the problem-solving
process. Because that's sort of an interdisciplinary idea,
something that you'll encounter in many areas of work that
you're doing, is that you have a problem or a task. It's similar to,
Say, a design process. Actually, problem-solving and des@ are
similar in that you do this, for example, in engineering or in
math. You have a design or a problem to confront, so you go
through a set of steps. And word problems are one very good
way to learn that process.
Sarah, another classmate, emphasized the "niceness" of the numbers
used in most word problems as an example of the distance between
"cooked-up" problems and those encountered in real life:
Sarah: Real life problems aren't in text books specificaliy, thev're
cooked up to be nice. Do a real problem and it's not nice.

SG: Nice in terms of what?
Sarah: They'll set up variables so that you have a nice answer. I t
will be four, or something, and maybe you'll get terms that
cancel, and that's pretty, and then you don't have to deal with a
fifth order differential problem.

In Ibrahim's earlier interview, he commented that one of his
pedagogical intentions in using word problems was to provide
familiar imagery for abstract mathematical concepts. Sarah, Andrea
and their classmate Ken, who had tutored high school math students,

commented in a similar way on this function of word problem
imagery, which is close to the hnction of imagery in parables:
Sarah : I was talking to my cousin the other day. There's a bus
problem in here too, how you go out to catch a bus and ites
different every day. [laughs] He was asking, "What's the
difference between a discrete random variable and a continuous
random variable?" and 1 used the bus example to tell him. So
sometimes it's easier to relate, for someone who doesn't know,
to be able to explain it using something that you can relate to.

SG: A kind of example.
Lisa: Yeah. Some kind of analogy. Using word problems
way, that helps.

-- in a

Andrea: Like teaching kids to add using apples ...
Ken: I've done tutoring for Grade 11 and Gracie 12 math st~idents
and I would often have to reword the problem, and then i t
would make sense. [...] 1 often found that if you just give them
an equation in the middle of thin air, theyïl probably be able to
d o it but they won't rernember how to do it or why. But if vou
can somehow relate it to something useful --

SG: Can you give an example of one?
Ken: 1 was teaching my sister how to do polynomials and
subdividing polynomials and splitting them ~ i p 1. gave her some
horrendous example about having to count Oreo cookies and
how to count Oreo cookies on a curve and getting average of
Oreo cookies. She still remembers it, and this was quite a while
ago. So yes, it was a ridiculous example, but she likes Oreo
cookies and she ended u p remembering it, and now she
remembers how to do that specific type of problem. She can just
remember back to Oreo cookies. And also, I remember that a
couple of weeks later she had another problem that she came
and asked me about, and 1 was able to Say, "Well this is just like
the Oreo cookie problem except you do this instead of this". A n d
she said, " Oh. OK. Now 1 get it," and was able to move o n trom
there. 1 guess that was one general example that 1 was able to use.

French immersion student teachers

The student teachers in Kelleher's mathematics education class were
fluent1y bilingual French/ English speakers who intended to teach in
French immersion elementary schools. Most of the student teachers
in this group identified themselves as math phobie to some degree,

and as "language people" rather than "math people".

Their focus on the contingencies of language itself, and their lack of
familiarity with the linguistic tropes typical of word problems created
difficulties for these students when working on mathematical word
problems. For example, Kelleher had recently given the class the
following problem to work on:

Some children are seated at a large round table. They pass around a
box of candy containing 25 pieces. Sue takes the first piece. Each
child takes one piece of candy as the box is passed around. Sue also
gets the last piece of candy and she cotiid have additional pieces.
How many children could be seated around the table, including
Sue ? [italicized words my emphasis]
The student teachers fastened on the words "could", "large" and "some"
and based their solution approaches to their interpretations of these
words, none of which would have been considered standard
mathema tical interpretations:
Sandy: And what do they mean bv "could"? Could she if she
wanted to? Could she if the otherChildren didn't eat? ...
Michel: When 1 read that 1 interpreted it, O K she gets the first and
the last, so there's two less? So it can be anywhere from two
children to 23 children? Because there's 25 pieces of candy. So two

children to 23 children would give her the first and the last piece
and would give her more if she wanted more ...
Anne: We al1 had different ways of doing it so there was definitely
room for interpretation there.
Chris: Yeah, the "could have additional pieces" screwed everyone
u p because they weren't sure what that rneant. Like "could h a v e
additional pieces" actually the last piece, or before the last piece, or
Sandy: ... In my mind "could have additional pieces" means, "if
she feels like having the extra pieces that are Ieft over, she cm", so
there's got to be at least one piece left, and that's that. An option.

Mark: ... It said "some children are seated at a LARGE round tabIe.
And 1 think in the answer, we could end u p with a very small
amount of children ... So anyway this thing gave me such a hard
time that, if it had been written better, 1 would have spent more
time actually doing the mathematical problem instead of trying to
figure out the words that were ... When 1 saw "a large table" 1
thought, hey, there must be ,like, twenty kids in there o r
something! 1 work by pictures. If 1 see "large round table" 1 sec a lot
of kids around a BIG table ...
The curriculum writer's intended answer for the question, which
Kelleher later gave to the class, included several possible answers
related to the factors of 24. The curriculum writer's "some" and "could"
point to multiple possible answers that would satisfy the given
situation. However, this group of student teachers, focusing on

everyday language (rather than mathematical) uses of particular r'vords,
and translations of quantifiers like "some" into specific number ranges,
found the writer's given solution mystifying:
Sandy: [reading the answer given to the problemJ:"î, 3, 4, 6, 6, 12 or
24 children. Also one child if 'some' is not interpreted as more
than one."

Michel: "Some" starts at three. Two is "a couple". "Some" is three.
Four is "a few".
Anne: It's like "a few" and "a couple". "A few" is not two ... That's
sort of a clue that you teach them when they are trying to start
doing math problems. Start looking for things to know when to
minus and add.
When 1 presented the word problem about the Tower of Pisa to this
group, there was again a startlingly different interpretation of the
wording itself, based on these students' focus on the contingencies of
language rather than the purposes of mathematical pedagogy:
A rock dropped from the top of the Leaning Tower of Pisa falls 6
metres from the base of the tower. If the height of the tower is 59
metres, at what angle does it lean from the vertical? (Ebos, Klassrn
& Zolis, 1990, p. 354)

Stephanie: 1 could also see me thinking -- cause I'rn a tool -- that
the rock landed on some part of the tower that sticks out! So i t
landed six metres nbove the base.
The student teachers, in common with others working in elementary
education, also tended to value real-life contingencies and problems
more than abstract mathematical simplifications of problems. For
example, I presented the group with the following word problem in
French from an elementary school textbook:
Cinq enfants pechent seize poissons. Ils se partagent les poissons
également. Combien restera-t-il de poissons? [Five children catch
sixteen fish. They share the fish equally. How many fish are left?]
Stephanie: If 1 didn't know about remainders though I'd be, like,
"Why is there a fish left?"

Sandy: But that's probabiy what the lesson is, is it? 1s it on
remainders?
Michel: What was the problern we're solving? Of course the thing
is knowing that people are greedy, they're for sure going to take
three each, right? So there can be one left. Definitely. [...] There's no
way I would think, OK, they were taking two each and then there
were six left at the end.
Secondary students

Like the university math undergraduates and the student teachers,

McKay's junior secondary students in Grades 8 and 9 noticed that the
word probiems in their textbook were unrealistic in terms of everyday
rea lity :
Marie drove her eighteen-wheeler 1280 km from Calgary to
Winnipeg in 15.2 hours. Part of the trip she drove in a snow storm
at an average speed of 60 km per hour. The rest of the time she
drove at 100 km per hour. How far did she drive in the storm?
(Kelly, Alexander & Atkinson, 1987a, p. 205)

Sandra: She's driving 15 hours? Doesn't she stop for lunch or
anything? Or to go to the washroom --

SG: Sleep, or -Rick: Lunch, dinner, and breakfast, fifteen hours -- I could probably
stay in the car for like, three hours at the most!
Çandra: 1went 16 hours, but we stopped. Not to sleep, but just to
eat and go to the bathroom.
Melodie: We drove from here to Disneyland. It took us about, 1
think, two days or sornething like that. But we still stopped and we
slept in hotels and everything, and had dinner. So we didn't -- it
was a long way, but not like fifteen hours straight.
Rick: Non-stop. It's not really realistic, unless you fell asleep a t the
wheel.

Sandra: 1 don't think they're allowed to do that anyway. 1 think
they're only allowed to d o twelve hours or something, because of
al1 those accidents that happen.

SG: I'm sure you're right.
Çandra: So 1 don't think that's very good.
Some of the students, particularly the younger students in Grade 8,
treated word problems as enjoyable puzzles, and found more pleasure
in doing word problems than algorithmic math "nurnber" questions:
Darrell: I've always like brain teaser kind of things. And just the
challenge of doing them ... With sentence questions, it's more
along the lines of a change of pace, something different. If y o ~do
i
twenty adding questions and then d o a problem solving question,
it just changes, so it's more interesting.

SG: Why do you think these word problems are included in y o u r
textbook?
Penny: To make you really think about it and not just take out a
calculator and work, and work, like, work the calculator. To make
sure you really piece the puzzle together instead of just givirig irou
a question ... Or sometimes it will leave out one part and vou l i a w
to figure that out before you can actually answer the queskm. So ii
actually makes you think more ... For me, I'd rather have those
kind of questions. For me it's a lot more fun than just a bunch ot
numbers or words.

SG: What makes it more fun?
Penny: Well, it's kind of like a puzzle. 1 like puzzles, like mvstcrics
and stuff.
Darrell: It takes more thought to answer them.
Penny: And it makes you pay attention.

Even the Grade 9 studefits 1 interviewed, who generally dislike rvord
problems, saw them as having some special value as puzzles and as
sources of imager)., particularly if the problem involved topics they
found attractive. From the first Grade 9 interview group:

SG: So why d o they give you word problems in your math
textbook?
Wanda: It makes you think differently. It makes you think in
different terms than just giving you the numbers. You have to
figure out the numbers sometimes.
Jennifer: It gives you an image of what you're learning.
Miriam: It can waste your time. [al1 laugh].

SG: Tell me about that.
Miriam: Or it makes you smart. [laughs]

SG: What do you mean by wasting your time?
Miriam: Sometimes if you don't have any -- we ha1.e nothing to
do. So we can do problem solving in order to waste the time.

SG: Like a hobby or something like that?
Miriam: Yeah.
Wanda: Kind of boring hobby though.

From the second Grade 9 interview group:
Rick: But there's different ones. There's, like, i f a car, like, 1 d o n ' t
know, goes back and forth from school five days a week and it uses
this much gas -- those ones are pretty real. And you have to figrire
out how much gas you use o r whatever.

SG: So you guys aren't driving yet are you? Cause you're not
sixteen yet.

Rick: But soon!
For the most part, the Grade 9 students expressed negative emotional
reactions to being assigned word problems for homework. From the first
interview group:

SG: How do you feel when you're given these problems to do?
What's your emotional reaction?
Darlene: Headache.
Miriam: Uncornfortable.
Jennifer: I'd moan.

SG: What is it about them that makes people moan and get a
headache?
Jennifer: Too much thinking. 1 mean, you can't do ten things \\rith
your brain. One thing is enough. If you have a problem, you have
two nurnbers, right? And you have a question with it too. You
wouldn't understand al1 of it at once. So you have to sit there and
think for half an hour, and then you get the question right!
Miriam: When you take a hour to solve a problem, and then you
show it to your teacher a n d it's wrong, you might feel very sad.
Darlene: Yeah, sad. It's like you tried for so long but it's still
wrong.
From the second interview group:
Melodie: 1 don't reallv understand any of thern. 1 always ha1.e to
read it over a lot because I'm not good with word problerns.

SG: What makes them hard?
Sandra: They're so long.
Rick: There's s o much information in one little story.

Sandra: Yeah. And most of it you don't even need.
Melodie: 1 think it's al1 the words too. I guess if you're used to just
a question, like a multiplication question, you only multiplv a n d
ifs already written out. But these ones, you halre to figure out hotv
to figure out the answer.
Rick: You have to figure out the question first, and then you have
to figure out the answer.
Sandra: Yeah! And there's so many filler words.
Melodie: Sometimes they add information that you don't need,
just to trick you, too.

SC: Why do they want to trick you?
Rick: Because they want to make you think.
Sandra: And to leam from your mistakes.

SG: Does it make you think, when you're tricked?
Rick: No, it just makes me go crazy. [All laugh] 1 want to tliro\\.

my book out the window.

Elernentary students
When I interviewed Bertrand, the teacher of this Grade 5/6
elementary class, she expressed her own love of mathematical and
other puzzles, and her enjoyment in solving them. Her students

seemed to have "read" fairly clearly her intentions with regard to tlic
pleasure inherent in problem-solving, intentions more closely allied
to riddling traditions than to traditional mathematics education.
These students expressed a sense of curiosity and eagemess about
problem-solving.

1 wanted to find out whether the particular story in the word problem

seemed to make a difference for the students. Their response was
ambiguous. On one hand, they were able to "see through" the stories
and abstract numbers and operations from word problems. At this
level, they knew that the stories "didn't matter". On the other hand,
they were attracted to problerns that dealt with appealing subjects -like candy:
24. Mike had 52 tomatoes to put in bags of six. How many bags did
he fill? How many tomatoes were left over?
25. Suzanne put 68 plums in cartons of 8. How many cartons did
she fill? How many plums were left over?
26. Sandra put 47 apples in bags of 6. Adrian put 60 apples in bags of
8. W h o had more apples left over? (Kelly et al, 1986, p. 129)

SC: Are these different problems or are these al1 the s a m e
problem?

Jessica: They're different. Al1 different.

SG: Are they different because they're about Mike and Suzanne
and Sandra? Tomatoes and plurns?
Jessica: It doesn't matter about that. Tomatoes and plums and
apples ... [That doesn't make a difference.] The numbers do.

SG: So if they said, "Mike had 52 bullets and he was putting tliem
into a box, would that be the same question?
Al1 three: Yeah.

SG: Would it bother you if it was about something like bullets? ...
Alex: It would be better if it was, Iike, rocket blasters.

Cathy: I'd, like, change it into another thing like candy or
something.
Jessica: Just think of it different if you don? like it that way.
Alex: Oh, 1 just had an idea. You know what I think. You'd have a
better question, like if it's candy. Sometimes you think of that
when you solve a problem. Then when you go home you want to
have candy. So your mouth just makes you do the question.
Jessica: [moans] Oh, it's so good!
Alex: It sends a message to your brain.
Jessica: Sweet and crunchy!
Alex: You just d o the question. And then you go home and have
some. So it's like that.

These students saw the stories as adding interest to what would
otherwise be a dry math problem, particularly because of the questioii
component of the word problem genre, which gave them a point of
entry into the story:

One Saturday the conservation club planted 387 coniferous trees.
On Sunday they planted 593 trees. How many trees were planted in
ail? (Kelly et al., 1986, p. 29)
SC: Why do they say "Saturday and Sunday"? Does it make an!;
difference if it's Saturday and Sunday? ... Does it make any
difference if they Say "coniferous trees"?
All: No.

SG: So when they were writing this question, why did they sa):
"Saturday" and "Sunday" and "coniferous trees"?
Charles: Because that was the day that popped into their mind

...

SG: So if they just said, " Three hundred and eighty-seven. Five
hundred and ninety-three. How many altogether?" would that still
be the same question?
Charles and Nancy: Yup.

SG: Would it be an interesting question?
Charles and Nancy: Nope.

SG: 1s it an interesting question with the trees?
A k Yeah.

SC:Why? What's the difference?
Nancy: Because you have a little story to read. And it kind of gives
a little more excitement. Like when you're reading the question
you're kind of excited to read what's going to happen next o r
what's the question and stuff like that.

SG: So what happens next in this story?
Nancy: You have to answer how many trees were planted.

SG: What if 1 told you a story and it wasn't in math class? If 1 soid,
"Alright, I'm going to tell you a nice story. Once upon a time 1
planted 593 trees. Then the next day 1 planted 387 trees. The end."
Would that be a good story?
All: No. Yeah. No.
Lisa: Kind of dry.
Nancy: It's the same thing but you're not actually asking u s to
answer it. But it is kind of interesting like that, but you didn't ask
us to answer it. If you asked us to answer it it would be more
interesting because we'd get to take part in it.

SG: Tell me more about that

...

Nancy: If you said to me, "1 planted 593 trees one day and 1 planted
397 the other day. How many trees do you think 1 planted?", tlien 1

would, like, have pleasure in answering that. But, like, if you just
said that you planted this many and this many on this day, then
you just ended it, then I'm like, "Fine, 1 heard it". But if you
actually told me, "How much d o you think?", then 1 have
something to think about, something to get m y brain working and
stuff like that.

It was interesting to me to see that, even if the story was du11 in itself,
it was still more interesting than a bare numerical algorithm problem

which had no imagery attached to it. And the fact that al1 word
problems offer a point q f e n t y , a place to insert oneself activelv into
the story, was what gave pleasure and exciternent to these students.
Room for active involvement, a "living-space" for the reader rvithin
the story, however minimal a story it might be, seemed to make a
difference o n an imaginative level for these students, and turned
mere exercise into play.
Stories also seemed to matter if there were matters of real-life
morality involved. When 1 used the "stutterers" word problem from

my university statistics book as an example, the students fastened o n
the moral and ethical implications of the story:

SG: What if a math problem had a story about something that
really bothered you? There's one 1 had in one of my u n i l ~ e r s i t ~
textbooks, about a psychological experiment. It said tha t thev werc
treating people to see what would stop them from stuttering, and
they gave them electric shocks. So I started this problem, and I said,
"1 don't want to d o this problem because ..."
Jessica: That's a n exciting one.

SG: Well it seemed to me it was a kind of really cruel thing to do to
somebody for stuttering. Every time they'd stutter they'd g i w
them an electric shot, like a jolt.
Alex: Ugh.
Jessica: 1s that real?

SC:Yeah, it really was real. It happened a long time ago, it was
about thirty years ago ... It was at the time when 1 was around
Grade 5 .

Alex: If you stuttered in school when -ou were in Grade 5, would
you get the shock too?
SG: No, this was just something that was being done as a n
experiment. It wasn't done widely ... So what if you were given a
problem like this: "There were forty-five people who were in to get
electric shock therapy for stuttering. They were arranged on nine
benches. How many on each bench?" ... Would it rnake the
problem more interesting? Not so interesting? Would you w a n t to
d o it? Would you not want to d o it?
Jessica: Exciting ones are easier to d o ...
Cathy: You get more sense in you. 1 mean, they make more sense
to you.
Alex: First 1 would think, why d o you shock people? That's like, so
bad. And then I would do the question. And then I'd have
nightmares about that ... Once I had a thing because a rabbi t, a n ci 1
remember this dream that the rabbit killed me ...
Jessica: If you're doing like a big presentation in front of lots ot
people, then maybe you'd stutter ... Then they'd shock you ... Did
they kill them?

SG: No.
Alex: Did you ktzozv about that in Grade 5?

SG: No.

Alex: So you didn't know until, like, university.

SG: Yeah.

For these students, it seemed that a holistic, global view of the
implications of the problem story took precedence over more abstract
rnathematization, particularly where the story was an engaging one
with ties to real-Me situations and to questions of morality and
ethics. Although they were able to see that the story "didn't matter" i f
it seemed trivial or written specifically for a puzzle or math exercise,

they were not willing to disengage their sense of what was right in
the world if the word problem story dealt with real-life issues.

Conclusions
The students from elementary, secondary and tertiary levels of
education interviewed took u p the intentions ernbedded in rïord
problems on several different levels simultaneously. Most of the
students were able to 'See through" word problem stories and abstract
the mathematical structures the genre points to. At the same time,
stories could matter, and for various reasons. If the story was
particularly absurd or troubling, it drew attention to itself and
demanded some investment of energy before abstract mathema tical
structures could be attended to. For students focused on language,
word choices and linguistic structures themselves could lend
ambiguities unintended by teachers and curriculum writers to the
word problems. The value of mernorable imagery was noted by

elementary and tertiary mathematics students, both as a mnemonic
device and as an engaging element of story. Elementary students
noted that a point of entry into the story (via the question component
of the word problern) allowed for pleasure and involvernent in
solving the problem.

Generally speaking, the students al1 seemed to be good "readers" or
their teachers' intentions, and student uptake of word problem
intentions matched their teachers' stated intentions fairly closely.
Students involved in levels of education closest to elementary school
more often read word problem intentions as embedded in e\~ervday,
real-life contexts, while those at the tertiary level in mathematics
were more wiliing to move quickly to an abstraction of mathematical
relationships, without questioning the stories' real-life plausib iiity .

Chapter 7
The history of the mathematical word problem genre and pedagogic
intentions
1 have added seven times the side of my square to eleven times its
area and it is 6;15. (Babylonian problem BM 13901, 7, from
Neugebauer, Matlzemafische Keilsclzrijttextr, quoted in Aaboe, 1964,

p 3)
You have 100 drachmas and you are told to buy 100 birds. Of the birds,
Ducks are soId at 2 drachmas each, Hens at 1 drachma, Doves at 2 for
1 drachma, Ringdoves at 3 for 1drachma, and Larks at 4 for 1

drachma. How many of each type of bird was purchased?
(Abu Kamil. 900 AD, in Olivastro, 1993, p. 188)
A woman dies leaving a husband, a son and three daughters. She
also leaves a bequest consisting of 118 + 117 of her estate to a stranger.

Calculate the shares of her estate that go to each of her beneficiaries.
(al-Khwarizmi's Algebm, in Joseph, 1992, p. 319)
A certain man went to market three times. The first time he brouglit
back twice what he had taken with him. On the second trip he took
with him this double amount and returned with the same plus its
. this he preserved, and he
square root plus 2 additional ~ u r e iAl1
returned to market with it a third time and his profit from this trip
was the square of what he took with him and 4 mirei in addition. H e
returned, moreover, with 310 aurei. 1 want to know, therefore, how
much he took with him on his first trip.
(Cardano, 1968: 1515. p. 44)
A bamboo shoot 10 clz'ili ta11 has a break near the top. The
configuration of the main shoot and its broken portion forms a
triangle. The top touches the ground 3 cli'ih from the stem. What is
the length of the stem left standing erect?
(Clrizl-clznng szinn-shzi, in Swetz & Kao, 1977, p. 44)

If a hundredweight of cotton is worth 36 dricnts, 10grossi, 10 pizzoli,
what is the amount to be deducted for 8348 pounds, tare being 6
pounds per hundred, and tret 2 dtrcnts per hundredweight? (Swetz,
1987, p. 134)

Mathematical word problems have a very long history, perhaps as
long as the history of human written records. A large proportion of
the mathematical cuneiform writings discovered earlier in this
century on 4,000 year old clay tablets from ancient Babylon consist of
solved word problems, as d o the 3,500 year old hieroglyphic writings
on the Rhind papyrus from ancient Egypt. We have recorded
examples of mathematical word problems from Ch'in Dynasty China
fc. 300BC), ancient and medieval India, and medievat Europe and t h e

Islamic world, and a continuous record of word problems from earlv
Renaissance Europe to present-day textbooks used in school
mathematics around the world.

Some of the word problems still in circulation have been shown to be
identical in their mathematical structures, and often similar in thcir
story "dressing" to problems that are thousands of years old. No one
has set out deliberately to preserve these problems, yet while many
other mathematical and literary forms have been lost or discarded
over time, these word problems have persisted. Why?

Two related questions are addressed in this chapter. First, 1 ask
whether the social and pedagogic purposes of word problems have
remained stable over time. Ln this section, 1 find clues to the
development of the word problem genre in its historic links to oral
traditions of riddles and contests, to practical calculation in "real
world" work situations, and to the development of symbolic algebra.

Second, using the linguistic genre analysis developed in chapter 3, 1
ask whether the generic form of mathematical word problems has
remained stable over their 4,000 year history. Since many of the
oldest examples are written in languages unfamiliar tu me (Ancient
Akkadian and Ancient Egyptian, for example), 1 have consulted rvi th
experts in these fields, in a n effort to avoid problems of translation.

In reading historic texts that appear formally similar to problems in
Our o w n school textbooks, it is easy for us to read our own

experiences of schooling onto past eras. Though this rnay have s o m e
benefit in providing us with empathy and insight into past times
through connections to Our own experience, it may also keep u s from
being able to imagine the "othemess" of previous eras and cultures.

At the end of this chapter, 1 present a conjecture about differences in
the purposes of word problems in different times.

Babylonian word problems: Were they practical?
As a sixth-form student, 1 once got into an argument about
applied mathematics at a university interview. Al though 1
found the subject relatively easy, I did not like the way that
problems were superficially about the "real world", but in fact

were s o contrived that they were meaningless. The inter~ier\~er,
who of course tumed out to be an applied mathematician,
responded rather indignantly that if the problems were not
contrived they would be impossibly difficult (for mere students)
to solve. This was in the early nineteen-seventies, long beforc
the notion of modelling became fashionable in school or
university mathematics. Neither 1 nor the interviewer had any

vocabulary available to bridge the gap between our differing
perspectives. (Ainley, 1996, p. 1)
Hundreds of clay tablets containing "problem texts" from ancient
Babylon have been found by archaeologists, most of them dating
from the period 2000 to 1600 B.C. These problem texts are the second
most frequentlv found text type on Babylonian tablets, a fter "table
texts" containing multiplication, reciprocal, square root and other
tables presumed to have been used as references by scribes. Another
frequently found text type is "teachersf lists", which list alternative
number sets which give integral answers to particular problem types.
These are hypothesized to have been used by teachers in composing

new word problems in standard forms.

The problem texts include word problems, often many on the same
topic, along with instructions for solution, the answer and/or a
diagram. They are believed to be textbooks from Babylonian scribal
schools, which trained young people in literacy, bookkeeping and a
variety of administrative duties. At first glance, the word problems
appear to deal exclusively wi th practical problems of agricu 1tu ra 1,
commercial, legal and military administration -- questions about
grain stores, irrigation, inheritance, the construction of buildings and
siege ramps. On account of the superficial "everyday" quality to the
scories, and the fact that the scribal schools were vocational training
institutions, Babylonian mathematics has been characterized a s

"merely practical" as opposed to later Greek abstract, theoretical
ma thematics.

Some scholars who have looked more closely a t the corpus of
Babylonian word problern texts have corne to different conclusions.
The problern of deixis or reference in contemporary word problems
appears to originate in the very earliest word problems, those from
ancient Babylon. While some of the problems included in the
problem texts could conceivably refer to practical situations
encountered in the day-to-day working life of a Babylonian scribe,
others are very far-fetched in terms of the numbers and dimensions
used, the extreme simplification of a potential practical problem, o r
the nature of the unknown elements and the question posed. The
impractical nature of these stories calls into question their
referentiality in pointing to "real world" situations, and casts doubt
upon the serious practicality of er7en those more plausible problems.

Eleanor Robson, an Oxford Assyriologist with a mathematical
background, writes,
Should we think of [Babylonian mathematics] merelv as a
practical training for future overseers, accountants and
surveyors? ... Take the topic of grain-piles a s a starting point. In
the first sixteen problems of BM 96954 [a Babylonian
mathematical tablet in the British Museum] the measurements
of the grain-pile remain the same, while each parameter is
calculated in tum ... The first preserved problem concerns
finding the volume of the top half of the pile. One could
imagine how such techniques might be useful to a surveyor
making the first estimate of the capacity of a grain-pile after

harvest. However, then things start to get complicated. The
remaining problems give data such as the sum of the length and
the top, or the difference between the length and the thickness,
or even the statement that the width is equal to half of the
length plus 1. It is hardly likely that an agricultural overseer
would ever find himself needing to solve this sort of a problern
in the course of a working day.

[In two other sets of problems] the pile is 10 nindan (60m) iong
and 36 - 48 cubits (18 - 24 m) high. It is difficult to imagine hotv a
grain pile this big could ever be constructed, let alone rneasured
with a stick. (Eleanor Robson, persona1 email communication,
21 January 1997)
Besides grain-piles as large as an eight-storey office building and
clearly impractical calculations involving unexpected combinations

of their dimensions (recalling the "guess my age" word problems
whose applicability continues to perplex many practical-minded
students), Robson cites a Babylonian preference for integral
measurements, even when it was clearly known that such
measurements were inaccurate. For example, she refers to eight
problems about right-angled triangles, which demonstrate three
methods for finding the length of the diagonal of a 2- by 8-unit
rectangle. Each of the three methods produces a different length for
the diagonal. When the length of the diagonal is given at the start of
the problem (and the solver is to find the length of one of the other
two sides), it is not the most accurate measurement which is given,
bui the one which produces an integer answer with the method of

solution used.

Robson argues that it is inappropriate to draw a dichotomy between
"pure" and "applied" or "practical" Old Babylonian mathematics
since the problems functioned on two levels. On one hand, they
taught practical skills and tested methods to future scribes; on the
other hand, "many of those methods no longer had real-life
applications", and the problems extended originally-practical skills to
story situations tha t were clearly not referring to everyday life.

Robson's concept of a Babylonian mathematics which was at once
potentially useful and obviously impractical is appealing, and can be
used to analyze contemporary mathematics. Her deliberately
ambiguous view of ancient mathematics offers a way out of Our
current dualistic "pure/appliedWca tegories which seem
unsatisfactory ways to describe the work of most mathernaticians. In
looking a t the history of word problems, it is also interesting that the
question, "Are they real-life problems?" can be extended back to the
earliest examples of the genre, and that ambiguous answers to that
question can be traced in a continuous line back to the origins of
written mathematics.

Jens H ~ y m p a, Danish Assyriologist and historian of mathematics,
refers to a Babylonian problem about the construction of a siege-ramp
in his argument about the non-applied nature of some Babylonian
problems. Although the problem appears on the surface to have a
practical military application, Hayrup notes that the problem sol\rer

is supposed to be able to know the "amount of earth required for its
construction together with the length and height of the portion
already built, but not the total length and height to be attained." He
comments that "many [second-degree problems in Paby lonian
problem texts] look like real-world problems at first; but as soon a s
you analyze the structure of known versus unknown quanti ties, the
complete artificiality of the problems is revealed ... As scribal
discourse in general, mathematical discourse has been d i s c o ~ e c t e d
from immediate practice; it has achieved a certain autonomy."

(H0ymp, 1994, p. 7)

Hoynip characterizes Old Babylonian mathematics as based on

rrietliods where Greek mathematics grew out of problerits -- and this
despite the fact that nearly al1 the Babylonian texts we have a r e
problem texts, which delinea te methods only through repea ted
solved examples. H ~ y r u p ' sdistinction is between Babylonian scribol
school mathematics, which aimed to train students in methods
available at hand rather than in an understanding of these methods,
and Greek mathematics, which aimed to solve problems (like
doubling the cube, trisecting the angle and squaring the circle) by
extending mathematics and devising new methods. He comments
that many of the "useless second-degree problems" inciuded in the
Babylonian texts "appear to have been chosen not because of any
inherent interest but just because they cozild be sol~ecibg the
p. 7)
methods at hand." ( H ~ y r u p1994,
,

This analysis appears to use an anachronistic application of
contemporary valua tions of "training" and "educa tion" (i.e., skills
training a s inferior to educated understanding). But I think that
Hoyrup's point is a more subtle distinction in terms of discourses
available to the Babylonians and the Greeks. It is important to
remember that Babylonian documents predate Greek ones by some

1500 years, and that the Babylonians may have been the first people
in the world to conceive of mathematics as a unified and distinct area
of study. Hayrup writes.
There were no social sources, and no earlier traditions, from
which a concept of mathematics as a n activity per se could
spring, and there was thus no possibility that a scribe could corne
to think of himself as n r>irtztoso ~iintirrrrinticinrr.Only the
option to become a virtuoso cnlcirlntor was open; so, Babylonian
"pure mathematics" was in fact calculation pursued as t r i t pour
l'art, mathematics applied in its form but disengaged from real
application. (Heyrup, 1994, p. 8)

He does not imply that the Babylonians were incapable of "pure
mathematics", but that they had no other discourse available other
than that of practical problems to express abstract mathematical ideas.
Haynip writes, "Even when Old Babylonian mathematics is 'pure'
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sii bstntice, it remains npplied iri fornr. In contradistinction to this,

the prototype of Greek rnathematics is pure in form as well as in
substance" (p. 8).

On the other hand, Jacob Klein, writing about Diophantus, reserves
the notion of "purity of form" for modem symbolic algebra. For him,

Diophantus' mathematics was an intermediate stage bridging the
"rhetorical algebra" of problems stated in words and ordinary
language, and the abstract symbolic algebra of modern mathematics:
We must not forget that nll the signs which Diophantus uses are
merely word abbreviations.. . For this reason Nesselmann
(Algebrn der Grieclieu, p. 302) called the procedure practiced by
Diophantus a "syncopa ted algebra" which, he sa id, forms the
transition from the early "rhetorical" to the modern "symbolic"
algebra (according to Nesselmann even Vieta's mode of
calculation belongs to the stage of syncopa ted a lgebra). (Klein,
1968, p. 146)

Again the questions raised in discussion of Babylonian word
problems can be viewed in a way that reflects on our use of word
problems in contemporary school mathematics. Are word problems
used primarily to train students in the use of methods, without
necessarily understanding those methods? Are problems chosen
simply to illustrate the "methods at hand"? (Certainly the evidence
from curriculum writers like Lidstone in chapter 5 seems to indicate
a t least a projection of known methods ont0 the experienced rvorld to

create word problems with "nice numbers" and nvailable methods of
solution.)

Similarly, w e could ask whether Our need for the concrete imagery of
word problems has changed, since we have access to post-Greek
abstract mathematical discourse and symbolic algebra. I will discuss
this question further towards the end of this chapter.

The relationship between the history of word problems and riddles,

puzzles and recreational mathematics
1 have argued that mathematical word problems are generically non-

referential and that it is inappropriate to assign tmth value ta them -they Bout the Gricean maxim of quality. That is to Say, even when
word problem stories appear to refer to aspects of the "real world",
their links to the worid of lived experience are ambiguous at best So

why are these rather fanciful stories included at all?

1 raised this question in correspondence with mathematician David

Singmaster of South Bank University, London. Singmaster, who has
done extensive research into the history of recreational mathematics,
replied:
Many problems in recrea tional ma thema tics are embellished
with a story which is often highly improbable and this is partly
what makes the problem memorable and recreational.
However, 1 don't know which came first, the problem or the
story. Ln many cases, the story is essential to make the problem
interesting. For example, 1 once saw an exam schedule where 6
2 1/2 hour exams was typed as 62 1/2 hour exams. The first
takes 15 hours and the second takes 31 hours. When can they be
equal? This formulation is much more interesting than, "Find
numbers a, b, c, d such that a * (b + c/d) = a b * c/d". (David
Singmaster, persona1 email communication, 12 December 1996)
Singmaster's comments raised several issues, including the question
of the sheer pleasure of story, and particularly nonsensical story, in
word problems, and the historic and generic relationship between

word probiems in schools and orally-transmitted riddles in social
settings.

H ~ y r u phas addressed both these questions to some degree in his
writing on Babylonian word problems. He quotes Hermeiink (1978, p.
44) who describes recreational mathematics as "problems and riddles

which use the language of everyday but do not much care for the
circumstances of reality". "'Lack of care' is an understatement,"
writes H ~ y r u p and
,
echoes S i n p a s t e r in saying that:
a funny, striking, or even absurd deviation frorn the
circumstances of reality is m i esseitfinl fintiïre of any recreational

problem. It is this deviation from the habituai that causes
amazement, and which thus imparts upon the problem its
recreational value. (Hayrup, 1994, pp. 27- 29)

Using "the language of everyday" but 'hot much caring for the
circumstances of reality" is also a very apt characterization of the
non-referential nature of both word problems and parables as gcnres.
As shown above, a "lack of care for the circumstances of reality" h a s
been a feature of word problems as early as the Old Babylonian

period. H ~ y r u pposits a continuum of non-referential story problems

ranging from the most delightful mathematical recreations to the
dullest of school exercises:
One function of recreational mathematics is that of teaching ...
This end of the spectrum of recreational mathematics passes
imperceptibly into general school mathematics, which in the
Bronze Age as now would often be unrealistic in the precision
and magnitude of numbers without being hnny in any way.
Whether funny or not, such problems would be determined

frmi the nietliods tu be trniized ... Over the whole range from
school mathematics to ma thema tical riddles, the methods o r
techniques are thus the basic determinants of development, and
problems are constructed that permit one to bring the methods
at hand into play. (Hsynip, 1994, pp. 27- 29)
Work by the German mathematics historian Tropfke (19SO),
Singmaster (1988) and others has established the often-ancient
provenance and wide historicai, geographic and cultural distribution

of a large number of farnous word problem/recreational problem

types. For example, the "cistern problem" referred to in Chapter 3, the
"purchasing a horse" problem, the "100 birds" problem, and the
"crossing a river" problem have appeared in ancient India and China,
medieval Byzantium and the Isiamic world, and in rnedieval and
Renaissance Europe. The farniliar children's riddle in English, "As 1
was going to St. Ives", has been traced back to a problem in the Rhind
papyrus and is related to a problem from Sun Tzu in ancient China;
and the famous Islamic-Indian "chessboard problem" can be traced to

Babylonian origins, as well as related problems in China and in

Europe (in Alcuin, for example). As Hoyrup points out, "the same
stock [of widely-known story problems] was also drawn upon bv
Diophantus, who, of course, stripped the problems of thei r concrete
dressing." (Heyrup, 1994, p. 35)

Hayrup relates the very wide distribution and longevity of these

famous problems to an oral tradition of recreational probiem riddles
transmitted by merchants along the Silk Route:

Like other riddles, recreational mathematics belongs to the
domain of oral literature. Recreational problems can thus be
compared to folktales. The distribution of the "Silk Route
group" of problems is also fairly similar to the distribution of
the "Eurasian folktale", which extends "from Ireland to India". ..
However, for several reasons (not least because the oüter limits
of the geographical range do not coincide) we should not make
too much of this parallel. Recreational problems belong to a
specific subculture -- the subculture of those people who are able
to grasp them. The most mobile members of this group were, of
course, the merchants, who moved relativelv freely or had
contacts even where communication was otherwise scarce
(mathematical probiems appear to have diffused into China
well before Buddhism). (Hayrup, 1994, pp. 34-35)
The notion that recreational mathematics problems were orally
transmitted across Europe and Asia is supported by observations
from other writers on the history of mathematics. Dominic Olivastro
cites the following examples of problems from Alcuin:
A certain gentleman ordered that ninety measures of grain were
to be moved from one of his houses to another, thirty halfleagues away. One camel was to transport the grain in three
journeys, carrying thirty measures on each journev. A camel
eats one measure each half-league. How many measures will be
left, when al1 has been transported?
(Alcuin of York, in Olivastro, 1993, p. 131)
A merchant in the East wanted to buy a hundred animals for a
hundred shillings. He ordered his servant ro pay five shillings
for a camel, one shilling for an ass, and to buy twenty sheep for a
shilling. How many camels, asses, and sheep were in\rol\red in
the deal?
(Alcuin in Olivastro, 1993, p. 133)

and comments:
Camels appear often enough in these puzzles to raise a few
suspicions ...Why would a n English monk [Alcuin] frame his
puzzles in terms of an animal he probably never saw? The
answer is that the puzzle, like rnany in the Puoyositioires,

originated in the Middle East. The Arabs had already learned ~i
the positional number system from the Indians, who in tum
may have received it from the Chinese. The puzzles are from n
very talented people; the solutions [that Alcuin gives] are
not. ..[Alcuin] gives the wrong answers, or misunderstands the
problems, or fails to find the general principle behind them.
(Olivastro, 1993, p. 133)
Olivastro also quotes the following variants on the "crossing the
river" probiem from Alcuin:
Three men, each with a sister, needed to cross a river. Each one
of them coveted the sister of another. At the river, they found
only a small boat, in which only two of them could cross a t a
time. How did they cross the river, without any of the women
being defiled by the men?(Alcuin, Propositiories problem 17, in
Olivastro, 1993, p. 136)
[A range of patriarchal assumptions underlie this word problem's
story. Readers interested in questions of political va lues embedded
in word problem stones are referred to Maxwell (1988)l

A man had to take a wolf, a goat, and a cabbage across the river.
The only boat he could find could take onlv two of them at a
tirne. But he had been ordered to transfer a11 of these to the
other side in good condition. Horv could this be done?
(Alcuin, Propositio~iesproblem 18, in Olivas tro, 1993, p. 13s)

...and reports the following, unattribu ted, anthropological lore:
In the Swahili tradition, a visitor from another region visits a
sultan but refuses to pay tribute. He is confronted with a
challenge: He must carry a leopard, a goat, a n d some tree leavcs
to the sultan's son who lives across a river, and he must use a
boat that will hold only the visitor and two other items. The
problem, of course, is that no two items c m b e left on the slmrc
together.. .The visitor, afier mulling over the problem, decides to
carry first the leaves and goat, return with the goat, and then
carry the goat and the leopard together to the son.

A similar idea is found in Zambia. This time there are four
items to transport: a leopard, a goat, a rat, and a basket of corn,
where each is likely to eat the one following it. The boat can

hold only the man and one item. The story tells us that the m a n
considers leaving behind the rat or the leopard, and thus
reducing the problem to the one of the Swahili tradition, but,
the story goes, the man finally realizes that al1 animals are his
brothers - so he decides not to make the trip at all! (Olivastro,
1993, p. 139)

I would have viewed these "exotic tales" as suspiciously pat had it
not been for a similar report, this time frorn the Atlas mountains of
Morocco, from a scrupulously reliable source, Eric Muller of Brock
University (Muller, 1994). Muller's account is notable a s it is the onlv
first-hand report of such practices that 1 have been able to find.

Muller visited several remote villages in the Atlas mountains on a
number of occasions, accompanied by a Moroccan colleague,
Professor Ha Oudadess of Rabat. In 1979, Oudadess had carried out a
survey of oral mathematics traditions in the Atlas, and w a s able to
translate conversations From Berber into French for Muller.

Here is Muller's account of his experience of a living oral tradition of
mathematical problem solving:
It was in [the isolated village of ] Tizin'Isli, on the terrace of the
only cafe in town, over the inevitable cup of sweet mint tea, t h a t
we talked to Qlla Ikhlef. He speaks only Berber, which
[Professor] Ha [Oudadess] translates for me into French.. . He w a s
born in 1962, in a small village higher u p in the mountains ...He
has no forma1 education but recalls that at the age of fourteen h e
was allowed to sit with some elders who would spend time
inventing and solving problerns. Can he recall any of the
problems? "Oh yes."

"Three people own 30 she-goats. ln the spring 10 of them bear 3
kids, 10 bear 2 kids and 10 bear 1 kid. The three owners decide to
split the herd equally so that they have the same number of
goats and kids. No kid is to be separated from its rnother. Hoiv
can we d o this?" ...
Qlla recalls a social "problem cornpetition" between men from
his village and others from a different village. This would be
held at the time of the souk (the travelling market which, in
small viliages, is held once a week.) On warm nights, before the
souk, men would gather in an open tent, drink sweet mint tea,
talk and sometimes pose problems for members from the other
village to answer. We wonder where this tradition cornes from.
What in this culture makes mathematics problems solving a
social activity? We know it is quite old because Ha remembers
that as a youngster, in the Atlas, he was stopped and challenged
by elderly men from the village to solve problems. It is also
quite extensively spread throughout the Moroccan Atlas.. .

The word has spread that these strangers, in shorts, are
interested in problems. A group of men corne forward, one of
them wants to share a problem. It is a version of the ri\rercrossing involving a boat, a wolf, a goat and a cabbage, rwvorded
for the local situation. No one else in the crowd has a problern
to share ...
Here are a couple more problems gathered by Ha [elsewhere in
the Atlas]:
1)A person wishes to purchase 100 birds using exactly 20 rials.
For one rial the person can get either one hawk, or two pigeons
or five sparrows. The person must buy at least one bird of each
type. How many of each type c m the person buy?

2) Three people go to the barber. To pay each person opens a
drawer and places a payment equal to what is found in it and
then closes the drawer. After the customers have left the barber
finds 10 rials in the drawer. He wants to know how much each
person paid. (Muller, 1994)

In the course of interviewing mathematics teachers for this thesis, I
heard another anecdote about word problems, which in some ways

was similar to Muller's (for example, in its portrayal of word
problems embedded in a riddling tradition, and as part of traditional
village life). "Mohammed Ibrahim", a Canadian university
mathematics professor who grew up in Iran, told me this story about
an experience he had as a child:
When 1 was in Grade 10 1 had a bike and used to ride it to the high
school. 1 had a friend with no bike. So we had to double-ride, but
that was illegal in Iran. One day we were stopped by the police. My
friend said somethuig insulting to the police officer, so he !lad to
take us to the station.
At the station there was a higher-ranking officer who was a nice
guy. First, he asked us, "Why did you do this? Why did vou insult
the police officer?" Then he asked us what we were stud>ing, a n d
we said mathematics. So he said, "You're students of math. Solve
this one problem, and 1'11 let you go. Otherwise 1'11 have to cal1
your parents."
Here is the problem he gave us. Suppose you have a grocery shop,
and you're selling flour by the ounce, in amounts from one ounce
to forty ounces. Can you find only four weights with rvhich w u
could weigh out d l whole-number arnounts of flour, from one to
forty ounces?

We struggled for an hour at the police station but we couldn't
solve the problem. However, luckily for us, the officer was a very
nice man. He said, "You students these days don't know anything!
1'11 let you go -- but 1 want you to solve this problern and come back
to tell me the answer." So he let us go, and rve went on to school.
When 1 went to bed that night 1 thought a n d thought about this
problem. It was a kind of obsession. And 1 c m Say that 1 solved it in
my sleep! When 1 woke up in the moming, 1 knew the answer
without knowing why it was true. You could measure al1 the
possible amounts from one to forty ounces with four weights of 1,
3 , 9 and 27 ounces. I'm not sure if 1 worked it out by process of
elimination or what, but I knew that it wouid work.

So 1 did go back to the police officer and told him the solution. He
asked me how 1 got the answer. 1 asked him where he got the
question. He said he was visiting a small village where there was
this man who was selling things by the ounce, but the man had
only four weights for his scale. The officer asked the man, " C m
you d o al1 the weights with just that?" "Yes," said the man, "at
least, 1 can d o al1 the weights from one to forty!"
Years later, 1 came across the same problem, stated with more
generality, in a book on number theory.

A summary and a conjecture

Looking closely at examples from the history of word problems in
mathematics education, it seems evident that these problems were
never intended solely for the purpose of applying mathematics to the
solution of real-life problems. From the earliest of recorded word
problems in Babylonian texts, word problems used unrealistic
numbers, impractical situations and questions that would never arise
in real-life problem situations. Although word problems superficially
appeared to refer to real life situations, their purpose nras clearly not
simply to solve actual difficulties encountered in day-to-day li fe.

Rather, they seem to have offered a way of exemplifying or

embodying mathematical concepts and methods. We can imagine a
teacher in an earlier era with an elegant mathematical method a t

hand, searching for ways of fieshing out or dressing up that method
in terrns of a story that drew on real life references.

Certainly rny research with contemporary Canadian curriculum
writers and teachers shows this mode of writing word problems e x
in Our own times. A writer of calculus materials begins to look at t
world with "calculus eyes", looking for examples of, say maxima and
minima or rates of change in the world around, examples which c m

be simplified and given "nice numbers" to create word problems for
students. A writer of primary school textbooks similarly sees the
world with "addition and subtraction" and "regrouping" eyes,
noticing things that increase and diminish, things that come grouped

in packages of ten, and so on. So, selectively viewing the everyday
world, the calculus teacher may notice the acceleration patterns in the
launching of a mode1 rocket in the park, or the different rates the
minute and second hands sweep out on the face of a clock; the
elementary teacher rnay notice how many candies come in a roll o r
how many party hats are in a package; the intermediate teacher,
teaching fractions and multiplication, may focus on cutting pizzas o r
doubling recipes. AI1 may feel that the world is chock-a-block with
examples of "their" mathematics. Of course, this may not seem so
evident to others, inciuding their own students. (Other disciplines
impose their own special ways of making sense of everyday
phenomena too

-- a painter, a poet or a politician might feel that a11

the world's a play of colours, of words or of power struggles.)

The impulse for writing word problems begins with the structures
and methods of mathematics and looks for ways of clothing these in

stories from our lived lives. So the words in word problems d o not
actually refer to "ïeal life" objects and happenings in their full range
of meanings and properties, but only to those abstracted quatities
which are isornorphic to the particular mathematical structure being
illustrated. Most of our practical knowledge of the everyday world
must be left behind when dealing with the stories of word problems.

In these stories, there is no friction, no spillage, no unevenness or
lack of uniformity

-

the contingencies o i the world we know are

deliberately omitted, and any student who knows too much about
the purported real-life subject of a word problem is well-advised tn
leave that knowledge aside during math class. Word problems are
not nborrt the world we live in; they are about the world of
ma thematics.

And yet, in recent years, there has been a great deal of emphasis on
giving students more and better word problems so that students rvill
become "better problem-solvers" in the real-life world of work. In
fact, since the Renaissance, mathematics textbooks have emphasized
work-related word problems in terms of their practicality and
applicability to real-life problern solving situations. Why?

My conjectured answer to this question is as follows: Before algebra,
there was no means of stating mathematical generalities except by the
use of examples. For exarnple, the Babylonians had no general way of
stating quadratic equations, but repeated examples of word problems

involving the area of square such as the foliowing solved problem

give a general method for solving quadratic equations:
1 have added the area and two thirds of the side of my square
and it is 0;35. You take 1, the "CO-efficient".Two thirds of 1, the
coefficient, is ;40. Half of this, 0;20, you multiply by 0;20 (and the
result) 0;6,40 you add to 0;32, and the result 0;41,40 has 0;50 as its
square root. 0;20, which you multiplied by itself, you subtract
from 0;50 and 0;30 is the (side of) the square.
(Babylonian problem quoted in Aaboe, 1964, p. 23)

Carrying out the solution procedure detailed in this and numbers oi
similar problems in the Babylonian texts yields a method for finding
roots of a quadratic.

1s this question really about the area of a square? Aaboe notes that

this and other similar problems are anything but practical problems.

Aaboe writes:
That we are asked to add areas and lengths shows clearly that no
real geometrical situation is envisaged. h fact, the term "square"
has no more geometrical connotation than it does in Our
algebra. (Aaboe, 1964, p. 25)

Aaboe remarks that, although the Babylonians had no general
formula for the quadratic formula, working through the large
number of solved word problems given in the Babylonian corpus
would ensure that one was familiar with a general procedure that
gives roots of quadratics.

In a similar way, Aaboe (p. 44) notes that what we now cal1 the
"geometric algebra" of the ancient Greeks gives proofs we would now

consider to be fundamentally algebraic in terms of geometric
imagery. He gives the example of Book II of Euclid's E l e m w t s , which
he says consists of theorems "which on the surface belong to

geometry, but whose contents are entirely algebraic" (Aaboe, 1964, p.
44). Like the Babylonians, the Greeks had no symbolism for

expressing "nb*'or "x2" in the ways farniliar to us today; but those
concepts could be expressed through geometric images like "the area
of a rectangle with sides of length [ n ] and [b]",or "the area of a square
with a side [x] units long".

My conjecture about the changing pedagogic purposes is closelv
related to changes tha t came with the introduction of algebra from
the Islamic world into the European world in the early Renaissance.

If word problems were used as a way of expressing generality through
repeated examples in pre-algebraic times, what was their purpose
once algebra provided a much more compact way of stating general
ma thematical situations?

Word problems in Renaissance arithmetic books were largely
concemed with commercial dealings, and many of these books were
written for an audience from the rising merchant class, who studied
arithmetic (or sent their sons to shidy from a n arithmetic master) for
ostensible use in trade. These word problems retained the formal
structure of earlier word problems, which have had a continuous
history from Babylonian times and continue to be written in much

the same, standardized form. What may have changed at the time of
the introduction of algebra is the stated pedagogic purpose, or prc.tcst,
for including word problems as part of the mathematics teaching
curriculum. Where in earlier times, the superficially practical story

was inseparable from the underlying generality expressed through
numerous repetitions of sirnilar problems, algebra allowed a
separation of these hvo functions. Cut loose from their necessary role
in stating mathematical generality, word problems' use had to be
shored up by a sornetimes spurious emphasis on their practicality
and applicability. Since Renaissance times at least, and certainly in
Our own day, we have seen many instances of the use of word
problems being justified by their practicality and usefulness, al though
studies like Lave (1992) and Nunes, Schliemann & Carraher (1993)
have done much to prove that practical, applied mathematics in
work situations are often quite different from the word problem
forms and solution methods taught in schools.

It is also interesting to note that, since students are rarely introduced
to algebra before the age of fourteen or fifteen years, students
themselves are "pre-algebraic" for most of their school mathematics
career. Even when algebra has been introduced, most school students
are not yet sufficiently familiar and fluent with algebra to accept
algebraically-stated generalities. So the use of word problems in
contemporary schooling may be parallel in some ways to their use in
pre-algebraic times, since they may be offered as repeated exeniplars

offering generality to students who are pre-algebraic or novices at
algebra.

If my conjecture holds true -- that is, if the format of word problems
has survived and thrived for 4,000 years while its purposes have
changed from riddles to exemplars of mathematical generality to
practical, applied problems

-- then this might offer some

encouragement to those of us who want to irnprove mathematics
education through innovation in pedagogic practices. Withou t
discarding word problems, which I believe have a great deai of
cultural and historical interest, perhaps we can use them with new

purposes. For example, we could find new ways of teaching with
word problems through analogy with closely-related generic forms
like riddles, koans and parables; rather than treating problems as
disposable items, we could take time with each one, exploring its
paradoxes, ambiguities, connections and allowing it to resonate with
Our lives as we would with a parable. Since word problems are ne\-er
quite "about" the objects, people and places they purport to refer to, it
might be useful to work with students on recognizing superficially
different story problems with similar underlying mathematical
structures. And word problems, with their long history, pro\-ide a
natural link to the study of the history of mathematics.

Rather than treating word problems in either a staunchly
traditionalist mode or sweeping them out of the mathematics

curriculum in a bid for radical educational reform, 1 would prefer to
resee them against different contextual backgrounds, and reuse them

in new ways and for new purposes. For those who value tradition,
there may be consolation in knowing that this seems to have been an
accepted practice throughout the history of mathematics education.

Chapter 8

Conclusions

In the first chapter of this thesis, 1 raised several important questions
about word problems as genre in mathematics education, and suggested
that "taking a walk" around the genre, seeing it as an object from
different points of view, could open up an understanding of the gcnrc

and how it could be used in teaching. In this final chapter, i will revisit

rny original questions in light of the findings detailed in Chapters 2 to 7,
and make some suggestions about ways to improve teaching practice
using insights gained from this analysis.

A summary of earlier chapters

In Chapter 2, I offered some background to genre theorv from
linguistics, literary studies and film studies, including the following
assertions:

Genres are sets of ci

ira1 conventions. Genres are defined bv

cultural recognition and consensus, and d o not necessarilv s a t isfv a
defining list of clearly-stated characteristics.

Addressivity is an important feature to investigate in any genre.
A particular genre addresses a particular imagined audience.

Examples of a certain genre are made in imitation, not of life, but

of other exemplars of the genre. (So word problems are made not

in imitation of life but of other word problems.)

To quote rhetorician Carolyn Miller, "What we learn when r\ve
learn a genre is not just a pattern of forms or even a method of

achieving our own ends. We learn, more importantly, what ends

we may have." (Miller, 1984, p. 165) The genres of Our culture
define us, Our identities and desires, in relation to our culturallvmediated worlds.

Genres c a r y their own generic intentions, which may or may not

be Our intentions as users of the genre. These meanings, inherent
in the very form of the genre, may have historical or archaic roots.

In Chapter 3, I looked at word problems from the point of view of
linguistics and of literary theory. I asked two questions: what is the ivord

problern genre and what other genres is it likr?

Linguistic analysis of the word problem genre found the following
features typical of word problerns as a genre:

A 3-component narrative structure (set-up, data, question)

Indeterminate deixis of nouns and pronouns

A non-deictic use of metalinguistic verb tense

Strong, unambiguous illocutionary force (along the lines of,

"Turn this into a mathematical problem of the type you have just
been taught, and find the right answer!") This illocutionarv force
rests on a series of tacit assumptions -- for example, that the word
problem contains sufficient information for its solution, that
contingencies of Our lived lives cannot be invoked nor extraneous
information requested, that the word problem can be tumed in to a
symbolic mathematical problem, tha t a right answer exists, tha t
word problems are meant as exercises to practice mathematical
methods, etc.

"No truth value" -- that is, as with fiction, it is inappropriate to
ascribe truth or falsity to the statements in a word problem

A flouting of the "Gricean maxim of quality" (which states that,

in order to make conversation possible, we agree not to say ~ v l i ta
we believe to be false.)

Literary analysis of word problems suggests that they are like religious

or philosophical parables in their non-deictic, "glancing" referential
relationship to Our experienced lives, and in the fact that the concrcte
images they invoke are interchangeable with other images without

changing the essential nature of the word problem or parable. The
nouns and verbs in both word problems and parables point to a nonmaterial world (the world of mathematical objects or philosophical
entities) rather than to their usual referents in Our material, lived lives.
For this reason, both parables and mathematical word problems teature
odd, often fancih l , elliptical and inconclusive story elemen ts, an
anomalous use of verb tense, and a lack of concern with the
contingencies of day-to-day life.

Where the two genres differ is in their use. While parables are m e a n t to
be lingered over, because they resonate with the deepest concerns of
human life and teach through paradox and perplexity, mathematical
word problems are typically offered to students for quick translation into
symbolic form, correct solution by familiar methods as a n exercise, e n d
immedia te disposa 1.

Chapters 4,5 and 6 looked at the word problem genre as an object of
pedagogy, and looked at gaps between pedagogic intentions consciouslv
ascribed to by teachers and writers, those inherent in the genre, a n d
those taken up by students in their role a s cultural interpreters. In
interviews with teachers and curriculum writers, a variety of stated
pedagogic intentions were found. A pattern that emerged was that
educators involved in elementary schooling valued practical,
contextualized, open-ended problems over abstractly ma thema tica 1
ones, while those in tertiary education valued abstract mathematical

interpretations, in which students were encouraged to "see through"
the apparent story to a mathematical structure (or altemately, to
"project" the desired mathematics ont0 the story situation), rather than
dwell on the given story. The only secondary teacher interviewed
seemed to be in an uncornfortable middle position, pulied by the
expressed aims of both elementary and tertiary mathematics educa tion
cultures. This teacher expressed conflicting desires to do "real" problem

solving of the type favoured by the elementary teachers, and to
acculturate students to see the abstract mathematical structures
favoured by tertiary education teachers.

Students' uptake of their teachers' intentions seemed quite accura te -that is to say, the students were skilled readers of their teachers. Those
with the highest levels of tertiary mathematics education were most
consistently willing and able to "see through" word problems to
mathematical structures, and, although some initially stated that wmrd
problems were meant to prepare them for practical job situations, a look
at some examples from their own textbook led them to other
conclusions.

Elementary and junior secondary students, although capable of "seeing
through" story a s well, more often looked at word problems in terms of
their real-life applications, in terms of their holistic rneanings and
lived-life contingencies. They criticized particular problems on practical
or moral grounds. Those students whose teacher enjoved the

pleasurable riddling tradition affiliated historically with word problems
also expressed enjoyment at solving puzzles. Students valued the
interest and memorability of word problem imagery, and saw the
question component as a point of entry to become involved in plaving
with the problem.

In Chapter 7.1 looked at the history of the word problem genre, focusing

on issues of intentionality. It was found that mathematicd word
problems have a contuiuous history going back more than 4000 vears, to
ancient Babylon and ancient Egypt, and spanning cultures as diverse as
ancient China, medieval India, the medieva 1 Islamic world, and
medieval and Renaissance Europe. What is more, the form of
mathematical word problems appears nearly unchanged throughout its
long history.

It was established that, frorn the earliest citations of word problems on

Babylonian clay tablets, these problems were never simply applications
of mathematics to practical, real-life problems. Mathematical methods
and concepts have always corne prior to the stories of word problerns,
and there has always been ambiguity in the referents for the words in
these stories. In a tangential way, the words used refer to the concrete
objects that are their usual referents in natural language; however, their
primary referents are the objects and methods of a mathematical world,
although these are only spoken of in the coded clothing of story.

1 speculated that the purpose of mathematical word problems rnay have

changed at the time when algebra was introduced.

[n a

pre-algebraic

culture, the only way to express mathematical generality may be
through repeated exemplars -- that is.. through a series of stories which
point to similar mathematical structures and methods. Algebra, on the
other hand, can easily express generality using variables. My conjecture
iç that, once algebra had been introduced, the long tradition of word

problems was presenred by attaching new meaning to the genre, that of
useful, practical problems. The pretext of practica li ty and usefu lness has
justified the use of word problems in mathematics education; and since
most school students are either pre-algebraic or novices at algebra, word
problems m a y continue to serve the purpose of expressing generality
through repeated exemplification for them.

Some implications for teaching
1s there a distinction between riddles, recreational puzzles and school

word problems? Since the same problems can be found contextualized
in al1 three settings, the difference seems to lie mainly in the intentions
surrounding the problem. Riddles are contextualized in a setting of
pleasurable social interaction. They can be part of a process of build iiig
social solidarity and, simultaneously, a source of cornpetition, as in the
village riddling contests. Although riddles have been collected in
written form, their primary use is in oral culture, and good riddlers can
draw frorn a large memorized repertoire upon which a certain degree of
improvisation is possible.

Ln conhast, word problems in school mathematics are traditionally
assigned as a sort of bitter medicine that will make you better. In North
American mathematics textbooks, they usually corne at the end of

a

series of "easier" numerically o r algebraically-stated problems rela ted to
a mathematical concept introduced in the preceding chapter. The word

problems represent a final test of students' cornpetence in recognizing
problem types related to that chapter and translating those problems
into tractable diagrams and equations which can be solved using taught
algorithmic methods. School word problems are not social events nor
part of a n oral culture. They are ideally meant to be solved silently,
individually, using pencil and paper. Students are certainly not
encouraged to memorize a repertoire of word problems for later
enjoyment. O n the contrary, once solved, they are generally discardeci bv
teacher and students.

Riddles often retain strong links to folktales and parables a n d othcr
teaching tales in their invocation of paradox and ambiguity, through
their use of puns, hyperbole, nonsense, etc. Like parables and ivord
problems, they point to two worlds a t once -- the world of their literal
referents and another world invoked by word play o r unexpected
associations and structures. In riddles and parables, this ambiguitv is
embraced as essential to the enjoyment and philosophical import of the
genre.

Contemporary writers of mathematical word problems, on the other

hand, work hard to make their problems realistic, relevant and
unambiguous. Ln this pursuit of singleness of meaning and relevancy,
they are stymied by the genre's history and form, which carry with thcm
the intention to create paradox and at best a shifting relationship to
everÿday reality.

W h a t if we treated word problems in mathematics classes as if they were

parables, or riddles? Would this alter our intentions as mathematics
educators, or our students perceptions of those intentions?

For example, if word problems were not considered disposable esercises
(as they often are now) but as parables worthy of longer a n d deeper
contemplation, we might spend a week considering a single word
problem in al1 its considerations and implications. Students might be
asked to comb older textbooks or even historical sources for cvord
problems pointing to the same mathematical structures a s the
"parabolic" story under consideration. They might consider changing
certain features of the word problem while holding others unchangcd,
and seeing whether this altered the mathematical relationships pointed
to in the problem. They might try to project real-life situations in which
recalling the word problem "parable" might be instructive, or helpf~il,
or corn forting.

And what if word problems were considered as riddles? First of al], a
playful and perhaps cornpetitive spirit would be invoked. Word play
and double meanings would be welcomed rather than banned. A
pleasurable, oral culture approach to a recreational use of word

problems would take the place of our present, very serious approach to
evaluation of student written knowledge.

Ferhaps the simple suggestion that mathematical word problems be
considered ns yorables or ns riddles

-- the shift to the "as if" point

of

view that characterizes play and drama -- may begin to engender a shift
in thinking and in educational practice. Playing with genre, and el-en

pushing its elements beyond genre limits may lead to unexpected
insights. Why not take a playful approach to the traditional genres of
mathematics education, and what is more, why not let our students in
on what we know about these genres and give them a chance to plav
with them too? Rather than forcing a choice for teachers, either to
embrace traditions unthinkingly or discard traditional forms in a k t - e r
of reform, we could "try on" new contexts for old forms, a n d encourage
an awareness of the forms themselves. By playing with unfarniliar

intentions for familiar forms, we may find renewed meanings and
resonances for the genres of mathematics education.

Appendix:

A glossary of terms used from linguistics, discourse analysis and

genre analysis

Deixis: from the Greek word for "pointing" (as in "index"), refers to the
process of pointing with words. Deixis studies the contextual referents
for demonstratives ("this", "that"), pronouns ("I", "you", "it" etc.), verb
tenses, context-referential adverbs of time and place ("then", "here")

and "a variety of other grammatical features tied directly to the
circumstances of utterance" (Levinson, 1983, p. 54).
Context of utterance is here referred to in terms of pragmatic indices, coordinates or reference points. For example, the deixis of verb tense is
analyzed with reference to the time an utterance was spoken or written
("coding time") and the time it was heard or read ("receiving time"),
which may or may not be distinct. Demonstratives, adverbs of time and
place and verb tenses are described on a continuum that ranges from
closest ("maximally proximal") to hrthest away ("maximallv distal")
from a central point of reference ("deictic centre") -- for example, some
dialects of American English have three adverbs referring to locations
increasingly distal from a deictic centre ("here", "there" and "yonder").

Discourse analysis: This term has been adopted by a large number ot

disciplines, including various branches of linguistics, literary s tud ies,
ethnography, sociology, film studies and artificial intelligence.
Generally, discourse analysis refers to the structural analysis of stretches
of "text" (in its broadest meaning) at a level larger than the sentence or
utterance. The texts in question rnay range from spoken discourse in
classrooms or courtroorns, to written texts like stories, novels, poems,

letters or graffiti, to dialogue in film or theatre, to oral genres like
storytelling, speech making, gossip, jokes and puns (see Cou1tha rd, 2992;
van Dijk, 1985a; van Dijk, 1985b).

The analytic methods that fa11 under the general heading "discourse
analysis" are as heterogeneous as the texts they are used to analyze.
Deborah Schiffrin (1994) writes that discourse analysis is "widely
recognized as one of the most vast, but also one of the least defined.
areas in Iinguistics" (p. 5), and goes on to describe six approaches
currently used in discourse analysis methodology: pragmatics, speech act
theory, interactional socioIinguistics, ethnography of communicati«n,
conversational analysis and variation analysis.

Genre analysis: The term "speech genre" was coined by Mikhail Bakhtin

to describe "relatively stable types of utterances" (Bakhtin, 1986. p. 60).
The notion of genre analysis has since been taken u p in other areas of
cultural anaiysis, notably film studies and Iiterary criticism.
Bakhtin stresses that genres can be analyzed only by considering the
whole of ar. utterance, including consideration of its thematic content,
linguistic style (including lexical, syntactic and other grammatical
features), its compositional structure, its expressiveness and its
addressivity. Since deconiextualized words and sentences lose this
quality of addressivity, a purely atomistic forma1 linguistic approach
cannot capture the features of a genre.

Gricean maxims: The study of implicature has a basis in ideas expressed

by H.P. Grice in a series of Harvard lectures in 1967 (Grice, 1975, 1978).
Grice looked for a set of assumptions underlying the efficient cooperative use of language. The five principles he found, including a
general "CO-operativeprinciple" and four "(Gricean) maxims of
conversation" are listed below:
1 ) The CO-operntigepri>iciyle: Make your contribution such a s is
required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or
direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged.
2) Tltr r~rnxirrrof qirnlity: Try to make your contribution o n e that is
true, specificall y:
i) do not say what you believe to b e false
ii) do not Say that for which you lack adequate evidence.

3 ) The ~~rnxirn
of qirnntity:
i) Make your contribution as informative as is required for the
current purposes of the exchange.
ii) do not make your contribution more informative than is
required.
4 ) The irinsirit of relewrzce: Mnke vour con tributions relel-an t .

5) Tite ntnsim of riinrmer: Br perspicuous, and specifica ll y:
i) avoid obscurity, ii) avoid ambiguity, iii) be brief, and iv) be
orderly
Grice's point is not that al1 speakers must follow these guidelines
exactly, since it is obvious that no one speaks this way all the tirne.
Rather, he says that when an utterance appears to be non-cooperati1.e
on the surface, we try to interpret it as CO-operativea t a deeper level.
Levinson gives the following example:
A: Where's Bi11 ?
B: There's a yellow VW outside Sue's house.

(Levinson, 1983, p. 102)

B's contribution, if taken literally, does not answer A's question, and it
rnight seem as if B were being uncooperative and changing the topic.
However, if we assume that B is, at some deeper level, being
cooperative and respecting the maxirn of relevance, we try to make a
connection between Bill's location and the location of a yellow VW, and

conclude that, if Bill has a yellow VW, he may b e at Sue's house.

Implicature: "provides some explicit account of how it is possible to

mean more than what is actually said (Le. more than what is literallv
expressed by the conventional sense of the linguistic expressions
uttered)." (Levinson, 1983, p. 97) For example, Levinson gives the
following example:
A: Can you tell me the time?
B: Well, the milkman has come.

and paraphrases what native speakers would understand bv this
exchange as follows:
A: Do you have the ability to tell me the time of the present
moment, as standardly indicated on a watch, and if so please do so

tell me.
B: No 1 don't know the exact time of the present moment, but 1 can
provide some information from which you may be able to deducc
the approximate time, namely the milkman has come.
Implicature studies the mechanisms by which speakers of a language
can understand utterances' unstated rela tionship to con text and to the

speakers and listeners involved in the conversation (or to the writers
and readers involved in a written exchange).

Pragmatics: In Anglo-American linguistics, pragmatics is often defined
as "the study of language usage" (Levinson, 1983, p. 5). This is a rather
vague definition, and allows for an unintentional amount of overlap
between pragmatics and other areas like sociolinguistics,
psycholinguis tics, etc. Levinson (1983) struggles with alternative, more
specific definitions, and cornes up with the following possibilities:
Pragmatics is the study of those relations between language a n d
context that are grnnirrinticnlizeci, or encoded in the structure o i a
tanguage. (p. 9 )
Pragmatics is the study of the relations between language and
context that are basic to an account of language understanding. (p.
21
Pragmatics is the s h d y of deixis (at least in part), impiicature,
presupposition, speech acts, and aspects of d iscourse structure. (p.
27)
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